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Level crossings currently present the largest risk of a multi-fatality incident on the railway network. Her
Majesty’s Railway Inspectorate (HMRI), a division of the Health and Safety Executive (HSE), has a role
in the approval, inspection and investigation of incidents involving level crossings. To ensure risks are
better controlled, HMRI are seeking to develop their understanding of human factors issues at level
crossings.
This report is the first of three reports being produced by Davis Associates for HMRI’s project, ‘Level
crossings: Future Human Factors Priorities, new technologies and tools for inspectors’.
This report summarises the findings from a literature review, site visits, interviews with stakeholders
and a validation exercise. The findings and key human factors issues are presented in a database
format for ease of use and searching using keywords. It also provides a traceable source of information
for the development of Inspectors’ tools and approaches.
This report and the work it describes were funded by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). Its
contents, including any opinions and/or conclusions expressed, are those of the authors alone and do
not necessarily reflect HSE policy.
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-PN\YL
(ISHURKH[HIHZLLU[Y`7SLHZL
YLMLY[VWHNLMVYJSHYPÄJH[PVU
VMLHJOHIIYL]PH[PVU

3L]LS JYVZZPUNZ! JVTT\UPJH[PVU HUK \ZLY ILOH]PV\Y PZZ\LZ
9LM

3HZ[ TVKPMPLK

*YLH[PVU KH[L

,VVXH

,VVXHDWDOHYHOFURVVLQJ

 /HYHO &URVVLQJ W\SH
3URWHFWHG

(/)
()*3
(6*9
(6*3
<>*4>3
:-?4>3

 8VHU GHWDLOV
8QSURWHFWHG

4*.
4*)
4*)**;=
<UKLMPULK

<>*
<>*;
 (JJVT
 6JJ\W
6*
-*

/HYHOFURVVLQJXVHUW\SH

)>
<UKLMPULK

7LKLZ[YPHU
3HUKV^ULY
*`JSPZ[
*HY KYP]LY
=HU KYP]LY
/.=KYP]LY

4V[VYJ`JSPZ[
7HZZLUNLY
/VYZLYPKLY
;YHPU KYP]LY
6[OLY
<UKLMPULK

$JH








2QRZQ


<UKLMPULK

0UKP]PK\HS
.YV\W
<UKLMPULK

 'HVFULSWLRQ RI LVVXH  GHVLJQ IHDWXUH

 8VHU EHKDYLRXU

 (UURU W\SH
,YYVY
=PVSH[PVU
 6RXUFHV RI LQIRUPDWLRQ
,QWHUYLHZVRXUFH

9(0305+<:;9@
5L[^VYR 9HPS
9::)
/:,/490
97*
);7

/HYHOFURVVLQJYLVLWDUHDV

96(+05+<:;9@
((
)\Z KYP]LYZ
6;/,9:

4PS[VU 2L`ULZ
+VUJHZ[LY
/LY[MVYK
7L[LYIVYV\NO
)LKMVYK
9LKJHY

'RFXPHQWVRXUFH

9(0305+<:;9@
/:,/490
5L[^VYR 9HPS
9::)
9HPS^H` .:
6[OLYZ

'RFXPHQWGHWDLOV

.6=,954,5;
+M;YHPS
+M;YVHK
6[OLY KLW[

6;/,9
;93YHPS
;93YVHK
0UKLWLUKLU[
5VU<2

 'DWDEDVHFRQWHQW
 6RXUFHVRILQIRUPDWLRQ
,HJOKH[HIHZLLU[Y`PUKPJH[LZ[OLZV\YJLZVM[OLPUMVYTH[PVU>OLYLHYLMLYLUJL
[VHWHY[PJ\SHYWPLJLVMYLZLHYJOOHZILLUTHKLPU[OLº<ZLYILOH]PV\Y»ZLJ[PVU[OL
KVJ\TLU[JVKLJHUILMV\UKPUZLJ[PVUº+VJ\TLU[KL[HPSZ»(UL_WSHUH[PVUVMOV^
[OLJVKPUNHWWSPLZHUK[OLSPZ[VMYLMLYLUJLZP[YLMLYZ[VHYLWYV]PKLKVUWHNL VM[OPZ
YLWVY[
 8VHUIDLOXUHFODVVLÀFDWLRQ
;OLKH[HIHZLOHZHKH[HLU[Y`ÄLSKMVY[OL[`WLVMMHPS\YLJVTTP[[LKI`[OL\ZLYHZ
HYLZ\S[VM[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\L;OPZO\THUMHPS\YLOHZILLUJSHZZPÄLKPU[V[^V
LYYVYTVKLZº,YYVY»HUKº=PVSH[PVU»BYLO\D B/:,YLD)V[Oº,YYVYZ»HUKº=PVSH[PVUZ»
HYLUVYTHSS`Z\IKP]PKLK[VPKLU[PM`[OL\ZLYZWYLJLLKPUNJVNUP[P]LWYVJLZZLZZ-VY
[OLW\YWVZLZVM[OPZYLWVY[HZPTWSLLYYVYJSHZZPÄJH[PVUOHZILLU\ZLKILJH\ZLP[OHZ
UV[ILLU^P[OPU[OLZJVWLVM[OLYLWVY[[VHUHS`ZL[OLKL[HPSLKJVNUP[P]LTLJOHUPZTZ
PU]VS]LKPULHJOVM[OLO\THUILOH]PV\YZMVYHSS/-PZZ\LZ
;OLO\THUMHPS\YL[`WLZOH]LILLUKLÄULKHZMVSSV^Z!
 º,YYVY»PZHU\UPU[LU[PVUHSHJ[I`H\ZLYOV^L]LYP[KL]PH[LZMYVT[OLJVYYLJ[\ZLY
ILOH]PV\Y-VYL_HTWSLWVVYS`^YP[[LUZPNUHNLPUMVYTH[PVUTH`YLZ\S[PU[OL\ZLY
TPZPU[LYWYL[PUN[OLPUZ[Y\J[PVUZHUK\UKLY[HRPUN[OLPUJVYYLJ[JYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YL
 º=PVSH[PVU»YLMLYZ[VHUPU[LU[PVUHSHJ[VUILOHSMVM[OL\ZLY;OL\ZLYRUV^PUNS`
\UKLY[HRLZHWHY[PJ\SHYILOH]PV\Y[OH[KL]PH[LZMYVT[OLJVYYLJ[\ZLYILOH]PV\Y
-VYL_HTWSL[OL\ZLYKVLZUV[^HU[[VILOLSKH[[OLJYVZZPUNHUK[OLYLMVYL[OL`
JOVVZL[VWHZZ[OYV\NO[OLHJ[P]H[LK^HYUPUNPUMVYTH[PVU
0KLU[PÄ`PUN[OL[`WLVM\ZLYLYYVYJVTTP[[LKHZHYLZ\S[VM[OL/-PZZ\L^PSSZ\WWVY[
[OLJVYYLJ[HWWSPJH[PVUVMTLHZ\YLZ[VOLSWJVU[YVS[OLSL]LSVMYPZRH[[OLJYVZZPUN
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=PVSH[PVUILOH]PV\YPZHKKYLZZLK[OYV\NOLTWOHZPZPUN[OLJVUZLX\LUJLZ^OPSLZSPWZ
SHWZLZHUKTPZ[HRLZHYLHKKYLZZLKI`KLZPNUPUNV\[[OLYLHZVUMVY[OLLYYVY

 $GGLWLRQDOLQIRUPDWLRQ
;VTHPU[HPUH\ZLHISLKH[HIHZLVUS`PUMVYTH[PVUVU[OL\ZLYILOH]PV\YPL[OL\ZLY»Z
HJ[PVUZ[OH[PZHKPYLJ[YLZ\S[VM[OLPKLU[PÄLKO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LOH]LILLUPUJS\KLK
+L[HPSLKÄUKPUNZ[OH[KLZJYPIL[OL\UKLYS`PUN[OLVYPLZILOPUK\ZLYILOH]PV\YHUKYPZR
WLYJLW[PVUHYLYLJVYKLKZLWHYH[LS`VM[OLKH[HIHZLPUZLJ[PVU
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  )LQGLQJV
 6XPPDU\RINH\OLWHUDWXUHLQIRUPDWLRQ
([V[HSVMKVJ\TLU[Z^LYLYL]PL^LKHZWHY[VM;HZR3P[LYH[\YLYL]PL^(
JVTWSL[LSPZ[VM[OLZLHYLWYV]PKLKPU[OLYLMLYLUJLZZLJ[PVUVM[OPZYLWVY[
6MWHY[PJ\SHYUV[LHYL[OLMVSSV^PUNKVJ\TLU[Z^OPJOWYV]PKLHUV]LY]PL^VM[OLYHUNL
VMSP[LYH[\YLYL]PL^LK
9HPS^H`:HML[`7YPUJPWSLZHUK.\PKHUJLWHY[ZLJ[PVU,!.\PKHUJLVUSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
/:.B/:,YHD
;OL9:7.WYV]PKLZN\PKHUJLHUKHK]PJL[V[OVZLWLYZVUZPU]VS]LKPU[OLWYV]PZPVU
HUKTHPU[LUHUJLVM[OLWYV[LJ[PVUHYYHUNLTLU[ZH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ0[PZHSZVH
ILUJOTHYRMVYJVTWSPHUJLI`[OL0UZWLJ[VYH[L;OLN\PKHUJLIVVRKL[HPSZ[OL
JVUKP[PVUZVMZ\P[HIPSP[`MVYWHY[PJ\SHY[`WLZVMJYVZZPUNZ[V[OLNLULYHSKLZJYPW[PVU
TL[OVKVMVWLYH[PVUYHPS^H`ZPNUHSSPUNHUKJVU[YVSMVYLHJOJYVZZPUN[`WL0[HSZV
WYV]PKLZHKPHNYHTZOV^PUN[OL[`WPJHSSH`V\[MVYLHJOJYVZZPUN[`WL
9LX\PYLTLU[ZMVYSL]LSJYVZZPUNZPZZ\LB.09;D
;OL9HPS^H`.YV\W:[HUKHYKTHUKH[LZ[OLYLX\PYLTLU[ZMVYHSSHZWLJ[ZVMSL]LS
JYVZZPUNZPUJS\KPUN[OLKLZPNUJVUZ[Y\J[PVUPUZWLJ[PVUTHPU[LUHUJLVWLYH[PVU
HUKKLJVTTPZZPVUPUNMVYHSS9HPS^H`.YV\WTLTILYZ;OPZKVJ\TLU[Z\WLYJLKLZ
ZLWHYH[LSL]LSJYVZZPUN9.7KVJ\TLU[ZHUKWYV]PKLZHJVTWSL[LSPZ[PUNVM[OL
JYVZZPUNJVU[YVSTLHZ\YLZ
7YV]PZPVUYPZRHZZLZZTLU[HUKYL]PL^VMSL]LSJYVZZPUNZPZZ\LB.09;D
.\PKHUJLVUWYV]PZPVUYPZRHZZLZZTLU[HUKYL]PL^VMSL]LSJYVZZPUNZB.0.5D
;OLN\PKHUJLUV[LMVY9HPS^H`.YV\W:[HUKHYK.09;KL[HPSZMHJ[VYZ[VIL
PUJS\KLKHZWHY[VMHSL]LSJYVZZPUNYPZRHZZLZZTLU[:VTLVM[OLMHJ[VYZPKLU[PÄLK
HYLZPTPSHY[V[OVZL^P[OPU[OL/-PZZ\LZKH[HIHZLOV^L]LY[OL`KVUV[KL[HPS[OL
ILOH]PV\YHS[YHP[ZVM\ZLYZHZHYLZ\S[VM[OLPKLU[PÄLKMHJ[VYZ
+L[LYTPUPUN[OLÄUHSKLJPZPVUWVPU[H[\ZLY^VYRLKJYVZZPUNZBO\KLD
/\THU-HJ[VYZHZZLZZTLU[VM[OLYPZRZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O4>3JYVZZPUNZBO\O\D
;OPZYLZLHYJO^HZJHYYPLKV\[I`/\THU,UNPULLYPUNVUILOHSMVM9::);OL
YLZLHYJOKL[HPSZ\ZLYILOH]PV\YH[\ZLY^VYRLKJYVZZPUNZHUKKYH^ZJVUJS\ZPVUZ
VUYPZRWLYJLW[PVUVMJYVZZPUN\ZLYZHUK[OLYLHZVUZMVY\ZLY]PVSH[PVUZ;OLZL
KVJ\TLU[ZWYV]PKLHZV\YJLVMPUMVYTH[PVUMVY[OL[`WLZVMLYYVYZJVTTP[[LKI`\ZLYZ
HUKTH`Z\WWVY[[OLHWWYVWYPH[LZLSLJ[PVUVMYPZRJVU[YVSTLHZ\YLZ
9VHK]LOPJSLSL]LSJYVZZPUNZZWLJPHS[VWPJYLWVY[BYZZIYVD
;OPZYLWVY[WYV]PKLZHKL[HPSLKYL]PL^VM[OLU\TILYZVMKPMMLYLU[SL]LSJYVZZPUN[`WLZ
HUK[OLU\TILYZVMPUJPKLU[ZPU]VS]PUNYVHK]LOPJSLZHUK[YHPUZH[JYVZZPUNZ0[HSZV
PKLU[PÄLZ[OLOPNOSL]LSJH\ZLZVMJVSSPZPVUYPZRVM^OPJOYVHK]LOPJSLKYP]LYLYYVYPZ
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[OLTVZ[JVTTVUJH\ZLHUK]PVSH[PVUZ[OLZLJVUKTVZ[JVTTVU;OPZYLWVY[KPMMLYZ
MYVT[OLYVHK]LOPJSLYLWVY[PU[OH[P[WYV]PKLZPUMVYTH[PVUHIV\[KL[HPSLKO\THU
MHJ[VYPZZ\LZ[OH[JHUSLHK[VPUJPKLU[ZH[HSS[`WLZVMJYVZZPUNZ
9LK\JPUNLYYVYHUKPUÅ\LUJPUNILOH]PV\YB/:,YLD
;OPZKVJ\TLU[N\PKLZ[OVZL^P[OYLZWVUZPIPSPP[LZMVY^VYRWSHJLOLHS[OHUKZHML[`
[VJVUZPKLY[OLILULÄ[ZVMO\THUMHJ[VYZ0[KLÄULZ[OLPTWHJ[VMO\THULYYVYHUK
ILOH]PV\YVUOLHS[OHUKZHML[`[OL[`WLZVMO\THULYYVYHUKTL[OVKZMVYYLK\JPUN
[OLTHUK[OLPTWYV]LTLU[VMOLHS[OHUKZHML[`[OYV\NOHWWYVWYPH[LHWWSPJH[PVUVM
[HZRZLX\PWTLU[WYVJLK\YLZHUK^HYUPUNZ
4HU`VM[OLKVJ\TLU[ZYL]PL^LKWYV]PKLK\ZLM\SO\THUMHJ[VYZPUMVYTH[PVU`L[MVJ\Z
VUSPTP[LKJYVZZPUN[`WLZVY\ZLYZ;OPZYLWVY[IYPUNZ[VNL[OLY[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZ
PUMVYTH[PVUMYVTHSS[OLYLMLYLUJLZYL]PL^LK

 6XPPDU\RIPDLQGDWDEDVHÀQGLQJV
)LSV^PZHZ\TTHY`VM[OLTHPUÄUKPUNZMYVT[OLKH[HIHZL
 ;VKH[LO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZOH]LILLUKLÄULK
 O\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZYLSH[L[VWYV[LJ[LKSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
 PZZ\LZYLSH[L[V\UWYV[LJ[LKJYVZZPUNZ
 ;OLZPNUHSSLYPZYLMLYYLK[V^P[OPUVM[OLPZZ\LZ^P[OYLNHYK[V"JVTT\UPJH[PVU
JVU[HJ[PUNKL[LJ[PVUVMVIQLJ[ZHUK[YHJRZPKL^VYRLYZ JHTLYH
HUNSLHUKZPNUHSZLJ[PVUZ
 .YV\WZVMSL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYZOH]LILLUPKLU[PÄLKHZPTWHJ[PUNVUVM[OLO\THU
MHJ[VYZPZZ\LZ;OLZLYLMLY[V"NYV\WZPUNLULYHSWVZP[PVUVMZHML[`
WLKLZ[YPHUZVU]LOPJ\SHYJYVZZPUNZWHZZLUNLYJVTWSPHUJL^P[O4>3
[YLZWHZZLYZ HUK^HSRLYZPUNYV\WZ
 6MWHY[PJ\SHYUV[LWLKLZ[YPHU\ZLYZHYLHMMLJ[LKI`VUS` PZZ\LZ^OPSL]LOPJSL
KYP]LYZJHYZ]HUZ/.=Z TV[VYJ`JSPZ[ZHYLHMMLJ[LKI`O\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZ
 O\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZYLSH[L[V\ZLY^VYRLKJYVZZPUNZPUJS\KPUN[OVZL^P[O
[LSLWOVULZVYTPUPH[\YL^HYUPUNSPNO[Z
 (\[VTH[PJVWLUSL]LSJYVZZPUNZHYLHMMLJ[LKI`VM[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZ

 5HFXUULQJ+)WKHPHV
(YHUNLVMYLJ\YYPUN/-[OLTLZOH]LILLUPKLU[PÄLKMYVT[OLKH[HIHZL;OLZL[OLTLZ
IYPLÅ`KLZJYPIL[OLYLHZVUZMVY\ZLYILOH]PV\YZHZHYLZ\S[VM[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZ
PZZ\LZ
 &RPSHWHQFH
*VTWL[LUJL[OLTLL_WSHPUZ[OLILOH]PV\YZVM\ZLYZHZHYLZ\S[VM[OL\ZLYUV[ILPUN
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H^HYLVMVYMHPSPUN[VM\SS`\UKLYZ[HUK[OLJVYYLJ[Y\SLZHUKWYVJLK\YLZMVY\ZPUNSL]LS
JYVZZPUNZ(UL_HTWSLVMHKH[HIHZLPZZ\L^OPJOKLTVUZ[YH[LZ[OPZJVTWL[LUJL
[OLTLPZPZZ\L!/PNO^H`*VKL![OLOPNO^H`JVKLJ\YYLU[S`JVU[HPUZY\SLZMVY
]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ+\L[V[OLJ\YYLU[TL[OVKMVYSLHYUPUN[OLJVKLHUKP[ZKLW[OHUK
JVTWSL_P[`VMSLNHSYLX\PYLTLU[ZUV[HSS]LOPJSLKYP]LYZHYLM\SS`H^HYLVM[OLL_HJ[
WYVJLK\YLZMVYYLZWVUKPUNJVYYLJ[S`[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
;OLJVTWL[LUJL[OLTLKPMMLYZMYVTJVTWSPHUJL^OPJOPZHKKYLZZLKM\SS`PUZLJ[PVU
*VTWSPHUJLPZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O\ZLYILOH]PV\Y[OH[YLZ\S[ZMYVTILPUNH^HYL
VM[OLY\SLZHUKWYVJLK\YLZMVYJVYYLJ[S`\ZPUNSL]LSJYVZZPUNZOV^L]LYJOVVZPUNUV[
[VJVTWS`^P[O[OLZLSLNHSYLX\PYLTLU[ZMVY]HYPV\ZYLHZVUZMVYL_HTWSLWHZZPUN
[OYV\NO[OLHJ[P]H[LK^HYUPUNZ`Z[LTZVHZ[VH]VPKOH]PUN[V^HP[
 'LVWUDFWLRQ
+PZ[YHJ[PVUOHZHSZVILLUPKLU[PÄLKHZH/-[OLTL[OYV\NOV\[[OLKH[HIHZL(U
L_HTWSL/-PZZ\L !5VPZL!UVPZ`Z\YYV\UKPUNZTH`PTWHPY[OLWLMVYTHUJLVM[OL
\ZLYZ[VKL[LJ[[YHPUZH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ5VPZ`Z\YYV\UKPUNZJSVZL[V[OLJYVZZPUNJHU
KPZ[YHJ[[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYMYVTHZZLZZPUNMVY[OLWYLZLUJLVMH[YHPU
 ,QDGHTXDWHGHVLJQ
0UTHU`HYLHZVM[OL<2SL]LSJYVZZPUNZOH]LILLULZ[HISPZOLKMVYZVTL[PTL;OL
KL]LSVWTLU[VMHYLHZ[VPUJS\KLTVYLOVTLZHUKSHYNLYYVHKPUMYHZ[Y\J[\YLZOHZILLU
HJJVTTVKH[LK[OYV\NOJOHUNLZ[V[OLSL]LSVMWYV[LJ[PVUH[JYVZZPUNZ/V^L]LY[OL
JVU[PU\LKPUJYLHZLZPUKL]LSVWTLU[^PSSTLHU[OH[H[ZVTLWVPU[[OLL_[LU[VMJOHUNL
[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNWYV[LJ[PVUPZPUHKLX\H[LHUK\UHISL[VRLLWWHJL
;OLPUHKLX\HJ`VMSL]LSJYVZZPUNKLZPNUPZHMLH[\YLVMZVTLVM[OL/-PZZ\LZ-VY
L_HTWSLPZZ\L!/V\ZPUNKL]LSVWTLU[Z!PUJYLHZLZYVHK[YHMÄJHUKSL]LSJYVZZPUN
\ZL
 %HKDYLRXUDULVLQJIURPULVN
(UV\[SPULVMLHJO[`WLVMYPZRILOH]PV\YPZWYV]PKLK^P[OHZ\TTHY`VMZ\WWVY[PUNYPZR
WLYJLW[PVUYLZLHYJO^OPJOMYHTLZ[OLIHJRNYV\UK[V[OLYLZ\S[HU[\ZLYILOH]PV\YZ
^P[OPU[OLKH[HIHZL
;OL/:,KVJ\TLU[º9LK\JPUNLYYVYHUKPUÅ\LUJPUNILOH]PV\Y»B/:,YLDWYV]PKLZ
WYHJ[PJHSN\PKHUJL[VTHU`VM[OLMVSSV^PUNYPZR[OLTLZ
 ;`WLVMYPZRZ
9PZRZJHUILL_WLYPLUJLK[OYV\NOHWO`ZPJHSVYWZ`JOVSVNPJHS^H`(SL]LSJYVZZPUN
\ZLYTH`L_WLYPLUJLHWO`ZPJHSYPZR[OYV\NO[OLWV[LU[PHSVMILPUNOP[I`H[YHPU(
WZ`JOVSVNPJHSYPZRTH`ILL_WLYPLUJLK[OYV\NO[OLWV[LU[PHSVMILPUNJH\NO[I`[OL
WVSPJLMVYWHZZPUN[OYV\NO[OLHJ[P]H[LK^HYUPUNSPNO[Z
 0UKP]PK\HSWLYJLP]LKJVU[YVS
7LVWSLHKVW[[OLPYV^USL]LSZVMYPZRVYPLU[H[PVUHUK[OLZLHYLNLULYHSS`KLÄULKI`[OL
MVSSV^PUNMHJ[VYZ!
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  (UPUKP]PK\HS»ZV^UWLYZVUHSP[`JOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ;OVZL[OH[ZLLRV\[YPZRHYL
VM[LUYLMLYYLK[VHZZLUZH[PVUZLLRLYZHUKOH]LHULLKMVYT\JOOPNOLYSL]LSZVM
Z[PT\SH[PVU^LYP HKYP
  ;OLZVJPHSHMMLJ[VUHWLYZVU»ZILOH]PV\YLN[OYV\NOHWWYV]HSVYKPZHWWYV]HSI`
V[OLYZ
  ;OLPYV^USVJ\ZVMJVU[YVS^OPJOKL[LYTPULZOV^PUJVU[YVSHUPUKP]PK\HSMLLSZ
HIV\[[OLPYV^UILOH]PV\YI\YP
;OLSL]LSVMWLYJLP]LKYPZRJHUJOHUNLKLWLUKLU[\WVU[OL\ZLY»ZZP[\H[PVU=PVSH[PVUZ
JHUILL_WSHPULKI`HU\UKLYZ[HUKPUNVMOV^WLVWSLHZZLZZ[OLWLYJLP]LKYPZRZ-VY
L_HTWSL/-PZZ\L!;PTLVMKH`!YPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZ
K\YPUNY\ZOOV\YZH[TPKKH`HUKH[[OLILNPUUPUNHUKLUKVM[OLZJOVVSKH`(
]LOPJSLKYP]LYJHSJ\SH[LZ[OLWLYJLP]LKYPZRVMJYVZZPUNPSSLNHSS`^OLUOH]PUN[V^HP[
H[[OLJYVZZPUNJVTWHYLK^P[O[OLYPZRZVMV[OLY[OPUNZZ\JOHZILPUNSH[LMVYHU
HWWVPU[TLU[;OLILULÄ[VMJYVZZPUNPSSLNHSS`PZVI]PV\Z[V[OLKYP]LY"UV[OH]PUN
[V^HP[H[[OLJYVZZPUNHUKYLHJOPUN[OLPYKLZPYLKKLZ[PUH[PVUVU[PTL0M[OPZYPZR
V\[^LPNOZ[OLPYHZZLZZTLU[VM[OLWV[LU[PHSJVZ[ZVMILPUNOP[I`[YHPU[OLU[OL\ZLYPZ
SPRLS`[VJYVZZ
 9PZRJVTWLUZH[PVU
7LVWSLYLZWVUK[VVYJVTWLUZH[LMVYWLYJLP]LKJOHUNLZPU[OLKHUNLYZ[V^OPJO
[OL`HYLL_WVZLKI`HKHW[PUN[OLPYILOH]PV\Y7LVWSLHKVW[JVNUP[P]LZ[YH[LNPLZMVY
JVWPUN^P[O[OLPYILOH]PV\Y^OLU^P[OPUYPZRL_WVZLKLU]PYVUTLU[Z0[PZIHZLKVUH
ºYPZR[OLYTVZ[H[»TVKLS[OH[KLÄULZLHJOVMV\YV^USL]LSVMYPZRTHPUS`MYVTVUL»Z
WLYZVUHSP[`0[T\Z[ILUV[LK[OH[[OLYPZRJVTWLUZH[PVU[OLVY`OHZZ[YVUNHYN\TLU[Z
IV[OMVYHUKHNHPUZ[
(UPUKP]PK\HS»ZWYVWLUZP[`[V[HRLYPZRZPZPUÅ\LUJLKI`[OLPYV^UL_WLYPLUJLHUK[OH[
VMV[OLYZHUK[OPZTVKLSHZZ\TLZ[OH[[OLKLNYLL[V^OPJO^L[HRLYPZRZ]HYPLZMYVT
VULPUKP]PK\HS[VHUV[OLY(UPUKP]PK\HS»Z[HYNL[YPZRSL]LSJOHUNLZKLWLUKLU[\WVU
[OLWVZP[P]LPLZH]PUNPU[PTLVYULNH[P]LPLPUQ\Y`NHPUZ^P[O^OPJOYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y
HJOPL]LZ;OLYLMVYLPMHWLYZVU»Z[HYNL[YPZRSL]LSPZSV^HUK[OLPYWLYJLW[PVUVMYPZRPZ
OPNO[OLU[OH[WLYZVU^PSSILOH]LPUHJH\[PV\ZTHUULY/V^L]LYPM[OL[HYNL[SL]LS
YLTHPUZ[OLZHTLI\[[OLWLYJLW[PVUVMYPZRPZHSZVSV^[OLUP[PZZ\NNLZ[LK[OH[[OL
WLYZVU^PSSILOH]LPUHTVYLYPZR`THUULY
9LJLU[9::)\UWYV[LJ[LKJYVZZPUNYLZLHYJOHK]PZLZHNHPUZ[SV^LYPUN[OL\ZLY»Z
WLYJLW[PVUVMYPZRH[HJYVZZPUN^P[OV\[HJ[\HSS`PUJYLHZPUN[OLWYV[LJ[PVUH[[OLSL]LS
JYVZZPUN0[Z\NNLZ[Z[OH[[OPZJV\SKWV[LU[PHSS`SLHK[VHUPUJYLHZLPUHJJPKLU[Z[OPZ
]PL^JV\SKHSZVILHWWSPLK[VWYV[LJ[LKSL]LSJYVZZPUNZOV^L]LY[OPZYLJVTTLUKH[PVU
OHZ`L[[VIL]HSPKH[LK/-PZZ\L!:PNO[PUNKPZ[HUJL!NVVKZPNO[PUNKPZ[HUJLZOV\SK
PUKPJH[L[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNHZOPNOYPZRPZHUL_HTWSLVM\ZLYYPZRJVTWLUZH[PVU
 -HTPSPHYP[`
(WLYZVU»ZMHTPSPHYP[`^P[OH[HZRJHUHSZVHMMLJ[[OLPYILOH]PV\Y/HIP[ZMVYTV]LYH
WLYPVKVM[PTL[VOLSWWLVWSLJVWL^P[OYLN\SHYZP[\H[PVUZHUKLU]PYVUTLU[Z[OYV\NO
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HWWS`PUNILOH]PV\YZ[OH[YLX\PYLTPUPTHSº[OPURPUN»;OLYLZ\S[HU[ILOH]PV\YPUH
RUV^UZP[\H[PVU^OPJO^PSS\S[PTH[LS`ILPUÅ\LUJLKI`VUL»ZWLYZVUHSP[`^PSSILHZ
HU¸PTWSLTLU[H[PVUPU[LU[PVU¹I\YP^OLYLHUHJ[PVUPZJHYYPLKV\[PUYLZWVUZL[VH
ZP[\H[PVU;OPZLUHISLZWLVWSL[V\UKLY[HRLWHY[PJ\SHY[HZRZHUKTHU`[HZRZH[VUJL
^P[OV\[OH]PUN[VJVUJLYU[OLTZLS]LZ^P[O[OLÄULYKL[HPSZVMOV^[OH[[HZRPZHJ[\HSS`
MVYTLK[O\ZHSSV^PUN[OLT[VJVUJLU[YH[LSLZZ
;OLÄULYKL[HPSZ[OH[WLVWSLNYHK\HSS`MHPS[V[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[^OLU\UKLY[HRPUN
HYLN\SHY[HZRJHUILL_WSHPULKHZHSS[OLPUMVYTH[PVUWYLZLU[LK[V\ZMYVT[OL
LU]PYVUTLU[^OPJO^LWYVJLZZ[VKL[LYTPUL[OLTVZ[Z\P[HISLILOH]PV\YHSYLZWVUZL
/V^L]LYI`UV[[OPURPUNHIV\[[OLZLÄULYKL[HPSZVMH[HZR\ZLYZ[LUK[VTPZZ[OL
¸L_[LYUHSJ\LZ¹MYVT[OLLU]PYVUTLU[[OH[^V\SKUVYTHSS`PUMVYT[OLT^OL[OLY[OL
ILOH]PV\Y[OL`HYL\UKLY[HRPUNPZHWWYVWYPH[LI\YP
-VYL_HTWSL/-PZZ\L!7HZZLUNLYJVTWSPHUJL^P[O4>3![OLYLKSPNO[VMH4>3
PZHZZVJPH[LK^P[O[OL[YHPUWHZZLUNLYZOH]LHSPNO[LKMYVT(WHZZLUNLY\ZPUNH
Z[H[PVUMVV[JYVZZPUN^P[OTPUPH[\YL^HYUPUNSPNO[ZVUHYLN\SHYIHZPZTH`L_OPIP[[OPZ
MHTPSPHYP[`ILOH]PV\Y;OL`TH`JYVZZHNHPUZ[HYLKSPNO[\UH^HYLVM[OLPUMVYTH[PVU
YLX\LZ[PUN[OLT[VZ[VWILJH\ZL[OLZP[\H[PVUOHZ[YPNNLYLKHUOHIP[\HSYLZWVUZL
;OL`OH]LMHPSLK[V[HRLPU[VHJJV\U[[OLZP[\H[PVUHSHUKLU]PYVUTLU[HSPUMVYTH[PVU
ILMVYL[OL`OH]LHJ[LK
-HTPSPHYP[`HSZVWYLZLU[ZV[OLYWYVISLTZ*VU[PU\LKPTWSLTLU[H[PVUVMH[HZR
^OPJOKVLZUV[WYLZLU[KHUNLYZVUHYLN\SHYIHZPZJHUSLHKH\ZLY[V[OPUR[OL`HYL
UL]LYNVPUN[VILL_WVZLK[V[OLYPZR[OLYLMVYL[OL`ILOH]LSLZZJH\[PV\ZS`PU[OLZL
JPYJ\TZ[HUJLZ-VYL_HTWSL/-PZZ\L!-YLX\LUJ`VM[YHPUZ!JYVZZPUNZ^P[OSV^
MYLX\LUJ`VM[YHPUZHYLSPRLS`[VPUJYLHZL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVMYLN\SHY\ZLYZ(
]LOPJSLKYP]LY\ZPUNHJYVZZPUN[OH[OHZVUS`HML^[YHPUZWHZZPUNLHJOKH`TH`YLK\JL
[OLPYSL]LSVMJH\[PVU;OLJVTIPUH[PVUVMJVU[PU\LK\ZLHUKVUS`L]LYZLLPUNHML^VY
WVZZPIS`UV[YHPUZK\PYUN[OPZWLYPVKVM[PTLYLTV]LZ[OLPUKP]PK\HSZ¸HIPSP[`[V[OPUR
SVNPJHSS`HUKYH[PVUHSS`HIV\[[OLPYILOH]PV\Y¹I\YP
 *VTWSHJLUJ`
0[JV\SKILZ\NNLZ[LK[OH[\ZLYZ[HRLH¸P[^VU»[OHWWLU[VTL¹HWWYVHJO^OPSL
JYVZZPUN2UV^UHZ[OL¸PUÅ\LUJLVMH[[YPI\[PVUHSIPHZLZVUWLVWSL»ZJVTWHYH[P]LYPZR
L]HS\H[PVU¹^LYPWLVWSL^PSSWLYJLP]L[VILH[HSLZZLYYPZR[OHUV[OLYZVM[LUYLSH[LK
[VQ\KNPUN[OLTZLS]LZHZILPUNTVYLZRPSSLKHUK[OLYLMVYLSLHKPUN[VYLK\JLKSL]LSZVM
JH\[PVU
9::)YLZLHYJOPKLU[PÄLKH^LHRJVYYLSH[PVUIL[^LLUH\ZLYZ»WLYJLW[PVUVMOV^YPZR`
HZP[\H[PVU^HZHUK[OLPYRUV^SLKNLVMSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ^P[OWYL]PV\ZULHYTPZZLZVY
HJJPKLU[Z0[WVPU[ZV\[OV^[OPZJVTWSHJLUJ`VMJYVZZPUN\ZLYZPZPUJVU[YHZ[[V[OL
YVHKZHML[`ºISHJRZWV[»[OLVY`\ZLKI`[OL.V]LYUTLU[[VPKLU[PM`[V]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ
WYL]PV\ZHYLHZVMOPNOHJJPKLU[Z[OLYLMVYLKYP]LYZHKQ\Z[PUN[OLPYILOH]PV\Y[VYLK\JL
YPZR[V[OLTZLS]LZ0UZVTLVM[OLJHZLZVIZLY]LK\ZLYZ[OH[JVUÄYTLK[OL`RUL^VM
HWYL]PV\ZPUJPKLU[JVU[PU\LK[VSLH]LNH[LZVWLUH[HMVV[WH[OJYVZZPUN
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 4LU[HS4VKLSZ
<ZLYZMVYTTLU[HSTVKLSZVMZP[\H[PVUZ[VOLSW[OLTTHRLZLUZLVMHUKW\[Z[Y\J[\YL
PU[V[OL^VYSKHYV\UK[OLT/V^L]LYPM[OLTVKLSKVLZUV[JVU[HPUHSS[OLJVYYLJ[
PUMVYTH[PVUVY[OL`OH]LTPZYLWYLZLU[H[PVUZVM[OLLU]PYVUTLU[[OL\ZLYTH`
WLYJLP]L[OLTZLS]LZHZZHML^OLU\UKLY[HRPUN[HZRZ^OLUPUMHJ[[OL`HYLL_WVZPUN
[OLTZLS]LZ[VKHUNLY^LYP
0U[OLJVU[L_[VMSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ\ZLYZVM[LUOH]LHUPUJVYYLJ[TLU[HSTVKLSVM[YHPU
ZWLLKHUKKPZ[HUJL/-PZZ\L!<ZLYWLYJLW[PVUVM[YHPUZWLLKHUKKPZ[HUJL!
[YHPUZWLLKHUKKPZ[HUJLPZ\UKLYLZ[PTH[LKI`\ZLYZ^OPJOTH`YLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLK
KLJPZPVUTHRPUNLYYVYZI`SL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYZ;OLPYTVKLSPZIHZLK\WVUYVHK
]LOPJSLZWLLK^OPJOL_WVZLZ[OLT[VPUJYLHZLKYPZR^OLUQ\KNPUN[YHPUTV]LTLU[
 $GGUHVVLQJ+)LVVXHV

;OLKH[HIHZLOHZPKLU[PÄLK[OL[`WLVM\ZLYMHPS\YLHZHYLZ\S[VMLHJO/-PZZ\L;OL
[`WLVMMHPS\YLJVTTP[[LKI`H\ZLY^PSSKL[LYTPUL[OLHWWYVWYPH[LYPZRJVU[YVSTLHZ\YL
[VILPTWSLTLU[LK[VLUZ\YL[OLYPZRPZHZSV^HZYLHZVUHIS`WYHJ[PJHISL
/V^/490HKKYLZZ[OLZLPZZ\LZPU[LYTZVMLUZ\YPUN[OLHWWYVWYPH[LYPZRJVU[YVS
TLHZ\YLZHYLPUWSHJLPZKLWLUKLU[\WVURUV^PUN[OL[`WLVMMHPS\YLJVTTP[[LKI`
[OL\ZLY;OLO\THUMHPS\YL[`WLZOH]LILLUZPTWSPÄLKMVY[OLW\YWVZLZVM[OPZ^VYR
PU[V[OLMVSSV^PUNJH[LNVYPLZ!
 =PVSH[PVUILOH]PV\YPZHKLSPILYH[LKL]PH[PVUMYVT[OLJVYYLJ[WYVJLK\YL;OL\ZLY
WLYJLP]LZ[OLILULÄ[ZPLZH]PUN[PTLVM\UKLY[HRPUN[OL]PVSH[PVUV\[^LPNOZ
[OVZLYPZRZVMJVTTP[[PUNP[PLYPZRVMILPUNOP[I`H[YHPU;OPZ[`WLVMILOH]PV\Y
PZTVZ[HWWYVWYPH[LS`KLHS[^P[O[OYV\NOLTWOHZPZPUN[OLJVUZLX\LUJLZ
 ,YYVYILOH]PV\YPZHU\UPU[LU[PVUHSILOH]PV\Y[OH[KL]PH[LZMYVT[OLJVYYLJ[
WYVJLK\YL;OL\ZLYJHYYPLZV\[H[HZRPLJYVZZPUN[OLYHPS^H`I\[MHPSZ[V[HRL
HJJV\U[VM[OLJVYYLJ[JYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLPLKVLZUV[JVTWYLOLUKJOHUNL
PUH\KPISL^HYUPUN[VUL;OLZLHYLIL[[LYHKKYLZZLK[OYV\NO[OLHWWSPJH[PVUVM
HWWYVWYPH[LTLHZ\YLZ^OPJOKLZPNUV\[[OLLYYVY
 ,VVXHVEH\RQG+6(FRQWURO
0[PZYLJVNUPZLK[OH[ZVTLVM[OLPKLU[PÄLKPZZ\LZHYLV\[ZPKL[OLJVU[YVSVM[OLYHPS^H`
PUK\Z[Y`HUKMHSS\UKLY[OLYLZWVUZPIPSP[`VMV[OLYVYNHUPZH[PVUZ/V^L]LY[OL`OH]L
ILLUTHPU[HPULK^P[OPU[OLKH[HIHZLHZ[OL`JVU[PU\L[VPTWHJ[VU[OLILOH]PV\YVM
SL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYZ
*VVYKPUH[PVU^P[O[OLZLV\[ZPKLVYNHUPZH[PVUZTH`Z\WWVY[[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM
TLHZ\YLZ[VKLHS^P[OZVTLVM[OL/-PZZ\LZMVYL_HTWSLJVSSHIVYH[PVU^P[O/PNO^H`
(\[OVYP[PLZ[VKYP]LJOHUNLZPUZPNUHNLKLZPNU[VHKKYLZZ[OLLYYVYILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ
/-PZZ\LZZ\JOHZ[OLZLTH`WYLZLU[HUVWWVY[\UP[`MVYYL]PL^I`[OL/:,»Z9HPS^H`Z
7VSPJ`;LHT)\[SPTP[H[PVUZHYLHNHPUYLJVNUPZLK^OLYL[OLSL]LSVMYPZRJVU[YVSPZ
ILUJOTHYRLKI`LZ[HISPZOLKY\SLZHUKWYPUJPWSLZZ\JOHZ[OL/PNO^H`*VKL
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 0RYLQJIRUZDUGWRWRROVDQGDSSURDFKHVIRU,QVSHFWRUV
(WWS`PUN[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZK\YPUN[OLPUZWLJ[PVUWYVJLZZMVYKLÄUPUN^OH[
ZOV\SKILL_WLJ[LKH[HWHY[PJ\SHYJYVZZPUN[`WL[VLUZ\YLHU`YPZRPZJVU[YVSSLK^PSS
ILJV]LYLKHZWHY[VM[OLKL]LSVWTLU[VM[VVSZHUKHWWYVHJOLZ

 'DWDEDVHRIKXPDQIDFWRUVLVVXHV
;OLMVSSV^PUNWHNLZJVU[HPU[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZ;^VPZZ\LZHYLWYLZLU[LK
WLYWHNLPUU\TLYPJHSVYKLY\ZPUN[OLYLMLYLUJLU\TILYZ
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Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

01

Creation date

06.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Phone cabinet instructions
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Unclear phone instructions provided within phone cabinets at UWC may result in users failing to communicate with the signaller.

4. User behaviour
Information should be provided within telephones cabinets at UWC, giving details to the user of how to call the signaller and
information regarding the location of the crossing. However, any information not clearly conveying the correct procedure nor the
necessary details required by the signaller to ascertain the location of the level crossing, may reduce the user’s willingness to carry
out the required phone call.

Berry Lane UWC: general wear
and tear have made the phone
box instructions at this crossing
difficult to read.

Superfluous information, not required by the level crossing user, may also hinder the communication between the signaller and
user. For example, the phonetic alphabet appears at some UWC+T. It forms part of the railway industry training to help convey
safety critical information, but is not required to be learnt by UWC users.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

bi/hu
th/er

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

02

Creation date

06.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Driver distractions
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

4. User behaviour
The attention of vehicle drivers when approaching the level crossing may be diverted because of visual distractions at the side of the
road. Distractions may be seasonal, such as fun fairs or other similar events that may be held only once a year. Therefore visits to a
crossing only a few times a year may not always identify these particular events.
Distractions at the side of the rail line may also impact on the attention of the train driver to observe the crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

GI/GN7611

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

03

Creation date

10.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Weather: Ice
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

4. User behaviour
Icy weather conditions may affect the capability of vehicles to stop when required at the crossing. The effect on vehicle driver
behaviour may also be affected by the presence of ice, such as not wanting to stop for the initial warning activation when they are
close to the train line because of the risk of sliding forward onto the tracks.
Level crossings on ‘B’ roads may not be gritted during icy weather conditions and these may present a driving hazard to level
crossing users.
The risks to users on foot when walking over the level crossing may also be increased, resulting in slips and falls.

Helpston: ice on the road has
previously caused a vehicle driver
to slide through the barriers onto
the level crossing.
Lolham, Greatford, Maxey:
crossings are all on ‘B’ roads and
are not gritted during icy weather
conditions. However, they are all
used as shortcuts by local vehicle
drivers during rush-hours.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

mp/001

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

04

Creation date

10.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Users familiarity with a crossing
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when using the crossing.

4. User behaviour
When people continually encounter circumstances which they recognise, such as using a level crossing, they generalise the
circumstances in which they are within and miss the external cues from the surrounding environment. Level crossing users that live
or work in close proximity to a crossing can become familiar with the crossing attributes and user procedures required for crossing.
Their behaviour can become habitual, resulting in users failing to look for unexpected information, leaving them open to making
errors of judgment.

Maxey CCTV: People living very
close to the crossing often walk
very slowly across, knowing that
the signallers will have to wait for
them. They also raise their hand
to the CCTV cameras as a gesture
of defiance.

Regular users are also likely to lower their perceived level of risk and commit a violation. Vehicle driver behaviour research at
crossings showed 53% of red light runners at a range of testing locations used the crossings at least once a day.
Locals living close to a level crossing (often in old the railway cottages), may undertake risky behaviour when using the crossing.
Some locals disregard crossing procedures because they feel aggrieved at having to wait for trains to pass. Locals also raise many
complaints regarding the reliability and level of safety measures used at the crossings. These are more prevalent when a near miss
between a vehicle and train has recently occurred at a local crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

bu/ri
tr/ah
pi/ve
we/ri
HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

05

Creation date

10.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Frequency of trains
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

4. User behaviour
The risk compensation behaviour of users explains that users will behave less cautiously when they have a low perception of risk.
User risk perception tends to be low where there are infrequent trains. A regular user’s expectations of not seeing a train are
reinforced every time they use the crossing and a train does not pass, perceiving there to be a low chance of a train passing the next
time they cross. This results in the user adapting their behaviour to this condition, such as behaving less cautiously.
UWC’s with accident history are associated with train lines that have low train frequencies. For example, at a train line with only two
trains per week, the same regular user of the crossing has been hit twice by passing trains.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us
pi/ve
ar/us
ad/ri
GI/RN7611
ra/dr, ab/dr2

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

06

Creation date

10.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Road junctions
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Road junctions close to the level crossing may result in increased decision making and errors by vehicle drivers, and blocking-back
over the crossing.
4. User behaviour
Roads that intersect with the vehicle driver’s road before or after the level crossing may increase the amount of visual information
presented to the vehicle driver and therefore cause distraction. A vehicle driver’s primary focus of attention is likely to be on
assessing the presence and determining the actions of other road users movement in and around the junctions, and secondly on
the decisions and actions required at a level crossing. This reduction in observation of the level crossing and/or the activated
warning system to concentrate on other vehicle drivers may increase their decision making errors at the crossing.

Woburn Sands MCB: the road
junction close to the crossing is
used by local people and
commercial traffic.

Right turns on the exit of the level crossing pose a particular problem for vehicles blocking-back over the crossing, especially at
automatic crossings. While a vehicle is waiting to turn across the path of oncoming traffic, waiting traffic behind the turning vehicle,
queue over the crossing. Although there are no reasons provided by research for vehicle drivers continuing to cross when there is
insufficient clearance on the other-side, it is in our opinion that vehicle drivers are:
Unaware of the dangers posed by waiting on the crossing;
5. Error type
(if immediately after the road has been opened to traffic) The vehicle drivers believe the warning system will not be activated so
Error
soon after the previous warning;
Violation
Tailgating the vehicle in-front, to ensure they are already on the crossing, to avoid having to wait if the warning system is activated.
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ntsb/sa
tr/ah
st/au

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

07

Creation date

11.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Vehicle approach speed
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The speed of the road traversing a level crossing is a factor in vehicle driver errors.

4. User behaviour
Road vehicle research has suggested that speed is a factor in road accidents and therefore, speed could also be considered as a
contributor to vehicle drivers not stopping at level crossings. With increased speed, vehicle drivers will have less time to react to an
activated warning at a level crossing. Greater numbers of red light violations have been recorded at a level crossing with road vehicle
drivers passing through at a higher average speed.
Vehicle drivers have responded to red light violations (or provide this reason when questioned to avoid potential prosecution) by
stating their concern that stopping when travelling at higher speeds will result in a vehicle-vehicle collision at the level crossing,
therefore they continue across the crossing which they perceive at the time to present a lesser risk to themselves.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

vi/re
st/au
wi/an2

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

08

Creation date

11.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Age of drivers
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

4. User behaviour
Local populations with higher numbers of a certain age-group may result in an increased number of violations or errors at level
crossings. At a red light camera testing site, a disproportionate number of more elderly people continued to travel past the red
warning lights. This behaviour has been associated with lower reaction speed and lack of visual awareness of their immediate
surroundings, rather than being assigned to them purposefully crossing the activated warning system.
High numbers of other age-groups within a geographical location may also contribute to increased violations or errors at level
crossings.

Lincolnshire is a retirement
county. They have a high
percentage of elderly drivers who
drive during the day and at
relatively low speeds. However,
there are problems with elderly
drivers passing through the
activated warning system.
Recently a elderly driver went
through a red light while travelling
at only 40mph in a 60mph zone.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

vi/ve
hu/in
dft/in2
aa/re

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

09

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Signal box: track side workers
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
High-visibility clothing appears white on black & white monitors.

4. User behaviour
If track side workers are carrying out duties in the vicinity of a level crossing, they should phone the local signaller and inform them
of the type of work being carried out, the area they are working within and for how long.
However, this does not always happen and can create problems for signallers when checking via the CCTV monitors if a level
crossing is clear. The high-visibility clothing worn by track-side workers appears white when viewed on black and white monitors.
If the signaller has not been made aware of any work being carried out, the signaller assumes the people to be members of the
public standing track side.
It is now policy for track-side workers to wear hardhats, which can provide the signaller with an additional visual cue to help identify
them from the general public. However, these are not worn consistently by all workers, and this can again create problems for
distinguishing between workers and the general public.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

Recent research has suggested the use of colour monitors as acceptable for use within signal boxes.
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

10

Creation date

11.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Representation of HGV users
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
HGV drivers form a disproportionately high number of incidents at level crossings.

4. User behaviour
A higher percentage of HGVs are involved in level crossings incidents than cars (total number of incidents from collisions with both
trains and level crossing equipment), when compared with the proportion of cars using level crossings and road miles travelled.
It has been proposed in a report on HGV accidents at level crossings that this may be due to the following.

Dockhills CCTV level crossing (&
Moathills in background): provides
access from a lorry park to a main
road. The crossings have been
reviewed and changes made to
accommodate for the large
volumes of HGV’s that use these
on a daily basis.

The size of the vehicles; they have less room for error when compared to cars.
They may not be responding to the activation of the crossing warning system in sufficient time. The HGV study proposed they
may attempt to traverse the crossing once the barriers have already started to descend, suggesting that it could be to do with the
driver’s awareness of their vehicle’s poorer braking performance, and therefore considering it safer to continue.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

vi/hg

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

11

Creation date

11.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Pedestrian access
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Pedestrian and passengers are more likely to undertake risky behaviour at vehicular level crossings where bridges are not provided.

4. User behaviour
Vehicular level crossings without pedestrian bridges influences the risk taking behaviour of both pedestrians and train passengers.
It has been observed that pedestrians and passengers approaching the level crossing, on seeing and/or hearing the activation of the
level crossing warning system, rush across the crossing to avoid having to wait. Users at crossing without bridges are more likely to
commit violations by attempting to run across the crossing, aware that they have no alternative means of crossing during the
activated warning. At crossings with bridges, users are able to use an alternative access for crossing the railway lines.

Roydon CCTV: as the barriers
descend, a school boy runs
underneath to gain access to the
platform at the other side of the
crossing. Once across, the
school boy realised the train was
a through-train and he casually
waited for the next train.

Crossings without bridges, used by train passengers to gain access to other platforms at a nearby station may undertake particularly
risky behaviour to avoid missing their train. The activated warning informs the passenger that a train is approaching and they
continue to cross to ensure they catch their train.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

12

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Regularity of trains
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed restrictions etc., all
contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
4. User behaviour
The supposed regularity of trains passing a point at a known time is being used by level crossing users to make judgments of when
to cross. Users are assuming trains to pass a crossing at a particular point in time, thus believing the crossing to be safe at certain
times. Many users also believe the timetable to be ‘set in stone’, thus allowing them to make an accurate assessment of when they
should and should not cross. However, users fail to consider the variations in train schedules and that many trains, such as freight
are not scheduled under passenger timetables.
The research refers to a landowner who retains a train timetable within his tractor cab to allow him to make ‘safe’ assessments of
when he should cross. Other research also identified 4% of users considered a crossing to be ‘safe’ because they were
knowledgeable of the train timetable.
GI/GN7611 indicates that the regularity of trains to be a factor in posing a high risk to users, due to “the rarity of them encountering
a train and the reduced vigilance that they may therefore demonstrate in crossing”.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us
GI/GN7611

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

13

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Groups
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

4. User behaviour
The nature of a group of people will mean they look and listen less at their surroundings and be more concerned with the dynamics
of the group. This may result in the first few of a groups of walkers crossing carefully, but the remaining group members
continuing to progress over the railway line without checking for oncoming trains. This may be a particular problems at footpath
and bridleway crossings on routes used often by ramblers.

Helpston: youngsters use this
crossing mainly on bicycles. The
signallers at Helpston signal box
are aware that a group of
youngsters riding bicycles up to
the crossing, will probably all
attempt to jump the lights if the
first youngster does so.

Young people in groups also exhibit more risky behaviour. A young person’s perception of risk tends to be one of a ‘risk adopter’,
however, although most young people will not engage in extreme danger, their perception of risk is sufficient for them to behave
dangerously, especially when provided with opportunities.
Many of the behaviours exhibited by young people are driven by a particular motivation (an opportunity), for example, not being
picked upon or to just be accepted by others. When in groups, this type of motivation can further influence young people to
undertake very risky behaviours, more so than when on their own.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

14

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Time of day
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school day.

4. User behaviour
Vehicle driver violations may be associated with the time of day. The rate of vehicle incidents increases at crossings during the
morning and evening rush-hours. Vehicle drivers needing to arrive somewhere on time (e.g.,meeting) may consider the risks of
passing through the activated warning lights to be lower than the perceived risks associated with being late. This may be further
compounded with the general increase in road traffic during rush-hours and at the beginning and end of the school day.

Helpston: ‘Parents’ have been
observed by the signallers at
Helpston signal, driving past the
activated warning lights, with
children in the vehicle.

Increases in vehicle driver violations were also detected during the later afternoon hours and is suggested as being associated with
the school-run (vi/re). Parents on multi-school runs, prior to driving to work is also considered a factor in risk taking behaviour,
because of the need to drive to various locations within a short period of time. Crossings used as access routes for the school-run,
as well as those in close proximity to the school may have higher number of violations as a result.
Red light violations are also high for some sites at midday. This may be due to people trying to fit in activities within their
lunch-hour. Factories and other similar industrial working environments have specific staff working hours, with workers arriving and
leaving on-mass. This may result in violations at crossings nearby because of the large volumes of traffic using the crossing at
specific times.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

pi/ve
vi/re
aa/re

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

15

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Visual clutter
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Superfluous information and roadside structures on the approach to the crossing may reduce the user’s detection of level crossing
information and warning signs.
4. User behaviour
Vehicle drivers approaching the level crossing are presented with an array of standard level crossing information and warning signs.
However, superfluous information and roadside structures (both rail and other authorities) in the vehicle driver’s visual field may
reduce the impact of the level crossing information.

Tallington CCTV: the approach to
this crossing is heavily cluttered
with additional information. The
branding of the petrol station on
the right-hand side is of similar
colour to the crossing signs, thus
reducing the impact of the sign
information on the vehicle driver’s
attention.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

16

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Presence of rail staff
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing may have an undesirable influence on level crossing user behaviour.

4. User behaviour
Rail staff are required to wear high-visibility clothing when working on or near the railway. Vehicle drivers and pedestrians may
misinterpret an activated warning system as ‘safe’ when rail staff are present at the level crossing. Users often assume or inquire if
they can continue to pass through the activated warning as they believe the rail staff are are only testing the equipment or that no
trains would be passing if staff are track-side.
Users at unprotected crossings may also interpret the presence of rail staff to mean the line is closed to trains, resulting in users
behaving less cautiously when crossing.

Helpston: has had significant
maintenance over the last few
years and they often close the
main road to all vehicles.
However, because people see the
staff maintenance cars at the
crossing, they still perceive it
acceptable to use and since they
have made the effort to drive all
the way to the crossing, they
request permission to cross.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

pi/ve

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

17

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Understanding of warning lights
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The onset of the amber and proceeding red lights of the activated warning system lead to various vehicle driver behaviours at level
crossings.
4. User behaviour
Not all vehicle drivers fully understand the instruction given and the required user behaviour to the onset of an amber light. Users
understanding of the steady amber at road traffic lights and at level crossing lights was compared. Higher numbers of users (slightly
more for level crossings) interpreted the required action for an amber light incorrectly for both light warning systems.
There is also evidence that some users incorrectly determine the required action upon the onset of the red lights at a level crossing.
Just over 50% of users correctly confirmed the required action at the onset of a red light compared to all users for road traffic lights.

Tallington CCTV: vehicle drivers
approaching the crossing in a
30mph zone, continue to drive
through the amber flashing light on
numerous occasions. The
approaching vehicle was in a
position to stop at the lights,
however they continued through
the amber light.

The wigwag light system also used at fire stations to stop road traffic and allow the fire pumps to be driven onto the road, are
routinely ignored by vehicle drivers.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

pi/ve
vi/hg

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

18

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Closure time
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

4. User behaviour
Vehicle drivers consider the warning time of the activated system (required to allow for safety margins) to be far too long. Vehicle
drivers at automatic crossings also overestimate the time they are required to wait. Over 50% of drivers who traversed a crossing
during the activated warning system said they were unwilling to stop. Reasons given for their actions, such as ‘having an
appointment to make’ were time related. The greater the time delay, the more risky behaviour of level crossing users. American
research suggests vehicle drivers expect trains to arrive within 20 seconds, but they begin to lose patience after 40 seconds at open
crossings and after 60 seconds at barrier crossings.
In particular, this overestimation of waiting time has been found to be a factor in why users cross during the red light phase at
UWC/MWL.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

pi/ve
gr/lm
tr/ah
tu/us
GI/RN7611
ab/dr, HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

19

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Open gates
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Open gates increases the risk to approaching users.

4. User behaviour
UWC gates are provided closed across the road and open away from the railway lines. Footpath and Bridleway crossings have a
variety of gates fitted that are closed across the paths on the approach to both sides of the crossing.
Gates left open affect the behaviour of users approaching a crossing. It predisposes users to see the crossing as ‘safe’, and cross
without carrying out the required crossing procedure. This is especially relevant in the case of irregular or first time users at UWC. It
has been suggested that these types of users may have a mental model of an open gate being similar to an automatic crossing. If
the gate is open, then it is safe to cross.
Train drivers often report open gates to the local signaller. This impacts on the running of the trains as the signaller will request train
drivers to slow on approach and observe for any level crossing users.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

tu/us
ar/us
HMRI internal report
hu/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

20

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Audible alarm
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

4. User behaviour
When two trains arrive at an automatic vehicular crossing without the minimum road opening time, users are provided with a
change in the tone of the audible warning.
Pedestrians waiting at the level crossing for a train to pass, do not detect or understand the continued warning system to apply to
another train coming, only to the train just passed. Users have traversed the level crossing while the second tone has been audible.
Human factors research into miniature warning lights at UWC/MWL also highlighted that users poorly understood the meaning of
the change of tone associated with a second train approaching. Other users have commented that the change in tone is not
distinctive enough.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

tr/ah
HSE/ra, section E
tu/us
hu/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

21

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Darkness
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Unprotected crossings (without MWL) used during the hours of darkness may lead to increased decision making errors by crossing
users.
4. User behaviour
The speed of an object can be judged by assessing the moving object against the background. However, during the hours of
darkness, the background is not visible against the moving object and therefore users lose this important visual information cue for
assessing speed, resulting in increased decision making errors by level crossing users.

Fox covert footpath: this crossing
is used by local school children as
an access point between their
homes and the school. During
winter months, many children will
be using this crossing during the
hours of darkness.

Farmers often continue to use UWC’s during the hours of darkness, especially during harvesting time. The context of working
during darkness and under tight timescales to transport produce from their farms could impact on the behaviour of the farmer to
use the crossing safely.
Issue 25 “Users perception of train speed and distance” addresses the use of an incorrect mental model of train speed and distance
as a factor in why level crossing users may cross during an unsafe period of time. The impact of darkness in impairing a user to
determine train speed remains a separate issue because it is a result of an environmental effect.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.4 Document details

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ntsb/na
wa/ac

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

22

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Conspicuity of flashing lights
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The effectiveness of flashing lights is limited by veiling glare, limited light output and their position.

4. User behaviour
The combined affects of sun reflection and the use of limited light output in the warning lights may contribute to vehicle drivers and
other users missing the activated warning system at level crossings. At automatic open crossings, the lack of any barrier dropping
means vehicle drivers and others may continue to pass through the lights much later during the activated warning time.

Folly Bank AHB: on the approach
to Glinton Village, the warning
lights are difficult to detect due to
the low position of the sun behind
the crossing.

Although it should be noted, of the drivers who stated they were unaware of the crossing when they had run a red light, only 1%
gave the sun as a reason for impairing their vision (UK based research). However, in non-UK research the sun as an affect on
accidents at crossings is an established cause. In Scotland, the affects of low sun in winter present a particular problem, especially
at open crossings. Therefore the issue of the sun and its effect on the flashing warning lights remains a precursor for vehicle drivers
unintentionally passing the activated warning system.
The conspicuity of warning lights is improved with the use of the red and white chequered board surround, located behind the
lights. The previous grey back boarding remains legal, but replacement back boards are of the new style.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

st/au
pi/ve
HMRI internal report
tr/ah
vi/ve
te/ca

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

23

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Sunlight strobing
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road which may impair
the visibility of vehicle drivers.
4. User behaviour
Trees along the sides of the road, combined with sunlight passing through the trees can provide a strobe lighting affect along the
road. A vehicle driver approaching a level crossing is subjected to a broken line of shadow and light, which may affect the vehicle
driver’s detection of objects ahead of them. This may result in the vehicle driver continuing to cross over a level crossing, including
those with activated warning lights. This is a particular problem at open crossings, those with and without activated warning lights
because of the lack of any physical barrier across the road to act as a final warning cue of the presence of a crossing.

Kirknewton crossing: on the
approach to this crossing in
Scotland, sunlight strobing across
the road causes particular
problems for road vehicle users.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

24

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Half barrier
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Automatic half barriers facilitate vehicle drivers to undertake risk taking behaviour.

4. User behaviour
Automatic half barriers are normally kept in the raised position and when lowered, the barriers extend only across the entrances to
the crossing. The exits from the crossing are left clear and therefore allow for vehicle drivers to clear the crossing.
Although half barriers increase the observance by drivers of the automatic warning system, they introduce another undesirable risk
taking behaviour, known as zigzagging. The vehicle driver not wanting to wait at the level crossing, weaves around the first barrier
onto the other side of the road and exits via the open gate side.
An earlier report stated that half of all accidents at AHB’s are due to the drivers violating user procedures and zigzagging around the
barriers (pi/re, st/au).
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HSE/Ra
vi/re
pi/re
HSE/ra, section E
mo/vi
st/au

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

25

Creation date

15.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

User perception of train speed & distance
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Train speed and distance is underestimated by users, which may result in increased decision making errors by users at level
crossings.
4. User behaviour
The speed at which trains travel and how far it takes for a train to stop is vastly underestimated by the general public. There are
various perceptual problems that may increase the decision making errors of users at level crossings.
Large objects appear to move more slowly than smaller objects travelling at the same speed.
When looking head-on to an approaching train, the rate of change of the trains size is extremely slow and it is not until the train is
much closer that it becomes easier to determine its actual speed and distance.
The public are using an incorrect mental model of road vehicle movement for estimating train speed, distance travelled over time
and potential stopping distances. This may increase the decision making errors of users when crossing both protected and
unprotected level crossings.
5. Error type
Users in vehicles are to some extent ‘shielded’ from the senses normally evoked from a high speed passing train. A greater
understanding of train speed and its size is enhanced when standing close to a passing train.

Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ntsb/sa
nu/de
de/ra

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

26

Creation date

16.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Foliage
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

4. User behaviour
Foliage that has been left to overgrow on the approach to the level crossing covers the information signs and removes the initial
warning cue to vehicle drivers. Vehicle drivers have less time to react and respond accordingly through changing their driving
behaviour. This issue is further compounded when the level crossing is positioned on the bend in a road or on a high speed road,
as the vehicle driver has even less time to respond to the required change in driving behaviour.

Maxey CCTV: foliage covers the
information sign on the left-hand
side. The information provided to
the vehicle driver is further
reduced because a maintenance
van has parked in front of the
crossing, blocking the view of the
warning light.

This issue is also applicable to train drivers. Foliage on the lineside may impact on the train driver from obtaining a sufficient view
while on the approach to a crossing, of any information, objects or people on the crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

27

Creation date

16.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Harvesting time
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Harvesting time influences the risk taking behaviour of UWC users.

4. User behaviour
Farmers will need to transport produce between fields and storage areas and from their farmland to other sites. The increased
frequency of use of UWC’s over a short period of time, the time critical factor of harvesting and the lengthy procedure required for
crossing the railway line, results in increased risk taking behaviour by farmers.
During harvesting, farmers are more likely to leave the gates open and fail to follow the correct crossing procedure to avoid hindering
their work progress.
Farmers may also adopt alternative crossing methods, such as positioning a ‘look-out’ at the UWC to observe for oncoming trains,
allowing the UWC users to cross with minimal disruption.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/hu
HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

28

Creation date

16.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Position of warning lights
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

4. User behaviour
If a user is unable to clearly see the warning lights at a level crossing, from either a position of safety at the crossing, or a clear line of
sight from their direction of approach, this may result in the user moving into an unsafe area to read the lights or cross without
taking account of the warning information.
The 10cm diameter of the red and green miniature warning lights at UWC were found to be of adequate size for being discerned
from a distance of up to 15m. However, it was suggested that an ‘alternative’ to MWL’s be considered if they were to positioned
on the far side of the tracks and the total distance across the tracks was greater than 15m. There is currently on-going discussions
within NWR to address this issue.
The position of road vehicle wigwag lights is also critical for providing sufficient time for approaching vehicle drivers to observe and
respond to the lights. Their position should accommodate the approach route of all types of road vehicles and take account of any
internal vehicle features that may reduce the vehicle driver’s detection of the lights. Poorly positioned lights may reduce the time
available for the vehicle driver to respond accordingly.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

29

Creation date

17.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Quantity of information
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The quantity of signage information that can be read and understood decreases with road speed.

4. User behaviour
A road transport study provided a minimum exposure time required (based upon a simple calculation using the amount of words
and driver speed) for drivers of vehicles to register and understand the information provided by a vehicle activated warning system.
Large quantities of information on signs with an inadequate time for users to register and interpret the information may result in two
user behaviours:
1. The time it takes the user to read all of the information and respond accordingly to its instructions, they have proceeded past the
sign and decide to ignore its requirements and continue across the crossing; or

Information sign for indicating to
drivers of large or slow vehicles to
park at the sign and call the
signaller from the phone box at
crossing, to obtain permission to
cross.
The above sign is located on a
bend prior to the crossing on a
road with a national speed limit.

2. The user does not have sufficient time to comprehend all of the information and makes a judgment that it does not apply to them
anyway.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

wi/ve

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

30

Creation date

17.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Trespassing on rail structures
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in undesirable risk
taking behaviour by members of the public.
Woburn Sands: ladder for railway
use only, located at the entrance
to a footpath level crossing.

4. User behaviour
Level crossings can be perceived by some people as an accessible point to the railway infrastructure. Objects located at level
crossings, that resemble day-to-day objects or create opportunities for use may increase the likelihood of children or young people
playing in and around level crossings.
The position of the crossing close to housing areas, schools and other places where children and young people may utilise the
crossing, may also contribute to increased trespassing.

The crossing provided access
from a large housing area to both
a school and a children’s
playground. The playground
provided children with similar
looking ‘climbing ladders’.

Youth perception of risk tends to be one of a ‘risk adopter’. Although most young people will not engage in extreme danger, their
perception of risk is sufficient for them to behave dangerously, especially when provided with opportunities.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

dr/yo
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Ref

31

Creation date

17.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Location near rail stations
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings adjacent to rail stations influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers and other users.

4. User behaviour
Level crossings located adjacent to a rail station can increase the length of time the warning system is activated, and therefore
require users to wait for longer periods of time at the crossing. This is due to slower trains pulling into and out of the station in
close proximity from either direction and the interval between the trains being too short to allow the warning system to be
deactivated.

St.Margarets CCTV: this crossing
is positioned next to the station.
The barrier downtime is lengthy,
especially during the evening
rush-hour when there is an
increase in train traffic.

At level crossings located next to a rail station, users estimated their waiting time to be much higher than at crossings not located in
the vicinity of a station. It is suggested that users (for example regular, local users who are aware of the increased waiting times)
may have been encouraged to violate the warning system because of the potential for a prolonged delay to their journey.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

pi/ve
wi/an2
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Ref

32

Creation date

17.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Train speeds
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

4. User behaviour
Circumstances which present a lower perceived risk, often result in changes to a user’s behaviour. It has been established that
users perceive UWC and footpath crossings to be safer when trains are slower. In this case, the users are responding to the
perceived low level of risk presented by slower trains by behaving less cautiously. For example, users may cross while a train is in
view, they may not cross as quickly or they may look less often while crossing.
At open crossings with slow moving trains, vehicle drivers (and pedestrians) may be inclined to think “I can beat the train”. By being
able to edge forward past a point of safety and look along the railway line, they may believe they have ample time to make a safe
crossing in front of a slower train. This behaviour may also be prevalent at half barrier crossings, where users may zigzag around
the barrier.
Railway Group Standard GI/GN7611 identifies “maximum train speed” as a factor for consideration within risk assessments at level
crossings. However, slow trains speeds are also a factor because of the effect it may have upon the user’s perception of risk.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us
GI/GN7611
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Ref

33

Creation date

18.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Sighting distance
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.
Marsh Lane: the sighting distance
is good at this footpath level
crossing.

4. User behaviour
There is a low occurrence of accidents at UWC and footpath crossings where the sighting distance is poor. This contradicts the
established view that good sighting times will always reduce the risk of accidents at unprotected level crossings. Research at UWCs
confirmed the issue of risk compensation by users, as discussed in the AD Little report. Level crossing users aware of the poor
sight times, perceive the crossing as dangerous and therefore compensate by being extra vigilant. But, where sight times are good,
the user perception of risk is low, and they may adapt their behaviour, acting less cautiously, such as failing to look or look less
often for approaching trains.
Note: the research does not suggest that poor sighting times should be permitted, however it identifies that those with good
sighting times should also be considered as ‘high risk’.

Clear sighting distance of a train at AHB, AOCR and AOCL crossings may also provide vehicle drivers with the opportunity to move
5. Error type
close to the tracks and check for oncoming trains, thus making a decision of whether to cross, during the activated warning system.
Error
Good sighting of the railway line from the road, may also encourage some vehicle drivers to make a judgment that they have
Violation
sufficient time to move past the activated warning system and cross the railway line.
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us
me/an
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Ref

34

Creation date

18.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Parked cars
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Parked cars before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the level crossing.

4. User behaviour
Parked cars before and after the level crossing affect the flow of traffic approaching and moving over the crossing. As vehicle drivers
progress over the crossing, parked cars in the road ahead of them, coupled with oncoming traffic prevents them from moving
forwards, resulting in vehicles stopping on the level crossing.
Although users should wait until there is sufficient clearance on the other side, before moving forwards, it has been observed on
many occasions that vehicle drivers fail to do this. It is in our opinion that vehicle drivers do this for various reasons:
They fail to comprehend the danger associated with stopping on the crossing;
The are tailgating the car in front to avoid being held at the crossing if the warning system is activated;
They do not expect the level crossing to be activated so soon after the road has just been opened to road traffic again.
In our opinion, parked cars are often a result of home owners that do not have off-street parking, leaving their vehicles on the
roadside. Previous railway cottages, now privately owned, are often a source of this problem. Customers of local village or town
shops with limited or no parking also park on the approach and exit roads to level crossings.

St.Margarets CCTV: cars parked
on the side of the road affect the
flow of traffic over the level
crossing. As vehicle drivers
continue to drive across, they
then stop on the crossing because
the cars they are following are
prevented from moving forwards.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK
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Ref

35

Creation date

18.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Position of safety
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Insufficient space between the trackside gate and rail results in potential obstruction of the track by bicycles and pushchairs.

4. User behaviour
Footpath and bridleway crossings are often used by cyclists and people with pushchairs. These users will need to stand at a
trackside position to clearly check for any oncoming trains before moving over the railway line. However, insufficient space trackside
(between the railway line and gate they have just moved through) to stand with their bicycle or pushchair and observe along the
track may result in users obstructing the railway line with the bicycle or pushchair.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/de
ar/us
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Ref

36

Creation date

18.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Telephone use
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossing users failure to use the telephone is a factor in incidents at UWC.

4. User behaviour
Visitors, workers and local people who use a UWC must all follow the required crossing procedures. However, it is apparent that
users are not complying with the telephone procedures of calling the signaller to request permission to cross. 17 UWC accidents in
the last 10 years are associated with users not using the telephone prior to crossing.
Research has highlighted, for example, a female resident crossing up to three times a day, chose not to use the telephone, because
she regarded the crossing as safe due to good sighting distances. It is also common for regular UWC users to call the signaller only
at the beginning of the day to inform them they will be using the crossing all day but will not be phoning for each crossing made.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us
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Ref

37

Creation date

21.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Traffic moment
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
High levels of traffic moment at user worked crossings increase the chances of an incident.

4. User behaviour
Traffic moment is a measure of the frequency of trains and utilisation of the crossing by users.
Traffic moment = traverses (by user) per day X trains per day.
Research has identified high traffic moment as a feature of those crossings with accident histories. Research has identified a total of
56% of crossings surveyed to have traffic moments in excess of 1000. A high percentage of these had accident history (44%
versus 12%).
It should be noted that the HSE, Railway Safety Principles, Part 2, Section E, Guidance on level crossings, does not give a maximum
traffic moment for UWC’s or footpath crossings. The only reference to daily road usage (not traffic moment) is that telephones or
MWL’s should be provided on both sides of the crossing when usage exceeds 50.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

st/au
ar/au
HSE/ra, section E
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Ref

38

Creation date

21.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Visitor parking
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The position of visitors parked vehicles at a level crossing may affect the behaviour of other road drivers.

4. User behaviour
‘Visitor’ parking refers to those persons using the level crossing for any kind of associated business with the crossing, i.e.,
maintenance. It differs from Issue 34: Parked cars, as the position of these vehicles are often located in places other than just on
the approach and exit roads of the crossing.
Because of the remote position of many level crossings, people tend to drive their vehicles when visiting a level crossing. The
location of where the visitor parks their vehicle can influence the behaviour of other road drivers.

Bainton Green AHB: Contractors
park on the road in front of the
crossing. Vehicle drivers
approaching from the Lolham
bridges level crossing are forced
to drive on the opposite of the
road, crossing the double white
lines.

For example, if they park in the ‘long/slow’ parking bay this will prevent drivers of long or slow vehicles from stopping and therefore
influence them to drive straight over the crossing without informing the signaller.
Parking on the immediate approach or exit to the crossing may force other drivers to take evasive action, such as driving into the
middle of the crossing or it may cause blocking-back of vehicles over the crossing.
The position of their parked vehicle can also block from view the warning information from other approaching vehicle drivers.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK
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Ref

39

Creation date

21.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Crossing utilisation
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings with high crossing utilisation increases the risks to users.

4. User behaviour
Research has shown that 100+ pedestrian users equates to ‘high’ crossing utilisation. It warns of daily, weekly or even seasonal
effects on utilisation which may not be captured during specific visits, and therefore suggests that to determine utilisation,
numerous visits must be made to each crossing.
Where there is high pedestrian utilisation, this usually means the crossing is located as an access point between places such as a
school, a housing estate, places of work or a local shopping area. Pedestrians may be using the crossing a couple of times a day
and therefore they are likely to be regular users of the crossing. It is unclear from research the exact behavioural traits of users at
these crossings, however it can be assumed that with continued use, the user becomes less sensitive to the risks posed by the
crossing, resulting in less cautious crossing behaviour. This research has shown that ‘high’ pedestrian utilisation appears to be a
dominant risk factor at level crossings that have previous accident history.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us
HMRI internal report
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Ref

40

Creation date

21.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Type of trains
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of users.
Lolham Footpath: is used regularly
by the Peterborough Bird Watching
Club for access to a local wildlife
area. Both freight and passenger
trains pass this crossing.

4. User behaviour
Both passenger and freight trains using a train line route will affect the behaviour of users at a level crossing.
Freight trains are often longer than passenger trains and travel at much slower speeds. This may result in the following user
behaviours:
Users knowing they will have to wait for longer periods of time and therefore they may demonstrate increased impatience to wait
and attempt to cross immediately before the train passes;
Users seeing a train in the distance and judging they have sufficient time to cross because it appears to be or it is normally always
a freight train that passes (user’s perception of speed based on their previous knowledge).

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

GI/GN7611
ntsb/sa

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

41

Creation date

21.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Vehicle-activated signs
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Over a period of time, vehicle drivers remain responsive to the specific message given by vehicle-activated signs.
A 40mph vehicle-activated speed
sign.

4. User behaviour
The road industry has devised a range of measures to encourage drivers to adopt a safe speed on the approach to hazards, for
example, junctions or bends. One method currently in use at various sites within the UK, are vehicle-activated signing. The sign
displays a message relating to the road conditions to specific drivers that are exceeding a particular speed threshold. The signs are
effective in reducing the habitual nature of vehicle drivers, resulting in drivers continuing to respond to the messages over a long
period of time.
It has been suggested by the road industry that the benefits demonstrated in reducing accidents at road hazards and maintaining
the effectiveness of the message could also be applied successfully to advising vehicle drivers of level crossing hazards.
Note: vehicle activated signs are due to be tested at various level crossing sites.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

wi/wh

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

42

Creation date

24.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Days of the week
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

4. User behaviour
The occurrence of crossing accidents by vehicle drivers have been associated with specific days of the week. There is a higher rate
of crossing accidents at both protected and unprotected level crossings for Monday through to Friday, compared to those for
Saturday and even fewer for Sundays.
The journeys undertaken at weekends differ from those during the week. At weekdays, people are under considerable more
pressure to reach destinations at a specific time, for example, school-runs, work and meetings. At weekends, vehicle drivers are less
likely to need to meet stringent time scales and therefore be in a more relaxed mind frame, resulting in improved behaviour at
crossings.
(Note: the research considered both the reduced road traffic and frequency of trains at weekends and its effect on lower incident
rates at level crossings. However, reduced exposure was not judged to be the main factor in the dramatic decrease in crossing
accidents at the weekends.)

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

pi/ve

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

43

Creation date

24.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Suicide
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

4. User behaviour
With access onto the UK railways, level crossings could be used by persons wanting to committ suicide. This could have a severe
impact on both railway employees and passengers.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.4 Document details

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hse/tr

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

44

Creation date

24.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Automatic open crossings
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Automatic open level crossings result in increased risk taking behaviour, later in the crossing cycle.

4. User behaviour
Automatic open crossings have wigwag lights, but there is no physical barrier that closes the road off to traffic during the activated
warning system. Without a barrier present, vehicle drivers or pedestrians can quite easily choose to violate the crossing procedures.
A higher percentage of vehicle drivers cross AOCL’s at between 20 and 40 seconds after the warning system has been activated, a
time at which they are at a greater chance of being hit by a train.
This is often due to vehicle drivers becoming agitated at the time required to wait at the lights and perceiving there to be time
available to cross before the train arrives, or that the system is faulty, resulting in users crossing later in the crossing cycle. Without a
barrier present, vehicle drivers can also move past a point of safety and look for oncoming trains more easily than when a barrier is
present.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

vi/re

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

45

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Animals: Horses
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Activated warnings at level crossings may result in undesirable behaviour by horses, and influence the behaviour of other road
vehicle users.
4. User behaviour
Activated crossings used as access by horse riders, may result in undesirable horse behaviour. The flashing lights and audible
alarms can affect the behaviour of horses on the approach to and while waiting at the level crossing. This may result in horses
moving across the crossing or along the train lines during the activated warning system.
Normal courteous behaviour exhibited by the majority of vehicle drivers are often not followed when approaching a crossing being
used by horses. The vehicle driver not wanting to risk being caught at the crossing, continues to drive at speed. This may frighten
the horse and result in the horse failing to respond to guidance provided by its rider.
Level crossings located on-route to local stables or farm yards may have high numbers of horses and riders using the crossing.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

46

Creation date

24.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Gate crossing procedure
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The requirement to open and close the gate, following a procedure of crossing the tracks five times, is a factor in why gates are left
open at UWC’s.
4. User behaviour
The most common violation at UWC/MWL was found to be users leaving gates open. Reasons for this behaviour are:
Gates left open during the whole day to allow easier access to homes and places of work either side of the crossing;
Gates open for short periods of the day to accommodate shorter visits, such as deliveries to a farm;
Only one gate closed for the purposes of fencing off the owner’s land;
Adverse weather conditions, i.e., users wanting to reduce the amount of time they are exposed to the weather;
Vehicle tailgating or vehicles following later-on;
First-time or irregular users not aware of the correct crossing procedure.
Tractor drivers are the most likely abusers of gate procedures, when their work procedures would require them to undertake multiple
crossings. It is suggested that following the correct procedures for gate opening and closing may hinder their work progress.
In general, users perceive the process for crossing correctly as complex, compared with the aim of crossing which is regarded as
fairly simple.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/hu
ar/us
th/me
bi/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

47

Creation date

28.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Violations at MWL
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Over estimation of warning time and underestimation of crossing leads to risk taking behaviour.

4. User behaviour
A suggestion of why crossing violations are likely to occur is provided by those users who say they would consider violating a red
warning light.
A combination of underestimating their crossing time and overestimating the time between the warning onset and train arrival
indicates that users feel they have time to make the violation ‘safely’.
The research suggests, the user is more likely to make a crossing if they believe they have more time than the actual warning time.
Of those that would consider violating a red light at a UWC/MWL, car and truck drivers regularly underestimated how long it would
take to complete the full crossing procedure. 80% of vehicular users were observed to take longer to complete the crossing
procedure than the actual allocated crossing time.
5. Error type
Users are underestimating the level of risk associated with violating the crossing procedures.

Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.4 Document details

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

48

Creation date

30.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Observation of amber light
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The length of activation time of the amber light has little affect on the behaviour of the vehicle driver.

4. User behaviour
Once the crossing closure procedure has been activated, the amber light of the road traffic lights immediately shows for
approximately 3 seconds. After this period, the intermittent red lights immediately show.
Vehicle drivers approaching the level crossing often continue to drive through the amber light stage. The length of time the light is
activated for provides vehicle drivers with limited viewing time to react and stop prior to the crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

49

Creation date

30.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Road access
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings that provide the only access to routes either side of the crossing influences the risk taking behaviour of vehicle
drivers.
4. User behaviour
Vehicle drivers using level crossings that provide the only access to roads and locations within the area, may increase their risk taking
behaviour. Knowing they will be held at the crossing for some time and without an opportunity to seek an alternative route, they
may violate the activated warning system.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

50

Creation date

30.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Passenger drop-off points
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Non-designated passenger drop-off points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of traffic approaching a crossing.

4. User behaviour
Problems are caused by vehicle drivers parking in side turnings or with two wheels on the pavement, close to the level crossing for
short periods of time to allow their passengers to exit the vehicle. This results in traffic flow problems over the level crossing and
also distracts other vehicle drivers from observing the warning information and general road procedures.

Roydon CCTV: vehicle drivers
parking before the level crossing
to drop passengers off for the
train station. On many occasions,
other vehicle drivers were
observed driving onto the opposite
side of the road, just prior to the
crossing and ahead of oncoming
traffic, to avoid the parked
vehicles.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

51

Creation date

30.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

See-through effect
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossing located in a dip or on a brow of a long straight road may result in increases of red-light running.

4. User behaviour
The see-through effect is an established road design effect that results in the failure of the vehicle driver to observe road features and
therefore fail to respond with the required change in vehicle driver behaviour. This effect is most often observed at road junctions
and road traffic lights, where the result of the see-through effect has the most adverse impact. Vehicle drivers approaching a set of
traffic lights continue to drive straight past the red light and have later reported that they have not only missed the red light, but failed
to see any lights at all.
This effect is also an issue for vehicle drivers approaching a level crossing. As the vehicle driver looks ahead, the rail line and
surrounding crossing information is lost within the immediate environment because of its position within a dip or on a brow of the
road, resulting in the vehicle driver fixating their vision further along the road. The driver unintentionally misses the information
regarding the level crossing.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

trl/ar

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

52

Creation date

30.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

HGV drivers using rail station facilities
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The effectiveness of information is reduced by HGV drivers parking in front of signs and warning devices.

4. User behaviour
Information signs and warning lights can be blocked from the view of approaching traffic by HGV drivers parking their vehicle to use
station facilities.

St.Margarets CCTV: a HGV driver
parked in front of the station. The
driver vehicle completely blocked
the view of the warning light from
approaching traffic.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

53

Creation date

30.06.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Events
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

4. User behaviour
Events can attract enormous increases in visitors to an area, often for only short periods of time and at certain times of the year.
Visitors may be needing to arrive at their destination at a particular time or have a had a long and difficult journey, resulting in users
wanting to avoid any further delays by being held at a crossing. This may result in increased risk taking behaviour by these users.
The general increase in vehicle and pedestrian traffic also affects the flow of traffic on the level crossings, and this is further impaired
when visitors may have additional vehicle equipment, such as horse trailers and caravans.

Helpston: the Burghley horse trials
are held for a few days each
September. Horse-trailers,
caravans and the overall increase
in local traffic cause
blocking-back and result in
increased risk taking behaviour at
the Helpston crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

54

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Narrow roads
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Narrow roads before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the level crossing.

4. User behaviour
Narrow roads before and after the crossing affect the traffic flow over the level crossing. As vehicle drivers progress over the
crossing, they may have to slow to accommodate the narrow road or stop to allow oncoming vehicles to pass. Vehicle drivers may
have to wait for some time before they can move off from the crossing.
The road infrastructure around the crossing could further impact on the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers. If the narrow roads
force the level crossing users to have to wait for longer periods of time, while other vehicles pass, it may influence them to attempt
to jump the red lights to avoid having to wait.

Lolham CCTV: both sides of this
crossing are accessed by a single
road. Passing points are provided
further along the road and vehicle
drivers move slowly or stop on the
crossing to accommodate for
oncoming traffic.
Stopping on the crossing occurs
more often during rush hours.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

55

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Contractors
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Landowners failure to inform new contractors of the procedures and restrictions for using their vehicles across the level crossing
may increase the risk of an incident.
4. User behaviour
Landowners should always inform new contractors of the restrictions and any implications for using vehicles over the level crossing
to gain access to their land.
Users not fully aware of the restrictions the level crossing imposes on their vehicles, may experience problems when traversing the
crossing. For example, while transporting goods they may not be aware of restrictions on vehicle size and therefore unable to
manoeuvre their vehicle easily or without creating an obstruction on the crossing.
In Scotland, crossings only previously used by the forestry commission are now being used by contractors, because of the rapid
development of wind farms in recent years, bringing contractors into areas that require the use of UWC.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

56

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Location near major roads
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back over the level crossing, or general risk taking behaviour is increased when the crossing is
located on roads with direct access to major roads or motorways.
4. User behaviour
Long traffic queues onto and off of major roads and motorways result in queues forming on either side of the level crossings.
While the crossing is open to road traffic, users do not wait for traffic to exit the other side before progressing across, therefore
creating a queue of traffic over the crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

57

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Traffic calming systems
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Road traffic calming systems on the approaches to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicles blocking-back.

4. User behaviour
Traffic calming systems positioned on the approach roads to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back
onto the crossing.
While the crossing is active, and the road closed to traffic, queues form along the road. Vehicle drivers position themselves around
the traffic islands, so they are located in a stationary position on the opposite side of the road. When the road is then opened to
traffic again, oncoming vehicles cannot continue along the road because of other vehicles positioned around the traffic islands. This
creates slow moving traffic and momentarily causes vehicles to block-back over the crossing.

Helpston signal box: signallers
discouraged the installation of
more traffic calming islands on the
eastside approach to the Helpston
level crossing because of
blocking-back already caused by
islands situated on the westside
approach.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

58

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Diversification in farming
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Diversification in farming increases public access to user-worked crossings.

4. User behaviour
Farming is changing the use of its land to ensure the survival of many farming businesses. Instead of using traditional farming
methods, many are encouraging the public to access their land for leisure activities, such as open farms and golf courses.
However, members of the public are using UWC to access farm land, and the types of activities undertaken do not allow for new
users to be informed of how to correctly use these crossings. This results is many untrained users passing through a crossing
which relies upon the user to take full responsibility in opening and closing the gates, ensuring they follow all the correct crossing
procedures.
It is also resulting in additional vehicles using UWC, including vehicles completely unsuitable for certain crossings.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

59

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Foreign vehicle drivers
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may result in increased decision making errors at level crossings. This may be more
evident during seasonal periods.
4. User behaviour
Other countries have alternative measures in place for controlling access across level crossings and require different procedures to be
followed. Vehicle drivers are unlikely to be familiar with UK procedures and they may also have some difficulty in correctly
interpreting written information.
This is particularly prevalent in areas with high volumes of continental HGV drivers. Although they are legally required to be aware of
the rules and procedures for using UK crossings, it is unlikely that all foreign HGV drivers will be aware of these. This may result in
them failing to make any necessary calls to a signaller if their vehicle is too long or slow for passing over a crossing without
previously obtaining permission.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

60

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 13.01.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Bus stops
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Unofficial bus stops in the level crossing lay-by, affects the behaviour of large or slow vehicle drivers.

4. User behaviour
A lay-by is often provided at the approach and exit of AHB’s, so vehicles required to call the signaller for permission to cross, can
park clear of the crossing.
However, the lay-by is often used as an unofficial bus stop, sometimes preventing large or slow vehicles from stopping, forcing
them to continue across the crossing without calling the signaller.
These unofficial bus stops can arise for various reasons, such as:
The lay-by is closer to bus users’ homes than the official bus stop, and users make a request for the bus driver to stop in the
lay-by;
The bus company is temporarily using the lay-by because roadworks have blocked the official bus stop;
The local council have allocated the lay-by as an official stop.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

61

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Crossing surface
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.
Woburn Sands: the crossing
surface was heavily worn in parts
at this level crossing.

4. User behaviour
Poor crossing surfaces increases the difficulty for users traversing the level crossing. Users may be distracted by having to look
carefully at where they are stepping and this may also increase user crossing time. It may present particular problems for cyclists,
horseriders, elderly, visually or physically impaired crossing users. The crossing surface may also present a hazard to road vehicles
in general as well as a hazard to trains.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report
ar/us
bi/hu
sp/fa

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

62

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Roadworks
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Roadworks positioned up to 3 kilometres from the level crossing may still impact on vehicles blocking-back.

4. User behaviour
Roadworks located on roads around a level crossing can impact on vehicles blocking-back over the crossing. Vehicle drivers
expecting to be able to move forwards over the crossing, may be impeded by slow moving traffic as a result of the road works.
This is further compounded by vehicle drivers tailgating the vehicle in-front to avoid potentially being held by an activated warning
system.
Blocking-back is also not just associated with roadworks located in the immediate vicinity, they may continue to have an impact on
the crossing when located up to 3 kilometres away.
Blocking-back from roadworks is a particular problem at automatic level crossings.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

63

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Housing developments
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

4. User behaviour
New housing developments near to crossings used as access to major towns or other key locations will affect the use and
behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians over the crossing. These developments will increase vehicle and pedestrian traffic
levels and the existing crossing type may be unsuitable for accommodating these increased levels.
An additional factor in affecting the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers is the overall congestion of traffic in the local area. Vehicle
drivers may be less inclined to stop at a level crossing if their overall journey time has increased since the development of new
housing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

64

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Vehicle shortcuts
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

4. User behaviour
Vehicle drivers may increase their risk taking behaviour when using level crossings on shortcut roads. Shortcuts are in themselves a
means of the vehicle driver saving time, and their mindset is one of maintaining movement at all costs. In some cases, the vehicle
driver may be more inclined to attempt to ‘beat the lights’, as waiting at the crossing has a negative impact on their goal of using the
shortcut to save time.
Shortcuts may have been established for a period of time and generally used by regular users to avoid busy main roads. However,
new shortcuts may develop, both permanently and for interim periods, for the following reasons:
Temporary roadworks;
New housing developments;
Changes to road infrastructures.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

HMRI internal report

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

65

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Crossing instructions
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Ambiguous crossing instructions may result in users failing to undertake the correct crossing procedure.

4. User behaviour
Users at UWC are provided with instructions to guide them in carrying out the crossing procedure in the correct order. However, it is
not always apparent to users the exact order in which they should undertake the crossing procedure. For example, should they
phone the signaller first to obtain permission to cross or open the first gate. If the user has incorrectly followed the procedure, this
has a large impact on the overall time taken by the user to cross, as well as impacting on their safety while crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/hu
Railtrack internal report (ra/hu)

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

66

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Another train approaching
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The ‘Another Train Coming if lights continue to show’ sign has minimal impact in providing vehicle drivers with sufficient
information.
4. User behaviour
When another train is approaching the level crossing (and without sufficient road opening time), the wigwag lights will continue to
flash. However, the static sign provided to inform users, has minimal impact in providing vehicle drivers with sufficient information
to confirm whether another train is coming. The increase in waiting time at the crossing, increases the likelihood of vehicle drivers
attempting to traverse the crossing, especially if they do not see a train approaching. It was suggested that UK vehicle drivers do
not mind waiting, however it is important that they are provided with sufficient information to indicate that another train is about to
arrive, and not that they are just being held at the crossing for longer than necessary.

The sign ‘ANOTHER TRAIN
COMING if lights continue to
show’ is positioned underneath
the wigwag lights.

A change in audible warning is provided to warn pedestrians of a second train arriving. It is not intended as an information source
to advise vehicle drivers. However, the second audible warning has been suggested by level crossing users as not being detected
and/or understood (Issue 20).
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

67

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Animals: Dogs
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Unrestrained dogs may impair their owner’s concentration while on the level crossing.

4. User behaviour
An observation of users at UWC level crossings saw over a quarter of all people walking with dogs failing to use any form of dog
restraint. A sign requesting dog walkers to put their dog on a lead was positioned on the majority of these UWC’s.
Train drivers also have reported seeing unrestrained dogs along side the tracks with their owners standing at the crossing. There
have also been near-misses and an incident involving a collision between a train and a pedestrian who was attempting to retrieve
their dog from the tracks.
It appears that the risk of not restraining a dog is not evident to dog owners, possibly because of their assumption that they are
capable of maintaining control of their pet.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.4 Document details

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/de
HMRI internal report
bi/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

68

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Contacting the signaller
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Unclear ‘user-type’ information may result in users failing to contact the signaller prior to crossing.

4. User behaviour
Information is provided at UWC to indicate which types of users must call the signaller to request permission to cross the railway
line. Prior to crossing, all users must determine from this information, whether they should first contact the signaller. However,
non-specific and unclear ‘user-type’ information may result in users failing to contact the signaller.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

69

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Rural level crossings
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The environmental context of a rural level crossing reduces the awareness of approaching vehicle drivers.

4. User behaviour
Rural level crossings, positioned amongst roads with few surrounding roadside structures are often missed by approaching vehicle
drivers. The vehicle driver, progressing through country roads, is in a mind-set that is unlikely to be expecting hazard information or
a warning system to appear. They may not register the presence of a crossing until they are nearly driving over it or they may miss it
completely. The problem is further increased when crossings are located on bends, hills or foliage covers information signs.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

70

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Road markings
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

4. User behaviour
Road markings are provided at some level crossings to help vehicle drivers stop their vehicle in a safe location during the activated
warning system. It is important in preventing vehicles from parking underneath the lowering barriers and from positioning their
vehicle too close to the train lines. Road markings that have been worn away reduce the effectiveness of informing vehicle drivers
where they should stop. Markings are also a particularly important element in informing an irregular user of where they should
locate their vehicle.
The importance of road markings in providing vehicle drivers with information has been highlighted by the road industry. Dramatic
reductions in vehicle drivers running through red lights have been recorded when the ‘STOP’ line has been newly painted on road
surfaces.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

71

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Number of train lines
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

4. User behaviour
Users may perceive a single train line to present less of a risk than double train lines. Therefore users may see the opportunity to
drive over or walk across the lines without observing the activated warning system or by behaving less cautiously at unprotected
crossings.
This user behaviour is in line with the risk compensation theory; the user perceiving there to be less of a risk to themselves results in
them behaving less cautiously.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

72

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Location near farms
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

4. User behaviour
Farm traffic tends to move at a much slower pace and impacts on the speed and general driving behaviour of other road vehicles.
High volumes of farm traffic using local roads to transport produce or move between farm land will impact on the behaviour of other
vehicles traversing the level crossing. This may increase vehicle driver frustration and result in them overtaking on the approach to
and while on the level crossing to avoid being held at the activated warning system.

Bainton Green: a tractor using the
crossing after leaving nearby farm
land. Tractors combined with the
position of the crossing on a
straight road, its proximity to
Lolham crossing and use as a
regular shortcut route could
impact heavily on the behaviour of
other vehicle drivers.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

73

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Commercial traffic
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

4. User behaviour
Commercial vehicle drivers, such as salespersons, work to strict timescales and therefore their driving behaviour is often influenced
by having to reach destinations on time. Commercial drivers using a level crossing may be inclined to ‘beat the lights’ to avoid
having to wait at the crossing, or they may fail to obey the correct crossing procedure at unprotected crossings.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

74

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Proximity of level crossing to another
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

4. User behaviour
A road or geographical area may have more than one level crossings located in close proximity. If a driver is required to wait at one
level crossing and then at the next, and so on, this may affect their risk taking behaviour. The vehicle driver may become aggitated
at being delayed at each level crossing and exhibit behaviour such as speeding to the approach of the next crossing to try and avoid
being held again or crossing during the activated warning lights.
This risk taking behaviour may be further increased at level crossings with lengthy barrier downtimes on busy rail lines or those with
CCTV, as vehicle drivers know that if they are unable to get over each crossing they may be held at the crossing for a considerable
time.

Lolham CCTV & Bainton Green
AHB: vehicle drivers are often held
at Lolham crossing for a
considerable amount of time, and
then also held at Bainton Green.
The lengthy barrier downtimes at
the Lolham crossing, which is
used frequently as a shortcut
route by vehicle drivers adds to
their frustration when they are
held at both crossings.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

75

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Public houses
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

4. User behaviour
Level crossings on routes between homes and public houses may present additional problems because of the type of users using
the crossing. Users under the influence of alcohol may be more inclined to ignore normal crossing procedures and undertake risky
behaviour.
Rural level crossings may also be used by local vehicle drivers under the influence of alcohol to avoid using main routes where they
may be an increased chance of being apprehended by the police.

Tallington CCTV: the public house
is located on the left-hand side of
the crossing. The nearest homes
are located on the other side and
some locals often use the
crossing in their vehicle or on foot
while under the influence of
alcohol.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

GI/GN7611

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

76

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Pedestrians on vehicular crossings
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Large volumes of pedestrians and cyclists using road level crossings ignore the activated warning information and barriers.

4. User behaviour
Both pedestrians and cyclists ignore the activated warning information and barriers on vehicular crossings because many perceive
them only applicable to vehicle drivers.
At AHB crossings, pedestrians and cyclists on the opposite side of the barrier can continue to progress past the line of the barrier
and onto the train line. This is a particular problem when there are large volumes of pedestrian and cycle users because of the affect
of group activity on an individual’s behaviour. For example, once a few users have crossed during the activated warning, others will
follow their behaviour.
Users may also unintentionally progress past the barrier line and move onto the train tracks because of the lack of any physical
barrier.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

va/sa

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

77

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Decision point
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
An obvious decision point is critical for users at unprotected level crossings.

4. User behaviour
A decision point is the position at which the user can view along both sides of the tracks but not be standing past a point of safety.
This point is designated at 3 metres from the nearest running rail, however it is normally determined by the physical characteristics
around the level crossing, for example, foliage and other obstructions at the side of the line may force the user to stand closer to the
rail lines to ensure they have a clear view. The areas where a user should not stand while observing for oncoming trains may also
be unclear, resulting in users standing in a position that is too close to the railway line.

Ware footpath: the user can stand
in various positions to observe for
oncoming trains, however it is
unclear where they should not
stand while observing for trains.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

hu/de
ar/us

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

78

Creation date

27.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Signal sections
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Long signal sections increase the risk taking behaviour of users at UWC’s.

4. User behaviour
UWC crossings positioned within long signal sections affect the behaviour of users and the communication between the user and
the signaller.
If a train is within a section, the signaller will normally request that the user calls back after a period of time, for example, in 15
minutes. The signaller is then able to inform the user whether the train is now out of the section and past the UWC. However,
users do not understand why the signaller cannot provide an exact indication of where the train is. The user becomes frustrated at
waiting for an unknown and often lengthy period of time and decides to cross without confirmation from the signaller.
Additional factors which may further increase the risk taking behaviour of users include:
When the user is crossing multiple times during the day;
While the user is waiting, they continue not to see a train for a lengthy period of time and perceive they have a sufficient period of
safe time to cross within;
If one train passes (but another may be within the section) this gives a clear message to the user, “I can go”, without receiving
confirmation from the signaller.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ro/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

79

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Combined environmental features
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings with a combination of environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges, may increase the decision
making errors of vehicle drivers.
4. User behaviour
An environmental feature on the approach to a level crossing may require the vehicle driver to divide their attention, however they
can continue to concentrate on and manage the information regarding the crossing.
However, the combined affect of many environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges on the approach to a
crossing, may result in increased decision making errors by the vehicle driver as their attention is diverted in accommodating a range
of complex environmental features.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

80

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Cats-eyes
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Deteriorated ‘cats-eyes’ on the approach or on the level crossing may reduce the vehicle driver’s ability to negotiate the road layout
at night.
4. User behaviour
Cats-eyes are located along the centre line and left hand-side of the road. They help vehicle drivers to see in advance the changes in
road contour. Cats-eyes support approaching vehicle drivers to assess the position of the level crossing in relation to the road and
the contour of the exit road. However, cats-eyes do deteriorate over a period of time and gradually fail to reflect any light, reducing
their effectiveness in ‘guiding’ the vehicle driver along the road.
Cats-eyes are particularly important in rural locations when lighting from surrounding roadside structures will be at a minimum.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

81

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Sign pictogram
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The ‘Puffer’ sign does not convey any directly useful information to users.
Sign 771, Schedule 3, The Traffic
Signs Regulations and General
Directions 2002

4. User behaviour
The information presented to the vehicle driver or pedestrian on approaching the level crossing should identify the ‘potential hazard’
ahead of them and support them to adjust their behaviour accordingly.
Subject matter experts in the road industry have suggested the image of a ‘steam’ train does not support users in identifying with
the modern standards of the railway and conveys no relevant information to approaching crossing users. Research has suggested
that conveying the appropriate information of protection type prior to each crossing can help users to adapt their behaviour
accordingly.
There is no guidance in how this might affect user behaviour, but in our opinion it may lead to vehicle drivers not following the
correct level crossing procedures.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

tsr/2002
mo/vi

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

82

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Highway Code
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The highway code currently contains 278 rules for vehicle drivers.
An image of a level crossing from
the Highway Code.

4. User behaviour
The current issue of the Highway Code contains 278 rules. Since 1959, the rules have increased from just 90. With this quantity of
rules to remember, the influence on vehicle drivers making errors in interpreting and understanding level crossing procedures is
possible.
This is especially relevant considering vehicle drivers are not required to update their knowledge on the highway code at regular
intervals, and as a minimum are only required to learn the code to obtain a full driving licence. The presence of any level crossings
in the area where a learner vehicle driver is trained may also influence their competence in correctly obeying level crossing rules.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

83

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Road descents
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

4. User behaviour
Vehicle speed is easily increased when travelling downhill, and with increased speed a vehicles stopping distance is also greatly
increased. The road industry report increased red-light running at traffic lights when situated at the end of a road descent. This is
also an issue that could apply level crossings.
Previous rail research suggested vehicle drivers may also be concerned at causing vehicle-vehicle collisions if they were to stop
suddenly, which may further suggest why red-light running may be more prevalent at the end of a descent.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

pi/re

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

84

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Signal box: camera angle
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Position of the camera at a level crossing influences the signallers ability to detect objects.

4. User behaviour
The position of a CCTV camera varies from crossing to crossing. It may be located to the side of the crossing or positioned at one
end. Various factors influence the effectiveness of the camera location, such as the direction of the sun (which could shine directly
into the camera at certain times of the day or year).
However, the angle at which the camera is positioned also affects the signaller’s ability to assess whether the crossing is clear of
vehicles, people or other objects.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

85

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Passenger compliance with MWL
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The red light of a MWL is associated with the train the passengers have alighted from.

4. User behaviour
When passengers alight at a station, the active red light at the station foot crossing is assumed by passengers to be associated with
the train they have just alighted from. Passengers continue to walk across the train tracks, even though the red light is active.

Farnborough North: there have
been near-misses for both tourists
and regular passengers when they
have crossed while the red light is
active.

The mindset of a commuter passenger may also contribute to them violating the red light. For example, they may be thinking about
getting home and not concentrating on the immediate surroundings. These passengers may also use their knowledge about train
times to make an assessment that a train is not scheduled to pass so it is therefore acceptable to walk while the red light is on.
Group behaviour may also have an impact on many users choosing to cross once they have seen other passengers do so during
the active warning system.
This issue is a problem at many train stations that have a station foot crossing with MWL. To help deal with the problem, some
train companies are reminding passengers via the train public address system not to cross while the red light is active as it may refer
to an oncoming train on the other line(s).

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

rpc/st
Railtrack internal report (ra/ki)

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

86

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Train enthusiasts
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

4. User behaviour
Level crossings provide an accessible point onto rail infrastructure and are often used by train enthusiasts, standing inside of the
barrier to obtain a clear and unobstructed view of passing trains.
Some level crossings attract many train enthusiasts on a regular basis. These are organised meetings and are often advertised in
local papers, indicating which crossings are suitable for obtaining a good view of particular trains. Level crossings positioned prior
to a curve in the track are often used by enthusiasts as these provide a clear view of the train for a much longer period of time.

Woodcroft: a train enthusiast went
track-side and refused to move to
a position of safety, as he
believed he was not compromisng
his own safety or those of others.
The BTP were called to remove
him. This crossing is used
regularly by enthusiasts as it
provides a long clear view of
approaching trains.

The vehicles parked by the enthusiasts on the approaches to level crossings also cause obstructions for other vehicle drivers
approaching the crossing.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

87

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

School parking
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
School drop-off and collection points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of other vehicle drivers approaching the
crossing.
4. User behaviour
Level crossings in the vicinity of schools are used by parents as accessible drop-off and collection points for their children, with
vehicle drivers stopping on the crossing as well as on the approach and exit roads.
The position of these parked cars causes problems for other vehicle drivers traversing the level crossing. Their attention is diverted
from the level crossing, to concentrate on avoiding and manoeuvering around the parked vehicles. They are also forced to drive
down the centre line, resulting in conflicts with oncoming vehicles. The practice of dropping children at or collecting from school
means that vehicles may be parked from some time.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

88

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Proximity of different road speeds
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which vehicle drivers approach
the crossing.
4. User behaviour
Different road speeds in close proximity may affect the speed at which vehicle drivers approach a level crossing. This may influence
the vehicle driver in the following ways:
The vehicle driver is conditioned to driving at the higher speed and maintains the same speed on the lower speed limit road;
Any small reduction in speed is perceived as considerable, even if it continues to be higher than the lower speed road limit.

A manned crossing in Ridgmont
(Bedford to Bletchley line) is
positioned on a low speed road.
However, its proximity to the M1
motorway means vehicle drivers
continue to pass the crossing at
speed. The attendant at this
crossing has been knocked over
on several occasions.

The vehicle driver may then continue to cross over the level crossing at a speed which is inappropriate.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

89

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Level crossing equipment
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

4. User behaviour
Operational feedback from experts indicates that level crossing warnings lose their effectiveness when they are not perceived as
credible by crossing users. Regular users aware that a crossing has frequent reliability problems may choose to ignore an activated
warning system, if they perceive the warning as false and want to avoid being kept at the crossing for a perceived unnecessary
period of time. Certain conditions, combined with this perception may increase the chances of users crossing during an activated
warning, such as having a clear view of the railway line and not seeing a train approach.
The perception of reliability may also affect the behaviour of other users. For example, if people inform others of how unreliable they
perceive the crossing to be, this may influence them to ignore the activated warning system.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

le/dr

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

90

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Position of information
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

4. User behaviour
A user’s detection of a hazard is improved when information about the danger is presented together with the imminent danger.
Therefore, the position of information warning vehicle drivers of the level crossing should be presented while also in view of the
crossing. An information ‘void’ that does not convey the message nor the danger together does not strongly reinforce the presence
of the crossing. A vehicle driver is less likely to be aware and suitably prepared for the hazard if they cannot see together
information about the crossing hazard and the actual level crossing.
The road industry has undertaken similar research on the position of information signs on motorways and the point at which an
action is required by the vehicle driver. The response to a prompt was most evident when the sign and point of where the action
was required were seen together.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

91

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Vehicle speed zones
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The position of incremental speed restriction signs influences the speed of vehicle drivers when approaching the crossing.

4. User behaviour
The position of incremental speed restriction signs on the approach to a level crossing can have an effect on the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach and pass over the crossing.
Towns or villages often have a low speed zone within the central residential areas and then apply an incremental increase in speed
zones as the roads progress further from housing areas. A level crossing situated just on the outskirts of a town or village is often
excluded from the lower speed zones, or positioned too close to the change in road speeds. This fails to accommodate for vehicle
drivers slowing with sufficient time or gradually increasing their speed above the specified limits, so when they are approaching the
crossing they are moving at fairly high speeds.
The allocation of lower speed zones to incorporate a crossing on the outskirts of a town or village would help encourage the speed
at which drivers approach and pass over the crossing, thus having the potential to reduce errors and violations.

Helpston CCTV: The 30mph zone
was positioned to take account of
the amount of homes it had an
impact on. The crossing and
potential approach speed of
vehicle drivers was not considered
as part of the decision process for
positioning the speed zones.
Vehicles coming into the village
are not encouraged to slow early
enough.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

92

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Double train lines
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The space between two sets of double train lines provides users with a refuge point.

4. User behaviour
Doubles sets of trains lines can be positioned so that the crossing has a ‘refuge’ point in the middle section. This section is often
used by vehicle drivers and pedestrians when they are already on the crossing and see the lights being activated. They fail to
continue moving over the crossing, believing the middle section a suitable and safe area to wait until the train passes.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

ar/us

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

93

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Distance between gates
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The overall distance between UWC gates and the distance between the gate and first train line effects the risk taking behaviour of
vehicle users.
4. User behaviour
If the overall distance between the gates is fairly wide, this will greatly increase the overall time taken to undertake the correct
procedure of crossing 5 times. This impacts on the users willingness to comply with the correct crossing procedure.
If there is sufficient space to park a vehicle inside of the gate, but in front of the train track, users will prefer to do this to reduce the
amount of crossings required to manoeuvre their vehicle across the tracks. Instead of following the correct procedure of crossing 5
times, the user only moves across the tracks once. Users benefit through a dramatic saving in time by choosing to park their vehicle
inside of the gate.
However, the user may not be aware that the front of their vehicle might be too close or even protruding over the tracks. UWC users
may also use vehicles of different lengths when crossing, some which may clear the tracks when parked inside the gate, while
others may not.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

94

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Trespassers
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Food and drink rubbish at a level crossing is often an indicator of young people using the crossing as a meeting place.

4. User behaviour
Young people are often happy to congregate around train lines and level crossings. Food and drink leftovers, such as takeaway
cartons and drink cans can indicate that the crossing is not only being used as access but as a meeting place for groups of friends.
The use of crossings as a social area and over a continued period of time may lower the users’ perception of how dangerous the
crossing is, resulting in risk taking behaviour.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

95

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Noise
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

4. User behaviour
Users rely heavily on their hearing and/or vision to detect for oncoming trains at crossings without additional protection systems
such as miniature warning lights. Noisy surroundings, such as motorways, vehicle bridges, industrial units, schools etc., may
impair the ability of the user to listen for trains. Noise not only impairs the user’s hearing, it may also affect their ability to carry out
visual checks correctly.
Although the issue of noise is most prevalent at unprotected crossings, it may also hinder the performance of other users at
protected level crossings.

Fox Covert Road Footpath: the
crossing is positioned close to two
roads which pass over the railway
line. The noise of passing road
vehicles is further increased as
they move over the bridges,
dramatically reducing the users
sense of hearing to check for
oncoming trains.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

bi/hu

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

96

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Straight roads
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Straight roads increase the opportunities for vehicle drivers to undertake risky behaviour, to avoid having to wait at the level crossing.

4. User behaviour
A straight road provides vehicle drivers with improved visibility of oncoming cars, resulting in opportunities for passing slower cars or
traffic queues. This results in vehicle drivers often moving on to the opposite side of the road when approaching and going over a
level crossing. This issue is further compounded if the vehicle at the front of the queue has been progressing slowly and other
vehicle drivers now resent the possibility of having to wait at the crossing.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

97

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Stereotypical crossing users
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

4. User behaviour
Users that fail to obey level crossing procedures are not always the stereotypical male in his twenties, sometimes referred to as the
‘Boy Racer’.
Other groups of users, often perceived as law abiders, are known to cross without obeying crossing procedures. The following
have all been identified as prominent groups of users who fail to follow level crossing procedures:
Middle-aged family women and men;
People from ‘upper-class’ groups;
Parents with children;
Coach drivers with tourists;
Taxi drivers with passengers;
Salespersons;
Ramblers;
Cyclists & Motorcyclists.

5. Error type
Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

98

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Train arrival
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Activation of the warning lights is used by passengers as a train arrival indicator.

4. User behaviour
Passengers are using the activation of the warning lights as an indicator of their train arriving at the station. Because users are
leaving their decision to progress to the platform on the light activation, users are dashing across the level crossing at the last
moment.
Passengers walking on the approach to the level crossing know whether they need to run over the crossing to catch their train, by
observing the warning lights.
At one level crossing, a board has been positioned next to the station car park to block the view of the warning lights from
passengers sitting in their cars. Passengers were waiting in the warmth and comfort of their cars and then rushing across the level
crossing to the other platform once the lights were activated.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

99

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Sightlines
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.

4. User behaviour
At crossings that have restricted sightlines along the tracks, this may result in users moving beyond a position of safety to view for
oncoming trains along the tracks.
This may be a particular problem at AOCL’s because of the lack of any physical barrier across the road. After waiting a period of
time, vehicle drivers may creep forward past a point of safety to view along the tracks. Without the driver knowing, their vehicle may
be positioned over the tracks and in the path of an oncoming train.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

trl/ar

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

100

Creation date

26.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Communication with signaller
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The dialogue between the level crossing user and the signaller may impact on the behaviour of the user.

4. User behaviour
The type of dialogue used between the user and the signaller may affect the behaviour of the user at the level crossing.
Rail specific terminology used by the signaller may be misunderstood and incorrectly interpreted by the user.
Inconsistencies in information provided by the signaller from one call to another may also result in misinterpretation of instructions
by the user. This may come about from heavy use of a crossing, with the signaller having to provide continued feedback to users,
therefore affecting the depth and quality of information provided on each phonecall.
The information provided by the user also affects the decisions and replies provided by the signaller.
If the user provides inaccurate or false information, or through continued use of a crossing, provides insufficient detail during each
phonecall, this may result in the signaller giving permission for the user to cross when in fact it is unsafe for them to do so.
5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

th/er

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

101

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Signal box: detection of objects
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Certain conditions impair the signallers ability to detect objects on the level crossing.

4. User behaviour
During rainy weather conditions, the signaller’s ability to detect people or objects through the CCTV is impaired from:
Rain directly hitting the lens of the CCTV camera (even with the use of lens wipers).
Combination of rain and car headlights reflecting light up from the rubberised flooring toward the CCTV camera lens.
The ability of the signaller to detect objects is also impaired by the following:
Electric trains can interfere with the quality of the CCTV screen image;
Cobwebs on the camera lens also impair the signaller from clearly seeing the full view of the crossing;
Windy weather moves the camera position, omitting different sections of the crossing from the signallers view, as it sways from
side to side.
White and dark clothing can also be very difficult to detect. If a person is standing near the barrier in white clothing, the signaller can 5. Error type
find it difficult to ascertain whether they are standing outside or inside the barrier. Dark clothing disguises people when standing on
Error
or walking over the rubber floor surfaces.
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

102

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Railway sidings
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

4. User behaviour
Many disused railway sidings are now being sold off to private companies, who utilise the sidings for holding and transporting large
quantities of heavy goods by HGVs. Level crossings located on the access routes into and out of the sidings are often inadequate
in their design and level of control measures in accommodating for large vehicles passing over the crossing on a regualr basis.
The issue is further compounded by the nature of HGV drivers needing to work within strict delivery timescales, resulting in possible
risk taking behaviour at level crossings to avoid being delayed.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

103

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Emergency services
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

2.2 Age

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

4. User behaviour
No vehicles, including those of the emergency services, are legally permitted to pass the activated warning system at a level
crossing.
Level crossings located on roads used frequently by the emergency services may result in these vehicle drivers undertaking further
risky behaviour to avoid having to wait at the lights.
An emergency service driver’s perception of risk (when on an emergency call) associated with passing the activated lights may be
lower than the risk compared with not reaching their required destination in time. For example, going through the initial warning
lights and knowing that they will probably miss the train if they go early enough, compared to arriving late at their required
destination and knowing lives may have been lost.
5. Error type
Level crossings may present a dilemma of ‘work ethics’ to some emergency service vehicle drivers.

Error
Violation

6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

6.3 Document source

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK

Level crossings: communication and user behaviour issues
Ref

104

Creation date

31.08.2004

Last modified 02.02.2005

Issue

Issue at a level crossing

Weather: Fog
1. Level Crossing type
1.1 Protected

AOCL
AOCR
ABCL
AHB
MG
MCB

2. User details
1.2 Unprotected

MCBcctv
Undefined

UWC
UWC/T
UWC/MWL
OC
FP/MWL
FC

2.1 Level crossing user type

Undefined

Pedestrian
Farmer
Cyclist
Car driver
Van driver
HGV driver

Motorcyclist
Passenger
Horserider
Train driver
Other
Undefined

2.2 Age

0-10
11-15
16-20
20-35
35-50
50-60

2.3 On own

60+
Undefined

Individual
Group
Undefined

3. Description of issue / design feature
The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

4. User behaviour
The ability of the vehicle drivers or other users to detect the presence of a level crossing, hazard information, warning lights or an
approaching train is impaired by fog. The impact of fog on users behaviour may result in users undertaking risky behaviour, such
as failing to take account of warning information or failing to see oncoming trains.

5. Error type
Error
Violation
6. Sources of information
6.1 Interview source

RAIL INDUSTRY
Network Rail
RSSB
HSE/HMRI
RPC
BTP

6.2 Level crossing visit - areas

ROAD INDUSTRY
AA
Bus drivers
OTHERS

Milton Keynes
Doncaster
Hertford
Peterborough
Bedford
Redcar

6.3 Document source

RAIL INDUSTRY
HSE/HMRI
Network Rail
RSSB
Railway GS
Others

6.4 Document details

GOVERNMENT
DfT (rail)
DfT (road)
Other dept.

OTHER
TRL (rail)
TRL (road)
Independent
Non-UK
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;OYLL[LJOUPX\LZ^LYLHWWSPLKMVYHZZPNUPUN[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZH[LHJOVM[OL
SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ"6IZLY]H[PVUZ7O`ZPJHSL]PKLUJLHUK0U[LY]PL^Z[HZRI
 6IZLY]H[PVUZ
+\YPUN[OL]HSPKH[PVUL_LYJPZLVIZLY]H[PVUZ^LYLJHYYPLKV\[H[[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
;OPZPU]VS]LKZWLUKPUNWLYPVKZVM[PTLH[[OLJYVZZPUNHUKVIZLY]PUN[OLILOH]PV\YVM
\ZLYZ(U`PZZ\LZMYVT[OLKH[HIHZL[OH[^LYLJVUÄYTLKMYVTVIZLY]PUN\ZLYZ^LYL
YLJVYKLKHNHPUZ[HKH[HZOLL[^P[OPZZ\LZYLSL]HU[[V[OH[ZWLJPÄJ[`WLVMJYVZZPUN
(SSVIZLY]H[PVUZ^LYL]PKLVYLJVYKLK
 7O`ZPJHSL]PKLUJL
(YL]PL^VM[OLWO`ZPJHSHZWLJ[ZVMLHJOJYVZZPUNHUKP[ZPTTLKPH[LZ\YYV\UKPUNZ^LYL
THKL
;OPZPU]VS]LK]LYPM`PUN[OLWYLZLUJLVMPZZ\LZMYVTHU`WO`ZPJHSL]PKLUJL-VY
L_HTWSLHULHYI`ºYVHKQ\UJ[PVU»ºMHYTSHUK»PU[OL]PJPUP[`VM[OLJYVZZPUNº[YHMÄJ
JHSTPUNZ`Z[LT»VYº[`WLVM[YHPUZ»(UHZZLZZTLU[VM[OLJYVZZPUNMYVTH\ZLY»Z
WLYZWLJ[P]LIV[OVUMVV[HUKMYVTH]LOPJSL^HZHSZVTHKL[VLUZ\YLHSSWO`ZPJHS
L]PKLUJL^HZJVUÄYTLK(U`PZZ\LZLZ[HISPZOLK[OYV\NO[OPZWYVJLZZ^LYLYLJVYKLK
VU[OLKH[HZOLL[
:[PSSWOV[VNYHWOZHUK]PKLVMVV[HNL^LYL[HRLU[VYLJVYKLHJOPKLU[PÄLKPZZ\L
 0U[LY]PL^Z
*VU[HJ[^HZTHKL^P[ORL`WLYZVUZ^P[OPU[OL/LSWZ[VUHYLH;OLZLJVU[HJ[Z^LYL
\ZLKMVY[OLPU[LY]PL^Z[HNLZVM[OL]HSPKH[PVUL_LYJPZL
;OL[`WLVM\ZLYZZV\YJLKMVY[OLPU[LY]PL^Z^LYLJOVZLU[VLUZ\YL[OH[LHJOVM[OL
MVSSV^PUNºJOHYHJ[LYPZ[PJZ»^LYLJV]LYLKI`H[SLHZ[VULWLYZVU"
 3VJHS[VHYLH
 9LWYLZLU[LKJVTT\UP[`
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 )\ZPULZZ\ZLY
 9HPSPUK\Z[Y`TLTILY
9LZWVUZLMYVT[OLSVJHSJVTT\UP[`HUKYHPS^H`PUK\Z[Y`^HZMVY[OJVTPUNHUK[OL
MVSSV^PUN\ZLYZHNYLLK[VWHY[PJPWH[L"
 1VL+VIZVU7HYPZO*V\UJPSSVYMVY/LSWZ[VU
 7J+H]L9VILYZ[VU);7
 -YLK4HUU>HYKLUVMSVJHS.SPU[VU*VSSLNL
 4HYR+LSHPUL:TP[O+LSHPUL)\ZLZHUKKYP]LYZ
 :PNUHSSLYZH[/LSWZ[VUZPNUHSIV_

;OL\ZLVMSVJHSRUV^SLKNLPZH]HS\HISLTL[OVKMVYNHPUPUNPUZPNO[ZPU[V[OLILOH]PV\Y
VMSL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYZ/V^L]LYJVYYLJ[S`KLÄUPUN[OLIV\UKHYPLZVMLHJOPU[LY]PL^
PZRL`[VLUZ\YPUN[OLKPZJ\ZZPVUNLULYH[LZ/-PZZ\LZHUK[OLYLHZVUZILOPUK\ZLY
ILOH]PV\YHUKUV[VUºMH\S[ÄUKPUN»^P[OPUKP]PK\HS\ZLYZVYHU`PUK\Z[Y`,HJO
PU[LY]PL^LL^HZWYV]PKLK^P[OHZL[VMN\PKLSPULZWYPVY[V[OLPU[LY]PL^^OPJO
KL[HPSLKZVTLL_HTWSLZVM/-PZZ\LZ;OLZLL_HTWSLZWYV]PKLKHMYHTL^VYRMVY[OL
KPZJ\ZZPVUHUKMHJPSP[H[LK\ZLYZ[V[HSRHYV\UK[OLPZZ\LZLUZ\YPUNTH_PT\TV\[W\[
MYVT[OLPU[LY]PL^
0U[LY]PL^Z^LYLJHYYPLKV\[^P[OWLVWSLLP[OLYH[[OLPYWSHJLVM^VYROVTLVYK\YPUN
]PZP[Z[V[OLSVJHSSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ;OL]PZP[Z[VJYVZZPUNZ^P[O\ZLYZJHUHZZPZ[PU
JVUÄYTPUNTHU`/-PZZ\LZ;OLJVU[L_[ZWLJPÄJLU]PYVUTLU[Z\WWVY[LK[OL\ZLY
PU[OLPYKPZJ\ZZPVUVMPZZ\LZHUKOLSWLK\UJV]LYHKKP[PVUHSTPUVYKL[HPSZHIV\[\ZLY
ILOH]PV\YYLSL]HU[[VLHJOPUKP]PK\HSJYVZZPUN
+\YPUNLHJOPU[LY]PL^[OL/-PZZ\LZWYL]PV\ZS`JVUÄYTLKHZYLSL]HU[[VLHJOSL]LS
JYVZZPUN^LYLYL]PL^LKHZ^LSSHZHSS/-PZZ\LZYLSL]HU[[V[OL[`WLZVMJYVZZPUN

 )LQGLQJV
;OLMVSSV^PUN[HISLZSPZ[[OLPKLU[PÄLKO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZMVYLHJOSL]LSJYVZZPUN
,HJO[HISLNP]LZ[OLYLMLYLUJLU\TILYUHTLHUKKLZJYPW[PVUMVYLHJOPZZ\L;OL
PZZ\LZHYLUV[YHURLKPU[LYTZVM[OLPYSL]LSVMYPZRI\[HYLWYLZLU[LKPUU\TLYPJHS
VYKLY
2L`!
6$6IZLY]H[PVUZ
7$7O`ZPJHSL]PKLUJL
0$0U[LY]PL^Z
2

3

,

(UPUKPJH[PVUVMOV^[OLO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZ^LYLPKLU[PÄLKPZHSZVWYV]PKLK(
JVSV\YJVKPUNRL`OHZILLU\ZLK[VZOV^^OL[OLYHUPZZ\L^HZPKLU[PÄLK[OYV\NO
6IZLY]H[PVU7O`ZPJHSL]PKLUJLVY0U[LY]PL^(UPZZ\LTH`OH]LILLUPKLU[PÄLKI`
VUL[^VVYHSS[OYLLVM[OL[LJOUPX\LZ
 *HQHUDWLQJLQIRUPDWLRQWKURXJKLQWHUYLHZV
;OLJVSV\YJVKPUNJSLHYS`ZOV^Z[OH[[OLPU[LY]PL^[LJOUPX\LPKLU[PÄLK[OLTHQVYP[`VM
PZZ\LZMVYHSSSL]LSJYVZZPUNZMVSSV^LKI`WO`ZPJHSL]PKLUJLHUK[OLUVIZLY]H[PVUZ
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+H]PZ(ZZVJPH[LZ3[K  

5V[VUS`KPK[OLPU[LY]PL^ZPKLU[PM`^OPJOPZZ\LZ^LYLYLSL]HU[[OL`HSZV\UJV]LYLK
HIYLHK[OVMRUV^SLKNLHIV\[[OLYLZ\S[HU[ILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ;OPZHKKP[PVUHS
PUMVYTH[PVUVU\ZLYILOH]PV\YOHZILLUPUJS\KLK^P[OPU[OLKH[HIHZL
4HU`VM[OLPZZ\LZHUKHZZVJPH[LKILOH]PV\YZVM\ZLYZ^V\SKUV[OH]LILLUJHW[\YLK
[OYV\NO\ZPUNQ\Z[L]PKLUJLH[[OLJYVZZPUNVYMYVTVIZLY]PUN\ZLYZMVYPU[LYPTWLYPVKZ
VM[PTL;OLPUJS\ZPVUVMPU[LY]PL^Z^P[OSVJHS\ZLYZHUK[OVZLMYVT[OLYHPSPUK\Z[Y`
OHZNLULYH[LKL_[LUZP]LMLLKIHJRVU/-PZZ\LZHUK\ZLYILOH]PV\Y
 $VVLJQHG+)LVVXHV
;HISLZHYLWYV]PKLKMVY/LSWZ[VU[HISL;HSSPUN[VU[HISL4H_L`[HISL
3VSOHT[HISL)HPU[VU.YLLU[HISLHUK-V_*V]LY[[HISLSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
7OV[VNYHWOPJL]PKLUJLVMZVTLVM[OLPZZ\LZHYLWYV]PKLKH[[OLLUKVMLHJO[HISL
;HISL
/LSWZ[VU!4*)
2

5HI

,VVXHLGHQWLÀHG

'HVFULSWLRQ



>LH[OLY!0JL

0J`^LH[OLYJVUKP[PVUZVU[OLHWWYVHJOL_P[HUKVU[OLJYVZZPUN
HMMLJ[Z[OLILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



<ZLYZMHTPSPHYP[`

9LN\SHY\ZLYZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y^OLU

^P[OHJYVZZPUN

JYVZZPUN;OVZLSP]PUNJSVZL[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZVM[LUILOH]LSLZZ
JH\[PV\ZS`^OLU\ZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN




=LOPJSLHWWYVHJO

;OLZWLLKVM[OLYVHK[YH]LYZPUNHSL]LSJYVZZPUNPZHMHJ[VYPU]LOPJSL

ZWLLK

KYP]LYLYYVYZ

7LKLZ[YPHUHJJLZZ

7LKLZ[YPHUHUKWHZZLUNLYZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`
ILOH]PV\YH[]LOPJ\SHYSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ^OLYLIYPKNLZHYLUV[WYV]PKLK



.YV\WZ

7LVWSLPUNYV\WZTH`\UKLY[HRLTVYLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y[OHU^OLUVU
[OLPYV^UMPN\YL



;PTLVMKH`

9PZR[HRPUNH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZK\YPUNY\ZOOV\YZH[TPKKH`
HUKH[[OLILNPUUPUNHUKLUKVM[OLZJOVVSKH`




7YLZLUJLVMYHPS

;OLWYLZLUJLVMYHPSZ[HMMPUOPNO]PZPIPSP[`JSV[OPUNJHUOH]LHU

Z[HMM

\UKLZPYHISLPTWHJ[VUSL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYILOH]PV\Y

*SVZ\YL[PTL

;OLHTV\U[VM[PTL[OL\ZLYL_WLJ[Z[V^HP[H[[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`
PUMS\LUJL[OLPYYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\Y



(\KPISLHSHYT

:LJVUKH\KPISL^HYUPUN[VULPZUV[KL[LJ[LKHUKVY\UKLYZ[VVKI`
SL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYZ




*VUZWPJ\P[`VM

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMMSHZOPUNSPNO[ZPZSPTP[LKIL]LPSPUNNSHYLSPTP[LK

MSHZOPUNSPNO[Z

SPNO[V\[W\[HUK[OLPYWVZP[PVU

;`WLVM[YHPUZ

;YHPUSPULZ^P[OOPNOMYLX\LUJ`VMIV[OMYLPNO[HUKWHZZLUNLYZLY]PJLZ
TH`PUMS\LUJL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



+H`ZVM[OL^LLR

9PZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZVU^VYRPUNKH`Z



(UPTHSZ!/VYZLZ

(J[P]H[LKWYV[LJ[LKSL]LSJYVZZPUNZTH`YLZ\S[PU\UKLZPYHISLILOH]PV\Y
I`OVYZLZHUKPUMS\LUJL[OLILOH]PV\YVMV[OLYYVHK\ZLYZ



6IZLY]H[PVUVM

;OLSLUN[OVMHJ[P]H[PVUVM[OLHTILYSPNO[OHZSP[[SLHMMLJ[VU[OL

HTILYSPNO[

ILOH]PV\YVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ
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,



,]LU[Z

,]LU[ZPUJYLHZL[OLHTV\U[VMPYYLN\SHY\ZLYZH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ



3VJH[PVUULHY

;OLYPZRVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZISVJRPUNIHJRV]LY[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNVY

THQVYYVHKZ

NLULYHSYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YPZPUJYLHZLK^OLU[OLJYVZZPUNPZSVJH[LK
VUYVHKZ^P[OKPYLJ[HJJLZZ[VTHQVYYVHKZHUKTV[VY^H`Z





;YHMMPJJHSTPUN

9VHK[YHMMPJJHSTPUNZ`Z[LTZVU[OLHWWYVHJOLZ[VHSL]LSJYVZZPUN

Z`Z[LTZ

TH`PUJYLHZL[OLYPZRVM]LOPJSLZISVJRPUNIHJRMPN\YL 

3VJH[PVUULHY

/PNO]VS\TLZVMMHYT[YHMMPJPTWHJ[VU[OLZWLLKHUKILOH]PV\YVM

MHYTZ

V[OLY]LOPJSLZ[YH]LYZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN

7\ISPJOV\ZLZ

*YVZZPUNSVJH[LKVUYV\[L[VW\ISPJOV\ZLZTH`YLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLK
]PVSH[PVUZVMJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZ



;YHPULU[O\ZPHZ[Z

;V]PL^[YHPUZJSVZLS`WLVWSL\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\YH[SL]LS
JYVZZPUNZ






7YV_PTP[`VM

/PNOYVHKZWLLKZPUJSVZLWYV_PTP[`[VHSL]LSJYVZZPUNVUHSV^LY

KPMMLYLU[YVHK

ZWLLKYVHKPUMS\LUJLZ[OLZWLLKH[^OPJO]LOPJSLKYP]LYZHWWYVHJO[OL

ZWLLKZ

JYVZZPUNMPN\YL

=LOPJSLZWLLK

;OLWVZP[PVUVMPUJYLTLU[HSZWLLKYLZ[YPJ[PVUZPNUZPUMS\LUJLZ[OL

aVULZ

ZWLLKVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZVUHWWYVHJOPUN[OLJYVZZPUN

+V\ISL[YHPUSPULZ

;OLZWHJLIL[^LLU[^VZL[ZVMKV\ISL[YHPUSPULZWYV]PKLZ\ZLYZ^P[OH
YLM\NLWVPU[



:[YHPNO[YVHKZ

:[YHPNO[YVHKZPUJYLHZL[OLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVY]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ[V
\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y[VH]VPKOH]PUN[V^HP[H[HSL]LSJYVZZPUN



:[LYLV[`WPJHS

<ZLYZ^OV]PVSH[LJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZHYLUV[HS^H`ZTHSLHUKPU

JYVZZPUN\ZLYZ

[OLPY[^LU[PLZ

 >LH[OLY!-VN

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVM]PZ\HSPUMVYTH[PVUPZPTWHPYLKI`MVN

-PN\YL
!THU``V\UNJOPSKYLU\ZL[OL
/LSWZ[VUJYVZZPUNILMVYLHUKHM[LY
ZJOVVSVUJ`JSLZHUKI`MVV[*OPSKYLU
PUNYV\WZ\UKLY[HRLTVYLYPZR`
ILOH]PV\Y[OHUJOPSKYLUVU[OLPYV^U

-PN\YL
!;OLSVJHS[YHMÄJJHSTPUNZJOLTL
JHUJH\ZLISVJRPUNIHJRWYVISLTZ
V]LY[OLJYVZZPUN(KKP[PVUHSZJOLTLZ
VU[OLV[OLYZPKLVM[OLJYVZZPUN^HZ
JVUZPKLYLKPUHWWYVWYPH[L
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-PN\YL
![OLTWOaVULPZWVZP[PVULK]LY`
JSVZL[V[OLJYVZZPUNHM[LYHTWO
Z[YHPNO[YVHK0[WYV]PKLZ]LY`SPTP[LK
[PTLMVY]LOPJSLZKYP]LYZ[VHKQ\Z[[OLPY
ILOH]PV\Y

;HISL
;HSSPUN[VU!**;=
2

5HI

,VVXHLGHQWLÀHG

'HVFULSWLRQ



>LH[OLY!0JL

0J`^LH[OLYJVUKP[PVUZVU[OLHWWYVHJOL_P[HUKVU[OLJYVZZPUN

3

,

HMMLJ[Z[OLILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ




<ZLYZMHTPSPHYP[`

9LN\SHY\ZLYZHUK[OVZLSP]PUNJSVZL[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZHYLTVYLSPRLS`

^P[OHJYVZZPUN

[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y^OLU\ZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN

9LWYLZLU[H[PVUVM

/.=KYP]LYZMVYTHKPZWYVWVY[PVUH[LS`OPNOU\TILYVMPUJPKLU[ZH[SL]LS

/.=\ZLYZ

JYVZZPUNZ

;PTLVMKH`

9PZR[HRPUNH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZK\YPUNY\ZOOV\YZH[TPKKH`
HUKH[[OLILNPUUPUNHUKLUKVM[OLZJOVVSKH`



=PZ\HSJS\[[LY

:\WLYMS\V\ZPUMVYTH[PVUHUKYVHKZPKLZ[Y\J[\YLZVU[OLHWWYVHJO[V
[OLJYVZZPUNTH`YLK\JL\ZLY»ZKL[LJ[PVUVMSL]LSJYVZZPUNPUMVYTH[PVU
HUK^HYUPUNZPNUZMPN\YL



*SVZ\YL[PTL

;OLHTV\U[VM[PTL[OL\ZLYL_WLJ[Z[V^HP[H[[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`
PUMS\LUJL[OLPYYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\Y



;`WLVM[YHPUZ

;YHPUSPULZ^P[OOPNOMYLX\LUJ`VMIV[OMYLPNO[HUKWHZZLUNLYZLY]PJLZ
TH`PUMS\LUJL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



+H`ZVM[OL^LLR

9PZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZVU^VYRPUNKH`Z



6IZLY]H[PVUVM

;OLSLUN[OVMHJ[P]H[PVUVM[OLHTILYSPNO[OHZSP[[SLHMMLJ[VU[OL

HTILYSPNO[

ILOH]PV\YVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZMPN\YL

3VJH[PVUULHY

/PNO]VS\TLZVMMHYT[YHMMPJPTWHJ[VU[OLZWLLKHUKILOH]PV\YVM

MHYTZ

V[OLY]LOPJSLZ[YH]LYZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN

7\ISPJOV\ZLZ

*YVZZPUNSVJH[LKVUYV\[L[VW\ISPJOV\ZLZTH`YLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLK




]PVSH[PVUZVMJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZMPN\YL


;YHPULU[O\ZPHZ[Z

;V]PL^[YHPUZJSVZLS`WLVWSL\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\YH[SL]LS
JYVZZPUNZ



:[LYLV[`WPJHS

<ZLYZ^OV]PVSH[LJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZHYLUV[HS^H`ZTHSLHUKPU[OLPY

JYVZZPUN\ZLYZ

[^LU[PLZ

-PN\YL
![OLHWWYVHJO[V;HSSPUN[VUPZ
JS\[[LYLK^P[O`LSSV^HK]LY[PZPUNZPNUZ
HUKH`LSSV^IYHUKLKWL[YVSZ[H[PVU
;OLZLHSSTHRLP[]LY`KPMÄJ\S[MVY
HWWYVHJOPUN]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ[VPKLU[PM`
[OLZPTPSHYJVSV\YLKJYVZZPUNZPNUHNL

-PN\YL
!KYP]LYZOH]LILLUVIZLY]LKPNUVYPUN
[OLHTILYSPNO[HS[OV\NO[OL`OH]LOHK
Z\MÄJPLU[[PTL[VZ[VWH[[OLSPNO[Z;OL
]LOPJSLKYP]LYHWWYVHJOPUN[OLJYVZZPUN
JVU[PU\LZ[VKYP]LZ[YHPNO[V]LY
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-PN\YL
!ZVTL\ZLYZVM[OLSVJHSW\ISPJ
OV\ZL\ZL[OLJYVZZPUN^OPSL\UKLY
[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMHSJVOVS;OL);7OH]L
ILLUJHSSLK[V[OPZJYVZZPUN[VJSLHYP[VM
U\ZPHUJL\ZLYZ^OVQ\TW[OLIHYYPLYZ

;HISL
4H_L`!**;=

5HI

,VVXHLGHQWLÀHG



>LH[OLY!0JL

2

'HVFULSWLRQ
0J`^LH[OLYJVUKP[PVUZVU[OLHWWYVHJOL_P[HUKVU[OLJYVZZPUN
HMMLJ[Z[OLILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



<ZLYZMHTPSPHYP[`

9LN\SHY\ZLYZHUK[OVZLSP]PUNJSVZL[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZHYLTVYLSPRLS`

^P[OHJYVZZPUN

[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y^OLUJYVZZPUN^OLU\ZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN
MPN\YL



7LKLZ[YPHUHJJLZZ

7LKLZ[YPHUHUKWHZZLUNLYZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`
ILOH]PV\YH[]LOPJ\SHYSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ^OLYLIYPKNLZHYLUV[WYV]PKLK



;PTLVMKH`

9PZR[HRPUNH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZK\YPUNY\ZOOV\YZH[TPKKH`
HUKH[[OLILNPUUPUNHUKLUKVM[OLZJOVVSKH`




7YLZLUJLVMYHPS

;OLWYLZLUJLVMYHPSZ[HMMPUOPNO]PZPIPSP[`JSV[OPUNJHUOH]LHU

Z[HMM

\UKLZPYHISLPTWHJ[VUSL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYILOH]PV\Y

*SVZ\YL[PTL

;OLHTV\U[VM[PTL[OL\ZLYL_WLJ[Z[V^HP[H[[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`
PUMS\LUJL[OLPYYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\Y



(\KPISLHSHYT

:LJVUKH\KPISL^HYUPUN[VULPZUV[KL[LJ[LKHUKVY\UKLYZ[VVKI`
SL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYZ




*VUZWPJ\P[`VM

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMMSHZOPUNSPNO[ZPZSPTP[LKIL]LPSPUNNSHYLSPTP[LK

MSHZOPUNSPNO[Z

SPNO[V\[W\[HUK[OLPYWVZP[PVU

<ZLYZWLYJLW[PVU

;YHPUZWLLKHUKKPZ[HUJLPZ\UKLYLZ[PTH[LKI`\ZLYZ^OPJOTH`YLZ\S[

VM[YHPUZWLLKHUK PUPUJYLHZLKKLJPZPVUTHRPUNLYYVYZI`\ZLYZH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
KPZ[HUJL



-VSPHNLVU

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMPUMVYTH[PVUVU[OLHWWYVHJO[V[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUN

YVHKZPKL

PZYLK\JLKI`V]LYNYV^UMVSPHNLMPN\YL

;`WLVM[YHPUZ

;YHPUSPULZ^P[OOPNOMYLX\LUJ`VMIV[OMYLPNO[HUKWHZZLUNLYZLY]PJLZ
TH`PUMS\LUJL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



+H`ZVM[OL^LLR

9PZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZVU^VYRPUNKH`Z



(UPTHSZ!/VYZLZ

(J[P]H[LKWYV[LJ[LKSL]LSJYVZZPUNZTH`YLZ\S[PU\UKLZPYHISLILOH]PV\Y
I`OVYZLZHUKPUMS\LUJL[OLILOH]PV\YVMV[OLYYVHK]LOPJSL\ZLYZ




6IZLY]H[PVUVM

;OLSLUN[OVMHJ[P]H[PVUVM[OLHTILYSPNO[OHZSP[[SLHMMLJ[VU[OL

HTILYSPNO[

ILOH]PV\YVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ

/V\ZPUN

/V\ZPUNKL]LSVWTLU[ZPUJYLHZLYVHK[YHMMPJHUKSL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZL

KL]LSVWTLU[Z


9VHKTHYRPUNZ

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZZ[VWWPUNPU[OLJVYYLJ[SVJH[PVUPZ
PTWHPYLKI`^VYUYVHKTHYRPUNZ




3VJH[PVUULHY

/PNO]VS\TLZVMMHYT[YHMMPJPTWHJ[VU[OLZWLLKHUKILOH]PV\YVM

MHYTZ

V[OLY]LOPJSLZ[YH]LYZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN

;YHPULU[O\ZPHZ[Z

;V]PL^[YHPUZJSVZLS`WLVWSL\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\YH[SL]LS
JYVZZPUNZ





7YV_PTP[`VM

/PNOYVHKZWLLKZPUJSVZLWYV_PTP[`[VHSL]LSJYVZZPUNVUHSV^LY

KPMMLYLU[YVHK

ZWLLKYVHKPUMS\LUJLZ[OLZWLLKH[^OPJO]LOPJSLKYP]LYZHWWYVHJO[OL

ZWLLKZ

JYVZZPUNMPN\YL

+V\ISL[YHPUSPULZ

;OLZWHJLIL[^LLU[^VZL[ZVMKV\ISL[YHPUSPULZWYV]PKLZ\ZLYZ^P[OH
YLM\NLWVPU[
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:[LYLV[`WPJHS

<ZLYZ^OV]PVSH[LJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZHYLUV[HS^H`ZTHSLHUKPU

JYVZZPUN\ZLYZ

[OLPY[^LU[PLZ

 >LH[OLY!-VN

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVM]PZ\HSPUMVYTH[PVUPZPTWHPYLKI`MVN

-PN\YL
!SVJHS\ZLYZSP]PUNUL_[[V[OL
JYVZZPUNOH]LJVUZPZ[LU[S`\UKLY[HRLU
YPZR`ILOH]PV\Y^OLUJYVZZPUNH[4H_L`

-PN\YL
![OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNZPNUWVZP[PVULK
VU[OLSLM[OHUKZPKLPZVIZJ\YLKMYVT
[OL]LOPJSLKYP]LY»Z]PL^

-PN\YL
![OLTWOaVULPZWVZP[PVULKJSVZL
[V[OLJYVZZPUNHM[LYHTWOaVULVUH
SVUNZ[YHPNO[YVHK

;HISL
3VSOHT!**;=

5HI

,VVXHLGHQWLÀHG



>LH[OLY!0JL

2

'HVFULSWLRQ
0J`^LH[OLYJVUKP[PVUZVU[OLHWWYVHJOL_P[HUKVU[OLJYVZZPUN
HMMLJ[Z[OLILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ




<ZLYZMHTPSPHYP[`

9LN\SHY\ZLYZHUK[OVZLSP]PUNJSVZL[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZHYLTVYLSPRLS`

^P[OHJYVZZPUN

[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y\ZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN

*SVZ\YL[PTL

;OLHTV\U[VM[PTL[OL\ZLYL_WLJ[Z[V^HP[H[[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`
PUMS\LUJL[OLPYYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\Y




-VSPHNLVU

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMPUMVYTH[PVUVU[OLHWWYVHJO[V[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUN

YVHKZPKL

PZYLK\JLKI`V]LYNYV^UMVSPHNL

;`WLVM[YHPUZ

;YHPUSPULZ^P[OOPNOMYLX\LUJ`VMIV[OMYLPNO[HUKWHZZLUNLYZLY]PJLZ
TH`PUMS\LUJL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



+H`ZVM[OL^LLR

9PZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZVU^VYRPUNKH`Z



(UPTHSZ!/VYZLZ

(J[P]H[LKWYV[LJ[LKSL]LSJYVZZPUNZTH`YLZ\S[PU\UKLZPYHISLILOH]PV\Y
I`OVYZLZHUKPUMS\LUJL[OLILOH]PV\YVMV[OLYYVHK\ZLYZ




6IZLY]H[PVUVM

;OLSLUN[OVMHJ[P]H[PVUVM[OLHTILYSPNO[OHZSP[[SLHMMLJ[VU[OL

HTILYSPNO[

ILOH]PV\YVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ

5HYYV^YVHKZ

5HYYV^YVHKZILMVYLHUKHM[LY[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`YLZ\S[PUKYP]LYZ
ZSV^PUNHUKZ[VWWPUN^OPSLVU[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNMPN\YL



=LOPJSLZOVY[J\[Z

3L]LSJYVZZPUNZVUYVHKZ\ZLKHZZOVY[J\[ZYLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLKYPZR
[HRPUNILOH]PV\YI`]LOPJSLKYP]LYZMPN\YL



9VHKTHYRPUNZ

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMKYP]LYZZ[VWWPUNPU[OLJVYYLJ[SVJH[PVUPZPTWHPYLK
I`^VYUYVHKTHYRPUNZ



3VJH[PVUULHY

/PNO]VS\TLZVMMHYT[YHMMPJPTWHJ[VU[OLZWLLKHUKILOH]PV\YVM

MHYTZ

V[OLY]LOPJSLZ[YH]LYZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN
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7YV_PTP[`VMSL]LS

3L]LSJYVZZPUNZSVJH[LKPUJSVZLWYV_PTP[`VMHUV[OLYTH`PUMS\LUJL[OL

JYVZZPUNZ[V

YPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZMPN\YL 

HUV[OLY


7\ISPJOV\ZLZ

*YVZZPUNSVJH[LKVUYV\[L[VW\ISPJOV\ZLZTH`YLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLK
]PVSH[PVUZVMJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZ



*H[ZL`LZ

+L[LYPVYH[LKJH[ZL`LZVU[OLHWWYVHJOVYVU[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`
YLK\JL[OL]LOPJSLKYP]LY»ZHIPSP[`[VULNV[PH[L[OLYVHKSH`V\[H[UPNO[



;YHPULU[O\ZPHZ[Z

;V]PL^[YHPUZJSVZLS`WLVWSL\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\YH[SL]LS
JYVZZPUNZ



:[LYLV[`WPJHS

<ZLYZ^OV]PVSH[LJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZHYLUV[HS^H`ZTHSLHUKPU

JYVZZPUN\ZLYZ

[OLPY[^LU[PLZ

 >LH[OLY!-VN

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVM]PZ\HSPUMVYTH[PVUPZPTWHPYLKI`MVN

-PN\YL
![OLHWWYVHJOLZ[VIV[OZPKLZVM
3VSOHTIYPKNLZPZ]LY`UHYYV^;OLYLPZ
VUS`YVVTMVYVUL]LOPJSL[VWHZZH[H
[PTL

-PN\YL
![OL3VSOHTIYPKNLZJYVZZPUNPZVM[LU
\ZLKHZHZOVY[J\[MVY]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ
H]VPKPUN[OLI\Z`(IL[^LLU:[HTMVYK
HUK7L[LYIVYV\NO

-PN\YL
![OL3VSOHTIYPKNLZJYVZZPUNPZ
WVZP[PVULKPUJSVZLWYV_PTP[`[V)HPU[VU
.YLLU(M[LYILPUNOLSKH[3VSOHTTHU`
]LOPJSLKYP]LYZZWLLKHSVUN[OLZ[YHPNO[
YVHK[VH]VPKILPUNJH\NO[H[[OLUL_[
JYVZZPUN

;HISL
)HPU[VU.YLLU!(/)
2

5HI

,VVXHLGHQWLÀHG

'HVFULSWLRQ



<ZLYZMHTPSPHYP[`

9LN\SHY\ZLYZHYLTVYLSPRLS`[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y^OLU

^P[OHJYVZZPUN

JYVZZPUN;OVZLSP]PUNJSVZL[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZVM[LUILOH]LSLZZ
JH\[PV\ZS`^OLU\ZPUN[OLJYVZZPUN



9VHKQ\UJ[PVUZ

9VHKQ\UJ[PVUZJSVZL[V[OLSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`YLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLK
KLJPZPVUTHRPUNWVZZPISLLYYVYZI`]LOPJSLKYP]LYZHUKISVJRPUNIHJR
V]LY[OLJYVZZPUNMPN\YL





=LOPJSLHWWYVHJO

;OLZWLLKVM[OLYVHK[YH]LYZPUNHSL]LSJYVZZPUNPZHMHJ[VYPU]LOPJSL

ZWLLK

KYP]LYLYYVYZ

7YLZLUJLVMYHPS

;OLWYLZLUJLVMYHPSZ[HMMPUOPNO]PZPIPSP[`JSV[OPUNJHUOH]LHU

Z[HMM

\UKLZPYHISLPTWHJ[VUSL]LSJYVZZPUN\ZLYILOH]PV\Y

:\USPNO[Z[YVIPUN

:\USPNO[WHZZPUN[OYV\NOSPULZVM[YLLZWVZP[PVULKVU[OLZPKLVM[OL
YVHKPTWHY[ZHZ[YVIPUNLMMLJ[VU[OLYVHK^OPJOTH`PTWHPY[OL
]PZPIPSP[`VM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ
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/HSMIHYYPLY

(\[VTH[PJOHSMIHYYPLYZMHJPSP[H[L]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR[HRPUN
ILOH]PV\YMPN\YL



<ZLYWLYJLW[PVU

;YHPUZWLLKHUKKPZ[HUJLPZ\UKLYLZ[PTH[LKI`\ZLYZ^OPJOTH`

VM[YHPUZWLLKHUK PUJYLHZL[OLKLJPZPVUTHRPUNLYYVYZVM\ZLYZH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
KPZ[HUJL



-VSPHNLVU

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVMPUMVYTH[PVUVU[OLHWWYVHJO[VHSL]LSJYVZZPUNPZ

YVHKZPKL

YLK\JLKI`V]LYNYV^UMVSPHNL

=PZP[VYWHYRPUN

;OLWVZP[PVUVM]PZP[VY»ZWHYRLK]LOPJSLZH[HSL]LSJYVZZPUNTH`HMMLJ[
[OLILOH]PV\YVMV[OLYYVHK\ZLYZ



;`WLVM[YHPUZ

;YHPUSPULZ^P[OOPNOMYLX\LUJ`VMIV[OMYLPNO[HUKWHZZLUNLYZLY]PJLZ
TH`PUMS\LUJL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



+H`ZVM[OL^LLR

9PZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZPUJYLHZLZVU^VYRPUNKH`Z



(UPTHSZ!/VYZLZ

(J[P]H[LKWYV[LJ[LKSL]LSJYVZZPUNZTH`YLZ\S[PU\UKLZPYHISLILOH]PV\Y
I`OVYZLZHUKPUMS\LUJL[OLILOH]PV\YVMV[OLYYVHK\ZLYZ




6IZLY]H[PVUVM

;OLSLUN[OVMHJ[P]H[PVUVM[OLHTILYSPNO[OHZSP[[SLHMMLJ[VU[OL

HTILYSPNO[

ILOH]PV\YVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ

=LOPJSLZOVY[J\[Z

3L]LSJYVZZPUNZVUYVHKZ\ZLKHZZOVY[J\[ZYLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLKYPZR
[HRPUNILOH]PV\YI`]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ




3VJH[PVUULHY

/PNO]VS\TLZVMMHYT[YHMMPJPTWHJ[VU[OLZWLLKHUKILOH]PV\YVM

MHYTZ

V[OLY]LOPJSLZ[YH]LYZPUN[OLJYVZZPUNMPN\YL

7YV_PTP[`VM

3L]LSJYVZZPUNZSVJH[LKPUJSVZLWYV_PTP[`[VHUV[OLYTH`PUMS\LUJL[OL

SL]LSJYVZZPUN[V

YPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ

HUV[OLY


7\ISPJOV\ZLZ

*YVZZPUNSVJH[LKVUYV\[L[VW\ISPJOV\ZLZTH`YLZ\S[PUPUJYLHZLK
]PVSH[PVUZVMJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZ



:[YHPNO[YVHKZ

:[YHPNO[YVHKZPUJYLHZL[OLVWWVY[\UP[PLZMVY]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ[V
\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y[VH]VPKOH]PUN[V^HP[H[HSL]LSJYVZZPUN



:[LYLV[`WPJHS

<ZLYZ^OV]PVSH[LJYVZZPUNWYVJLK\YLZHYLUV[HS^H`ZTHSLHUKPU[OLPY

JYVZZPUN\ZLYZ

[^LU[PLZ

 >LH[OLY!-VN

;OLLMMLJ[P]LULZZVM]PZ\HSPUMVYTH[PVUPZPTWHPYLKI`MVN

-PN\YL
![^VYVHKQ\UJ[PVUZJYVZZILMVYL
SLHKPUN[V)HPU[VU.YLLUJYVZZPUN
;OLJVTWSL_P[`VM[OPZQ\UJ[PVUSLHKZ
[V]LOPJSLKYP]LYZOH]PUN[VMVJ\ZVU
H]HYPL[`VMKPMMLYLU[PUMVYTH[PVUJ\LZ
LZWLJPHSS`K\YPUNY\ZOOV\YZ^OLU[OPZPZ
\ZLKHZHZOVY[J\[YV\[L

-PN\YL
!)HPU[VU.YLLUPZHOHSMIHYYPLY
JYVZZPUNAPNaHNNPUNOHZILLU
VIZLY]LKI`SVJHSZ
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-PN\YL
![OLYV\[LV]LY)HPU[VUPZ\ZLK
OLH]PS`I`SVJHSMHYTLYZ;OLZ[YHPNO[
YVHKHUKZOVY[J\[YV\[LJVTIPULK
^P[OZSV^MHYTPUN[YHMÄJTH`PUÅ\LUJL
ZVTL]LOPJSLKYP]LYZ[VV]LY[HRL^OPSL
HWWYVHJOPUN[OLJYVZZPUN

;HISL
-V_*V]LY[!-7
2

5HI

,VVXHLGHQWLÀHG

'HVFULSWLRQ



<ZLYZMHTPSPHYP[`

9LN\SHY\ZLYZHUK[OVZLSP]PUNJSVZL[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZHYLTVYLSPRLS`

^P[OHJYVZZPUN

[V\UKLY[HRLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y^OLU\ZPUNSL]LSJYVZZPUNZMPN\YL

-YLX\LUJ`VM

*YVZZPUN^P[OHSV^MYLX\LUJ`VM[YHPUZHYLSPRLS`[VPUJYLHZL[OLYPZR

[YHPUZ

[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVMYLN\SHY\ZLYZMPN\YL

9LN\SHYP[`VM

=HYPH[PVUZPU[YHPUZJOLK\SLZZ\JOHZLUNPULLYPUN^VYR\UL_WLJ[LK

[YHPUZ

KLSH`Z[V[YHPUZLY]PJLZHUKSPULZWLLKYLZ[YPJ[PVUZL[JHSSJVU[YPI\[L




3

,

[VMS\J[\H[PVUZPU[YHPUZWHZZPUNHWVPU[H[HZ\WWVZLKS`ºRUV^U»[PTL


.YV\WZ

7LVWSLPUNYV\WZTH`\UKLY[HRLTVYLYPZR`ILOH]PV\Y[OHU^OLUVU
[OLPYV^U



;PTLVMKH`

9PZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YPUJYLHZLZK\YPUNY\ZOOV\YZH[TPKKH`HUKH[
[OLILNPUUPUNHUKLUKVM[OLZJOVVSKH`



+HYRULZZ

<UWYV[LJ[LKJYVZZPUNZ\ZLKK\YPUNOV\YZVMKHYRULZZTH`SLHK[V
PUJYLHZLKKLJPZPVUTHRPUNLYYVYZI`JYVZZPUN\ZLYZ



<ZLYWLYJLW[PVU

;YHPUZWLLKHUKKPZ[HUJLPZ\UKLYLZ[PTH[LKI`\ZLYZ^OPJOTH`

VM[YHPUZWLLKHUK PUJYLHZL[OLKLJPZPVUTHRPUNLYYVYZVM\ZLYZH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
KPZ[HUJL


;YLZWHZZPUNVUYHPS 9HPSZ[Y\J[\YLZSVJH[LKH[[OLLU[YHUJLHUKL_P[HYLHZ[VJYVZZPUNZ
Z[Y\J[\YLZ

[OH[HWWLHYZ\P[HISLMVYJSPTIPUNTH`YLZ\S[PU\UKLZPYHISLYPZR[HRPUN
ILOH]PV\YI`TLTILYZVM[OLW\ISPJ



;YHPUZWLLKZ

3V^[YHPUZWLLKZTH`PUJYLHZL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



:PNO[PUNKPZ[HUJL

.VVKZPNO[PUNKPZ[HUJLZOV\SKPUKPJH[L[OLJYVZZPUNHZOPNOYPZRMPN\YL





*YVZZPUN

3L]LSJYVZZPUNZ^P[OOPNOJYVZZPUN\[PSPZH[PVUPUJYLHZLZ[OLYPZRZ[V

\[PSPZH[PVU

\ZLYZ

;`WLVM[YHPUZ

;YHPUSPULZ^P[OOPNOMYLX\LUJ`VMIV[OMYLPNO[HUKWHZZLUNLYZLY]PJLZ
TH`PUMS\LUJL[OLYPZR[HRPUNILOH]PV\YVM\ZLYZ



;YLZWHZZLYZ

-VVKHUKKYPURY\IIPZOH[HSL]LSJYVZZPUNPZVM[LUHUPUKPJH[VYVM
`V\UNWLVWSL\ZPUN[OLJYVZZPUNHZHTLL[PUNWSHJLMPN\YL



5VPZL

5VPZ`Z\YYV\UKPUNZTH`PTWHPY[OLWLYMVYTHUJLVM\ZLYZ[VKL[LJ[
[YHPUZH[SL]LSJYVZZPUNZMPN\YL

-PN\YL
!YHPS^H`JVUZ[Y\J[PVUTH[LYPHSOHK
ILLUSLM[HSVUNZPKL[OLJYVZZPUN^P[O
LHZ`HJJLZZMVYJOPSKYLU
!L]PKLUJLVMMVVKHUKKYPURY\IIPZO
PUKPJH[LKP[^HZ\ZLKHZHTLL[PUN
WSHJL

-PN\YL
![OLZPNO[PUNKPZ[HUJLPZSVUNPUIV[O
KPYLJ[PVUZHUKMYVTIV[OZPKLZVM[OL
JYVZZPUN
![OLSVJHSI`WHZZIYPKNLPU[OL
KPZ[HUJLWYVK\JLZJVUZPKLYHISLUVPZL
MYVTWHZZPUN]LOPJSLZ
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-PN\YL
!SVJHSZJOVVSJOPSKYLU\ZL[OPZ
JYVZZPUNVUHYLN\SHYIHZPZ;OPZJ`JSL
YPKLYMHPSLK[VSVVR^OLUJYVZZPUN
![OLJ`JSPZ[HSZVJVTTLU[LKVU[OL
SV^MYLX\LUJ`VM[YHPUZHUKVM[LUUL]LY
ZLLPUNH[YHPU^OLUJYVZZPUNPU[OL
TVYUPUNVYL]LUPUN

 )HDVLELOLW\RIUDQNLQJLVVXHV
;OLO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZPKLU[PÄLKMYVT[OL]HSPKH[PVUL_LYJPZLOH]LUV[ILLUYHURLK
PU[LYTZVM[OLPYPTWVY[HUJLVYI`SL]LSVMYPZR;OLPU[LY]PL^[LJOUPX\LWYV]PKLZHU
L_JLSSLU[ZV\YJLMVYLZ[HISPZOPUN^OH[PZZ\LZKVL_PZ[OV^L]LYZVTLPZZ\LZTH`OH]L
TVYLVMHUPTWHJ[VUJLY[HPUPUKP]PK\HSZ;OLYLMVYLHU`Z`Z[LTVMYHURPUN^V\SKIL
NYLH[S`KLWLUKLU[\WVUOV^PTWVY[HU[[OL`^LYL[VHSVJHS\ZLY

 9DOXHRIWKHYDOLGDWLRQH[HUFLVH
;OLHWWSPJH[PVUVM6IZLY]H[PVUZ7O`ZPJHSL]PKLUJLHUK0U[LY]PL^ZOHZILLU
Z\JJLZZM\SPUHZZPNUPUNO\THUMHJ[VYZPZZ\LZ[VSL]LSJYVZZPUNZ;OPZWYVJLZZ^PSSIL
\ZLKHZHN\PKLMVYKL]LSVWPUN[OL[VVSZHUKHWWYVHJOLZMVY0UZWLJ[VYZ

(TH[YP_VMHSSKH[HIHZLPZZ\LZPZWYV]PKLKPUHWWLUKP_)0[WYV]PKLZHUV]LY]PL^VM
[OVZLPZZ\LZHZZPNULKH[LHJOJYVZZPUNHUK[OLTL[OVKI`^OPJOPZ^HZJVUÄYTLK
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+H]PZ(ZZVJPH[LZ3[K 

5HIHUHQFHV
(SSYLMLYLUJLZHYLJVKLK[VOLSWPKLU[PM`[OLZV\YJLZVMPUMVYTH[PVUPUJS\KLK^P[OPU
[OLKH[HIHZL.LULYHSS`JVKPUNPZHWWSPLKI`\ZPUN[OLÄYZ[[^VSL[[LYZVM[OLH\[OVYZ
Z\YUHTLHUK[OLU[OLÄYZ[[^VSL[[LYZVM[OLKVJ\TLU[[P[SL
0L:LSKL.1:/H`4* )YP[LZ15  $QDQDO\VLVRIYLGHRUHFRUGHG
GULYHUEHKDYLRXUDWOHYHOUDLOZD\FURVVLQJV7YVJLLKPUNZVM[OL/\THU-HJ[VYZ
(ZZVJPH[PVUVM*HUHKHUK(UU\HS*VUMLYLUJL;VYVU[V6U[HYPV  WW
B^PHUD
-VYKVJ\TLU[Z^P[OHUVYNHUPZH[PVUHZ[OLH\[OVYZ\JOHZ/LHS[O :HML[`,_LJ\[P]L
VY(\Z[YHSPHU;YHUZWVY[*V\UJPS[OLVYNHUPZH[PVUZHJYVU`T^PSSIL\ZLKHUK[OLU
MVSSV^LKI`[OLÄYZ[[^VSL[[LYZVM[OLKVJ\TLU[[P[SL
0L$\Z[YHSPHU7YHUZWVY[&V\UJPS1DWLRQDO5DLOZD\/HYHO&URVVLQJ6DIHW\
6WUDWHJ\^^^H[JV\UJPSNV]H\YHPSBH[JUHD
>OLYLH9HPS^H`.YV\W:[HUKHYKPZYLMLYLUJLK[OLKVJ\TLU[JVKLPZ[OLZ[HUKHYKZ
M\SSYLMLYLUJLU\TILYPLB.*9;D
-VYHSS>VYSK>PKL>LIZV\YJLZ^P[OV\[HZWLJPÄJH\[OVYMVYL_HTWSLHUPUMVYTH[PVU
ZOLL[[OLKVJ\TLU[JVKL\ZLZ[OLÄYZ[[^VSL[[LYZVM[OL^LIWHNL[P[SLHUKPZ
WYVJLLKLK^P[O^^^0LZZZIL[[LYYVHKZJVTHY[PJSLZIYKLJHO[T$WNYHKL
PUJPKLU[ZHUKMH[HSP[PLZJVU[PU\L[VKLJSPULB^^^H[D

BHHYLD((-V\UKH[PVUMVY9VHK:HML[`9LZLHYJO )PYTPUNOHT*P[`*V\UJPS



5HGOLJKWUXQQLQJDFFLGHQWVDQGVXUYHLOODQFHFDPHUDV9LWVY[UV(()**
BHIKYD(IYHOHT1+H[[H;2+H[[H:

'ULYHUEHKDYLRXUDWUDLOKLJKZD\

JUDGHFURVVLQJV7YVJLLKPUNZVM[OL[O(UU\HS4LL[PUNVM[OL;YHUZWVY[H[PVU
9LZLHYJO)VHYK>HZOPUN[VU+*WW
BHIKYD(ILYN3

'ULYHUEHKDYLRXUDWÁDVKLQJOLJKWUDLOKLJKZD\

FURVVLQJV(JJPKLU[(UHS`ZPZ 7YL]LU[PVU]VSPZZ\LWW 
BHKYPD(KHTZ1

5LVN9V\[SLKNL;H`SVY -YHUJPZ!3VUKVU

BHY\ZD(Y[O\Y+3P[[SL8VHUZRUNHGDQGIRRWSDWKOHYHOFURVVLQJ5LVNUHYLHZ
9; YLWKVJ^^^YZZIJV\R
BH[JUHD(\Z[YHSPHU;YHUZWVY[*V\UJPS1DWLRQDO5DLOZD\/HYHO&URVVLQJ6DIHW\
6WUDWHJ\^^^H[JV\UJPSNV]H\YHPS
BIPO\D)PII`1 9LNHU1
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+XPDQIDFWRUVUHVHDUFKLQWRXVHRIXVHUZRUNHG

OHYHOFURVVLQJVDUHSRUWSURGXFHGIRUWKH+HDOWKDQG6DIHW\([HFXWLYH(,(
;LJOUVSVN`^^^OZLNV]\R
BIYY\D)YV^U4(UURUVHUURUVHYHU\ZKHUHQRUDQ\WKLQJLVULJKW
7YLZLU[LKH[9\SLZ7YVJLK\YLZHUK=PVSH[PVUZ*VUMLYLUJL3VUKVU
BI\YPD)\YNLZZ*5LVNEHKDYLRXU^^^L_HJ\R
BJVN\D*VKLVMWYHJ[PJLMVY[OLJVVYKPUH[PVUVMZ[YLL[^VYRZL[J*XLGHOLQHVIRU
:RUNVDWRUQHDU5DLOWUDFNOHYHOFURVVLQJV$SSHQGL[):[YLL[^VYRZH[VYULHY
SL]LSJYVZZPUNZ
BJ\YHD*\USPMML17

5DLO+LJKZD\JUDGHFURVVLQJV$QRYHUYLHZRIGHVLJQ

RSHUDWLRQDQGDFFLGHQWLQYHVWLJDWLRQ7YVMLZZPVUHS:HML[`]VSPZZ\LWW
BKM[JVD+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[&RQJHVWLRQDQGDFFLGHQWULVN9VHKZHML[`
9LZLHYJO9LWVY[UV
BKM[PUD+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[KH[L\URUV^U,QÁXHQFLQJGULYHUDWWLWXGHVDQG
EHKDYLRXU QR ^^^KM[NV]\R
BKM[PUD+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[,QWHUQDWLRQDOUHYLHZRIWKHLQGLYLGXDO
IDFWRUVFRQWULEXWLQJWRGULYLQJEHKDYLRXU^^^KM[NV]\R
BKM[VSD+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[KH[L\URUV^U2OGHUGULYHUVDOLWHUDWXUHUHYLHZ
QR ^^^KM[NV]\R
BKM[[OD+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[7KHDJHLQJGULYHUDSURJUDPPHRI
UHVHDUFK9VHKZHML[`9LZLHYJO9LWVY[UV 
BKM[[YD+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[7UDLQLQJFKLOGUHQLQVDIHXVHRIGHVLJQDWHG
FURVVLQJV9VHKZHML[`9LZLHYJO9LWVY[UV
BKY`VD+YV\PU.<RXWKSHUFHSWLRQRIULVN:K\GR\RXWKULVNWKHLUOLYHV
DQGKRZWRFKDQJH\RXWKEHKDYLRXULQUDLOVDIHW\";YHUZWVY[*HUHKH7HWLY
WYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ
:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
BLSHKD,SSPV[[4( )H\NOHU*1$GROHVFHQWURDGXVHUEHKDYLRXU$
VXUYH\RI\HDUROGV;93YLWVY[UVMVY+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[
BM\[OD-\SSLY9

7KHSV\FKRORJ\RIURDGXVHUEHKDYLRXU+LWHY[TLU[VM

7Z`JOVSVN`;YPUP[`*VSSLNL+\ISPU
.*9;

&LYLO(QJLQHHULQJ5HTXLUHPHQWVIRU/HYHO&URVVLQJVPZZ\L

.,9;;>/HYHOFURVVLQJVPZZ\L
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.09;3URYLVLRQ5LVN$VVHVVPHQWDQG5HYLHZRI/HYHO&URVVLQJV
PZZ\L
.09;5HTXLUHPHQWVIRU/HYHO&URVVLQJVPZZ\L
.095*XLGDQFHRQ3URYLVLRQ5LVN$VVHVVPHQWDQG5HYLHZRI/HYHO
&URVVLQJVPZZ\L
.29;

/HYHO&URVVLQJ$XGLEOH:DUQLQJVPZZ\L

BNYYPD.YH`ZVU.)4H`JVJR..YVLNLY1(/HTTVUK:4 -PLSK+;
5LVNKD]DUGSHUFHSWLRQDQGSHUFHLYHGFRQWURO;93YLWVY[UVMVY+LWHY[TLU[
MVY;YHUZWVY[
BNYL`D.YLNVY`93(\HDQGEUDLQWKHSV\FKRORJ\RIVHHLQJ ÀIWKHGLWLRQ 
6_MVYK<UP]LYZP[`7YLZZ!6_MVYK
BNYPTD.YPMÄVLU,,PSURYLQJOHYHOFURVVLQJVXVLQJÀQGLQJVIURPKXPDQ
EHKDYLRXUVWXGLHV5L[OLYSHUKZ9HPS7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS
*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
BOHWYD/HNH:

3UHYHQWLRQRIDFFLGHQWVDWURDGUDLOOHYHOFURVVLQJV

SURWHFWHGZLWKDXWRPDWLFEDUULHUV9PKPUN[OL>H]LVM0UUV]H[PVU7YVJLLKPUNZVM
[OL/\THU-HJ[VYZ:VJPL[`UK(UU\HS4LL[PUN(UHOLPT*HSPMVYUPH

WW 


BOHHUD/HNH:>H[HUHIL2 2\Z\RHTP2  $QHZZDUQLQJV\VWHPIRU
SURWHFWHGOHYHOFURVVLQJV7LYZWLJ[P]LZ7YVJLLKPUNZVM[OL/\THU-HJ[VYZ:VJPL[`
YK(UU\HS4LL[PUN+LU]LY*VSVYHKV6J[VILY  WW  
BOHTVD/HPSL10RGHOOLQJXVHUHUURUDWSDVVLYHOHYHOFURVVLQJV/HSJYV^
*VUZ\S[PUN7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK
4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2(WYPS(WYPS
BOHTVD/HSS:0RGHUQVLJQDOOLQJKDQGERRN WKLUGHGLWLRQ 0HU(SSHU
7\ISPZOPUN!:\YYL`
BOHYHD/HSS:

5DLOZD\GLVDVWHUVFDXVHDQGHIIHFW;OL7YVTV[PVUHS9LWYPU[

*VTWHU`!3LPJLZ[LY
BOHO\D/HYYPZ[LJOUPJHSZLY]PJLZ+XPDQIDFWRUV^^^OHYYPZ[LJOUPJHSJVT
O\THUO[T
BOZLSLD/LHS[O :HML[`,_LJ\[P]L/HYHO&URVVLQJV^^^OZLNV]\RYHPS^H`Z
BOZLYHD/LHS[O :HML[`,_LJ\[P]L

5DLOZD\6DIHW\3ULQFLSOHVDQG*XLGDQFH

SDUWVHFWLRQ(JXLGDQFHRQOHYHOFURVVLQJV/4:6)VVRZ!3VUKVU
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BOZLYLD/LHS[O :HML[`,_LJ\[P]L5HGXFLQJHUURUDQGLQÁXHQFLQJ
EHKDYLRXU/:./4:6)VVRZ!5VY^PJO
BOZL[OD/LHS[O :HML[`,_LJ\[P]L

7KH&DU/DQH$FFLGHQW/4:6)VVRZ!

3VUKVU
BOZL[YD/LHS[O :HML[`,_LJ\[P]L7UDLQGHUDLOPHQWDW8IWRQOHYHOFURVVLQJ
QHDU8IWRQ1HUYHW%HUNVKLUH+6(LQWHULPUHSRUW/:,^LIZP[L
BOLTHD/LH[VU1


0DNLQJRFFXSDWLRQFURVVLQJVVDIHU4VKLYU9HPS^H`Z

PZZ\L WW

BOLSLD/LSSTHU(+ *HYYVSS((/HVVRQVOHDUQHGIURPWKHHYDOXDWLRQRID
IXUTXDGUDQWJDWHJUDGHFURVVLQJZLWKREVWUXFWLRQGHWHFWLRQ=VSWL5H[PVUHS
;YHUZWVY[H[PVU:`Z[LTZ7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ
:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
BO\PUD/\THU,UNPULLYPUN,QYHVWLJDWLRQLQWRXVHUDFFHSWDQFHRIDQRYHO
ZDUQLQJGHYLFH9LWVY[WYLWHYLKMVY9HPS:HML[`HUK:[HUKHYKZ)VHYK; <ZLY
ILOH]PV\YH[\ZLY^VYRLKJYVZZPUNZZ
BO\O\D/\THU,UNPULLYPUN+XPDQIDFWRUVDVVHVVPHQWRIWKHULVNV
DVVRFLDWHGZLWK0:/&URVVLQJV9LWVY[WYLWHYLKMVY9HPS:HML[`HUK:[HUKHYKZ
)VHYK; <ZLYILOH]PV\YH[\ZLY^VYRLKJYVZZPUNZ
BPU[LD7HFKQLFDOWRXU'HOHJDWHSDFN[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUN:`TWVZP\T
HUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
BSLKYD3LYULY5+ 9H[[L+1

'ULYHUVDVGHFLVLRQPDNHUVDWUDLOKLJKZD\

JUDGHFURVVLQJV*V\U[KV^U[V[OLZ[*LU[\Y`7YVJLLKPUNZVM[OL/\THU-HJ[VYZ
:VJPL[`[O(UU\HS4LL[PUNVYSHUKV-SVYPKH6J[VILY
BTHYVD4H`JVJR.)YVJRSLIHUR71 /HSS9+

WW

5RDGOD\RXWGHVLJQ

VWDQGDUGVDQGGULYHUEHKDYLRXU;93YLWVY[UVMVY/PNO^H`Z(NLUJ`
BTJPUD4J7OLYZVU*++HMM4,QQRYDWLRQVLQGLVDELOLW\DFFHVVDWSHGHVWULDQ
UDLOFURVVLQJV:PUJSHPY2UPNO[4LYa(\Z[YHSPH7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O
0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY
:OLMÄLSK<2
BTLHUD4LLRLY-3 )HYY9(  $QREVHUYDWLRQDOVWXG\RIGULYHUEHKDYLRXU
DWDSURWHFWHGJUDGHFURVVLQJDVWUDLQVDSSURDFK(JJPKLU[(UHS`ZPZ 7YL]LU[PVU
]VSPZZ\LWW
BTLHJD4LLRLY--V_+ >LILY*

$FRPSDULVRQRIGULYHUEHKDYLRXUDW

UDLOURDGJUDGHFURVVLQJVZLWKWZRGLIIHUHQWSURWHFWLRQV\VWHPV(JJPKLU[(UHS`ZPZ
7YL]LU[PVU]VS PZZ\LWW
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BTLVWD4LSI`.5VVRHSH4 ;HH]VSH+2SHUDWLRQDOWHVWRIORZFRVW
DFWLYHZDUQLQJV\VWHPIRUORZYROXPHKLJKZD\UDLOLQWHUVHFWLRQVLQ0LQQHVRWD
7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN
;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
BTVH\D4VY[PTLY9.

$XWRPRWLYHHQJLQHHULQJDQGOLWLJDWLRQ=VS\TL

LKP[LKI`.(7L[LYZHUK)17L[LYZ.HYSHUK3H^7\ISPZOPUN5L^@VYRWW 
BTV]PD4VY[PTLY9.

9LVXDOIDFWRUVLQUDLOKLJKZD\JUDGHFURVVLQJ

DFFLGHQWV=PZPVUZ7YVJLLKPUNZVM[OL/\THU-HJ[VYZ:VJPL[`[O(UU\HS4LL[PUN
]VSWW
BU[ZIZHD5H[PVUHS;YHUZWVY[H[PVU:HML[`)VHYK

6DIHW\DW3DVVLYH*UDGH

&URVVLQJV9ROXPH$QDO\VLV>HZOPUN[VU+* ^^^U[ZINV]W\ISPJ[U
YFZ[\O[T
BUL[OD5LSZVU(7KH8.DSSURDFKWRPDQJDJLQJULVNDWSDVVLYHOHYHO
FURVVLQJV9HPS:HML[` :[HUKHYKZ)VHYK3VUKVU<27HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O
0U[LYUH[PVUHS:`TWVZP\TVU9HPSYVHK/PNO^H`.YHKL*YVZZPUN9LZLHYJOHUK:HML[`
-LIY\HY`^^^Y[HH\JVUMLYLUJLZJYVZZPUNZHIZ[YHJ[ZWYVNYHTO[T
BULSLD5LSZVU(;PSS`1 +H]PLZ(/HYHOFURVVLQJVDIHW\DFURVVWKH
(XURSHDQ8QLRQ9HPS:HML[` :[HUKHYKZ)VHYK7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O
0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY
:OLMÄLSK<2
BULYPD5L^ZVTL39 5LVNWDNLQJDVDGHFLVLRQSURFHVVLQGULYLQJ;93
YLWVY[UV:9MVY+LWHY[TLU[VM[OL,U]PYVUTLU[;YHUZWVY[9LNPVUZUV^RUV^UHZ
+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[
BUVWYD5VY[O*HYVSPUH+LWHY[TLU[VM;YHUZWVY[H[PVU9HPS+P]PZPVU

3ULRUGULYHU

SHUIRUPDQFHDQGH[SUHVVHGDWWLWXGHVWRZDUGVULVNIDFWRUVDVIDFWRUVDVVRFLDWHG
ZLWKUDLOURDGJUDGHFURVVLQJYLRODWLRQV^^^OZYJ\UJLK\YLZLHYJOO\THUF
KYP]LYO[T
BVOHUD6O[H4:OPIH`HTH5 /HUH^H2$QREVWDFOHGHWHFWLRQV\VWHP
IRUOHYHOFURVVLQJVXVLQJVWHUHRFDPHUDV9HPS^H`;LJOUPJHS9LZLHYJO0UZ[P[\[L
YLWVY[1HWHU7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\T
HUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
BWHSVD7HQ\ULU2/RZFRVWPHDVXUHVDW)LQQLVKOHYHOFURVVLQJV=;;
)\PSKPUNHUK;YHUZWVY[-PUSHUK7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS
*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
BWL^OD7LHZL( 7LHZL):K\PHQGRQ·WOLVWHQDQGZRPHQFDQ·WUHDG
PDSV6YPVU)VVRZ!3VUKVU
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BWP]LD7PJRL[[4> .YH`ZVU.)

9HKLFOH'ULYHU%HKDYLRXUDW/HYHO

&URVVLQJV;939LWVY[MVY/:,5V 
BYZZIW\D9HPS:HML[` :[HUKHYKZ)VHYK3XEOLF%HKDYLRXU*HWWLQJWKH%HVW
8VHRXWRI&&79LQWKH5DLOZD\V1HZDQG(PHUJLQJ7HFKQRORJLHV;6
9ZLY]@^^^YZZIJV\R
BYZZIYHD9HPS:HML[` :[HUKHYKZ)VHYK5DLOZD\6DIHW\5HVHDUFK3URJUDPPH
7KHPHVWUDWHJ\/HYHO&URVVLQJV^^^YZZIJV\R
BYZZIYVD9HPS:HML[` :[HUKHYKZ)VHYK5RDGYHKLFOHOHYHOFURVVLQJVVSHFLDO
WRSLFUHSRUW^^^YZZIJV\R
BYHHYD9HPS[YHJR$UHYLHZRIULVNVDWDVHOHFWLRQRIDXWRPDWLFRSHQOHYHO
FURVVLQJV $2&/ 6LWHVDQGLGHQWLÀFDWLRQRIVDIHW\LPSURYHPHQWVIRUYDULRXV
VLWHFRQGLWLRQV:HML[`9LWVY[;93
BYHKYD9HZSLHY;.

'ULYHUEHKDYLRXUDWUDLOKLJKZD\JUDGHFURVVLQJVD

VLJQDOGHWHFWLRQWKHRU\DQDO\VLV-LKLYHS9HPSYVHK(KTPUPZ[YH[PVU>HZOPUN[VU<:(
^^MYHKV[NV]
BYLILD9LHZVU1 -YLL9

%HQGLQJWKHUXOHV7KHSV\FKRORJ\RI

YLRODWLRQV9::)!/\THUMHJ[VYZ*+964
BYLO\D9LHZVU1

+XPDQHUURU*HTIYPKNL<UP]LYZP[`7YLZZ!*HTIYPKNL

BYPTVD9PJOHYKZ:/ /LH[OPUN[VU2>

0RWRULVWXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI

UDLOURDGKLJKZD\JUDGHFURVVLQJWUDIÀFFRQWUROGHYLFHVDQGDVVRFLDWHGWUDIÀF
ODZV;YHMÄJ*VU[YVS+L]PJLZ

;YHUZWVY[H[PVU)VHYK;YHUZWVY[H[PVU9LZLHYJO

YLJVYK
9;3::,QVSHFWLRQDQGULVNDVVHVVPHQWIRUPVIRUXVHUZRUNHG
IRRWSDWKDQGEULGOHZD\OHYHOFURVVLQJVPZZ\L5L[^VYR9HPS
9;3:7,QVSHFWLRQDQGULVNDVVHVVPHQWPHWKRGRORJ\IRUXVHU
ZRUNHGIRRWSDWKDQGEULGOHZD\OHYHOFURVVLQJVPZZ\L5L[^VYR9HPS
9;,: /HYHOFURVVLQJJURXQGSODQV 5DLOWUDFN/LQHVSHFLÀFDWLRQ 
5L[^VYR9HPS
9;,: /HYHOFURVVLQJLQIUDVWUXFWXUH LQVSHFWLRQ PDLQWHQDQFH 
KDQGERRN5L[^VYR9HPS
9;*,:

/HYHOFURVVLQJVXUIDFHV\VWHPV 5DLOWUDFNOLQHVSHFLÀFDWLRQ 

5L[^VYR9HPS
9;+70DQDJHPHQWRIULVNDWOHYHOFURVVLQJV5L[^VYR9HPS
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9;,: 2SHUDWLRQDOUHTXLUHPHQWVIRUPLQLDWXUHVWRSOLJKWOHYHO
FURVVLQJV5L[^VYR9HPS
BY`L]D9`Z419\ZZLSS,9 3LLKOHT)

(YDOXDWLRQRIDWUDLQLOOXPLQDWHG

SDVVLYHZDUQLQJVLJQ(K]HUJLZPU0UK\Z[YPHS,YNVUVTPJZHUK:HML[`=00LKP[LKI`
(*)P[[ULYHUK7**OHTWUL`;H`SVY -YHUJPZ3VUKVUWW   
BZO[OD:OHURZ4 -YHZLY*7KHLQWURGXFWLRQRI5HG/LJKW(QIRUFHPHQW
&DPHUDVDWOHYHOFURVVLQJVLQWKH8.5L[^VYR9HPS<27HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL
[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY
:OLMÄLSK<2(WYPS(WYPS
BZ[H\D:[V[[7- $XWRPDWLFRSHQOHYHOFURVVLQJV$UHYLHZRIVDIHW\
+LWHY[TLU[VM;YHUZWVY[UV^+LWHY[TLU[MVY;YHUZWVY[/4:63VUKVU
BZWMHD:WPJLY;)DWDODFFLGHQWV GLVDELOLW\DFFHVVDWUDLOZD\SHGHVWULDQ
FURVVLQJVLQ9LFWRULD$XVWUDOLD+LWHY[TLU[VM0UMYHZ[Y\J[\YL(\Z[YHSPH7HWLY
WYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ
:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
B[HHJD;H`SVY4*/HSS9+ *OH[[LYQLL2

$FFLGHQWVDWDUPWUDIÀF

VLJQDOVRQXUEDQVLQJOHFDUULDJHZD\URDGV;93YLWVY[UVMVY+LWHY[TLU[MVY
;YHUZWVY[
B[LJHD;LURPUR, =HU+LY/VYZ[9

&DUGULYHUEHKDYLRXUDWÁDVKLQJOLJKW

UDLOURDGJUDGHFURVVLQJV(JJPKLU[(UHS`ZPZ 7YL]LU[PVU]VS\TLPZZ\LWW 
 
B/4:6[OD7KH7UDIÀF6LJQVUHJXODWLRQVDQG*HQHUDO'LUHFWLRQVUV
/4:6!3VUKVU
B[PHUD;PSS`1$QLQWURGXFWLRQWROHYHOFURVVLQJSUDFWLFHLQWKH8QLWHG
.LQJGRP7\SHVRIOHYHOFURVVLQJLQXVHLQWKH8QLWHG.LQJGRPDQGSULQFLSDO
OHJLVODWLRQLQYROYHG/LY4HQLZ[`»Z9HPS^H`0UZWLJ[VYH[L3VUKVU<27HWLY
WYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ
:LTPUHY:OLMÄLSK<2
B[VPUD;VWOHT.,QWURGXFWLRQDQGDSSURYDORI5HG/LJKW(QIRUFHPHQW
(TXLSPHQWRQWKH8.5DLOZD\3SV`K»Z9LNPZ[LY9HPS7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL[O
0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY
:OLMÄLSK<2
B[YHOD;YHUZWVY[*HUHKH$KXPDQIDFWRUVDQDO\VLVRIKLJKZD\UDLOZD\JUDGH
FURVVLQJDFFLGHQWVLQ&DQDGD;7 ,^^^[JNJJHJK[ZVTTHPYL 
TLU\O[T
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B[YSLD;YHUZWVY[*HUHKH/('WHFKQRORJ\IRULPSURYHGFRQVSLFXLW\RIVLJQDO
OLJKWVDWKLJKZD\UDLOZD\JUDGHFURVVLQJV;7,^^^[JNJJH[KJWYVQLJ[Z
YHPSI

O[T

B[YSSLD;93$UHYLHZRIULVNVDWDVOHFWLRQRIDXWRPDWLFRSHQOHYHOFURVVLQJ
VLWHVDQGLGHQWLÀFDWLRQRIVDIHW\LPSURYHPHQWVIRUYDULRXVVLWHFRQGLWLRQV6DIHW\
UHSRUWWYLWHYLKMVY9HPS[YHJRPU[LYUHSKVJ\TLU[VUS`
BKV[L]D<:+LWHY[TLU[VM;YHUZWVY[H[PVU+6;

(YDOXDWLRQRI

5HWURUHÁHFWLYH0DUNLQJVWR,QFUHDVH5DLO&DU&RQVSLFXLW\6DIHW\RI+LJKZD\
5DLOURDG*UDGH&URVVLQJV+6;=5;:*99 74 ^^^MYHKV[NV]
B]HZHD=HUKLY/VYZ[9 )HRRLY76DIHW\PHDVXUHVDWUDLOZD\OHYHO
FURVVLQJVDQGURDGXVHUEHKDYLRXU;56/\THUMHJ[VYZ7HWLYWYLZLU[LKH[[OL
[O0U[LYUH[PVUHS3L]LS*YVZZPUNZ:`TWVZP\THUK4HUHNPUN;YLZWHZZ:LTPUHY
:OLMÄLSK<2
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%HUNVDQG+DQWVOHYHOFURVVLQJPRGHUQLVDWLRQ

IHDVLELOLW\VWXG\4/((ZZVJPH[LZMVY9HPS[YHJR.YLH[>LZ[LYU
B^HHJD>HYK51 >PSKL.1:

$FRPSDULVLRQRIYHKLFXODUDSSURDFK
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FURVVLQJ:HML[`:JPLUJL]VS PZZ\LWW
B^HKYD>HYK51 >PSKL.1:

'ULYHUDSSURDFKEHKDYLRXUDWDQ

XQSURWHFWHGUDLOZD\FURVVLQJEHIRUHDQGDIWHUHQKDQFHPHQWRIODWHUDOVLJKW
GLVWDQFHV$QH[SHULPHQWDOLQYHVWLJDWLRQRIDULVNSHUFHSWLRQDQGEHKDYLRXUDO
FRPSHQVDWLRQK\SRWKHVLV:HML[`:JPLUJL]VSPZZ\LWW
B^HÄD>HYK51 >PSKL.1:

)LHOGREVHUYDWLRQRIDGYDQFHZDUQLQJ

DGYLVRU\VLJQDJHIRUSDVVLYHUDLOZD\FURVVLQJVZLWKUHVWULFWHGODWHUDOVLJKWOLQH
YLVLELOLW\$QH[SHULPHQWDOLQYHVWLJDWLRQ(JJPKLU[(UHS`ZPZ 7YL]LU[PVU]VS
PZZ\LWW 
B^LYPD>L`THU(2 2LSS`*1

5LVNSHUFHSWLRQDQGULVNFRPPXQLFDWLRQ$

UHYLHZRIOLWHUDWXUH/LHS[OHUK:HML[`3HIVYH[VY`
B^PLYD>PNNSLZ^VY[O,*

(UJRQRPLFVDQG$FFLGHQWV7KHHIIHFWLYHQHVVRI

ERRPEDUULHUVLQUHGXFLQJDFFLGHQWVDWUDLOZD\OHYHOFURVVLQJV,YNVUVTPJ+LZPNU
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Level crossing type: AOCL
02

Driver distractions

Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

06

Road junctions

Road junctions close to the level crossing may result in increased decision making and errors by vehicle drivers,
and blocking-back over the crossing.
07

Vehicle approach speed

The speed of the road traversing a level crossing is a factor in vehicle driver errors.

08

Age of drivers

Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

10

Representation of HGV users

HGV drivers form a disproportionately high number of incidents at level crossings.

11

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian and passengers are more likely to undertake risky behaviour at vehicular level crossings where
bridges are not provided.
12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
15

Visual clutter

Superfluous information and roadside structures on the approach to the crossing may reduce the user’s
detection of level crossing information and warning signs.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
17

Understanding of warning lights

The onset of the amber and proceeding red lights of the activated warning system lead to various vehicle driver
behaviours at level crossings.
18

Closure time

The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

Level crossing type: AOCL
22

Conspicuity of flashing lights

The effectiveness of flashing lights is limited by veiling glare, limited light output and their position.

26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

29

Quantity of information

The quantity of signage information that can be read and understood decreases with road speed.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
31

Location near rail stations

Level crossings adjacent to rail stations influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers and other users.

32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

34

Parked cars

Parked cars before and after the level crossing may result in drivers slowing and stopping while on the level
crossing.
38

Visitor parking

The position of visitors parked vehicles at a level crossing may affect the behaviour of other road drivers.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

44

Automatic open crossings

Automatic open level crossings result in increased risk taking behaviour, later in the crossing cycle.

48

Observation of amber light

The length of activation time of the amber light has little affect on the behaviour of the vehicle driver.

49

Road access

Level crossings that provide the only access to routes either side of the crossing influences the risk taking
behaviour of vehicle drivers.
50

Passenger drop-off points

Non-designated passenger drop-off points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of traffic
approaching a level crossing.

Level crossing type: AOCL
51

See-through effect

Level crossing located in a dip or on a brow of a long straight road may result in increases of red-light running.

52

HGV drivers using rail station facilities

The effectiveness of information is reduced by HGV drivers parking in front of signs and warning devices.

53

Events

Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

54

Narrow roads

Narrow roads before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the
level crossing.
56

Location near major roads

The risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back over the level crossing, or general risk taking behaviour is increased
when the crossing is located on roads with direct access to major roads or motorways.
57

Traffic calming systems

Road traffic calming systems on the approaches to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicles
blocking-back.
59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

62

Roadworks

Roadworks positioned up to 3 kilometres from the level crossing may still impact on vehicles blocking-back.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

66

Another train approaching

The ‘Another Train Coming if lights continue to show’ sign has minimal impact in providing vehicle drivers with
sufficient information.
69

Rural level crossings

The environmental context of a rural level crossing reduces the awareness of approaching vehicle drivers.

70

Road markings

The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

72

Location near farms

High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

Level crossing type: AOCL
74

Proximity of level crossing to another

Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

79

Combined environmental features

Level crossings with a combination of environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges, may
increase the decision making errors of vehicle drivers.
80

Cats-eyes

Deteriorated ‘cats-eyes’ on the approach or on the level crossing may reduce the vehicle driver’s ability to
negotiate the road layout at night.
81

Sign pictogram

The ‘Puffer’ sign does not convey any directly useful information to users.

83

Road descents

Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

87

School parking

School drop-off and collection points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of other vehicle
drivers approaching the crossing.
88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.
89

Level crossing equipment

The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of
regular users.
90

Position of information

Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

91

Vehicle speed zones

The position of incremental speed restriction signs influences the speed of vehicle drivers when approaching the
crossing.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

96

Straight roads

Straight roads increase the opportunities for vehicle drivers to undertake risky behaviour, to avoid having to
wait at the level crossing.
97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

98

Train arrival

Activation of the warning lights is used by passengers as a train arrival indicator.

102

Railway sidings

Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

103

Emergency services

Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

Level crossing type: AOCL
104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

45

Animals: Horses

Activated warnings at protected level crossings may result in undesirable behaviour by horses, and influence the
behaviour of other road vehicle users.
23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.
99

Sightlines

Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.

Level crossing type: AOCR
02

Driver distractions

Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

06

Road junctions

Road junctions close to the level crossing may result in increased decision making and errors by vehicle drivers,
and blocking-back over the crossing.
07

Vehicle approach speed

The speed of the road traversing a level crossing is a factor in vehicle driver errors.

08

Age of drivers

Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

10

Representation of HGV users

HGV drivers form a disproportionately high number of incidents at level crossings.

11

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian and passengers are more likely to undertake risky behaviour at vehicular level crossings where
bridges are not provided.
12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
15

Visual clutter

Superfluous information and roadside structures on the approach to the crossing may reduce the user’s
detection of level crossing information and warning signs.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
17

Understanding of warning lights

The onset of the amber and proceeding red lights of the activated warning system lead to various vehicle driver
behaviours at level crossings.
18

Closure time

The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

Level crossing type: AOCR
22

Conspicuity of flashing lights

The effectiveness of flashing lights is limited by veiling glare, limited light output and their position.

26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

29

Quantity of information

The quantity of signage information that can be read and understood decreases with road speed.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
31

Location near rail stations

Level crossings adjacent to rail stations influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers and other users.

32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

34

Parked cars

Parked cars before and after the level crossing may result in drivers slowing and stopping while on the level
crossing.
38

Visitor parking

The position of visitors parked vehicles at a level crossing may affect the behaviour of other road drivers.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

44

Automatic open crossings

Automatic open level crossings result in increased risk taking behaviour, later in the crossing cycle.

48

Observation of amber light

The length of activation time of the amber light has little affect on the behaviour of the vehicle driver.

49

Road access

Level crossings that provide the only access to routes either side of the crossing influences the risk taking
behaviour of vehicle drivers.
50

Passenger drop-off points

Non-designated passenger drop-off points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of traffic
approaching a level crossing.

Level crossing type: AOCR
51

See-through effect

Level crossing located in a dip or on a brow of a long straight road may result in increases of red-light running.

52

HGV drivers using rail station facilities

The effectiveness of information is reduced by HGV drivers parking in front of signs and warning devices.

53

Events

Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

54

Narrow roads

Narrow roads before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the
level crossing.
56

Location near major roads

The risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back over the level crossing, or general risk taking behaviour is increased
when the crossing is located on roads with direct access to major roads or motorways.
57

Traffic calming systems

Road traffic calming systems on the approaches to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicles
blocking-back.
59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

62

Roadworks

Roadworks positioned up to 3 kilometres from the level crossing may still impact on vehicles blocking-back.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

66

Another train approaching

The ‘Another Train Coming if lights continue to show’ sign has minimal impact in providing vehicle drivers with
sufficient information.
69

Rural level crossings

The environmental context of a rural level crossing reduces the awareness of approaching vehicle drivers.

70

Road markings

The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

72

Location near farms

High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

Level crossing type: AOCR
74

Proximity of level crossing to another

Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

79

Combined environmental features

Level crossings with a combination of environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges, may
increase the decision making errors of vehicle drivers.
80

Cats-eyes

Deteriorated ‘cats-eyes’ on the approach or on the level crossing may reduce the vehicle driver’s ability to
negotiate the road layout at night.
81

Sign pictogram

The ‘Puffer’ sign does not convey any directly useful information to users.

83

Road descents

Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

87

School parking

School drop-off and collection points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of other vehicle
drivers approaching the crossing.
88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.
89

Level crossing equipment

The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of
regular users.
90

Position of information

Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

91

Vehicle speed zones

The position of incremental speed restriction signs influences the speed of vehicle drivers when approaching the
crossing.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

96

Straight roads

Straight roads increase the opportunities for vehicle drivers to undertake risky behaviour, to avoid having to
wait at the level crossing.
97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

98

Train arrival

Activation of the warning lights is used by passengers as a train arrival indicator.

102

Railway sidings

Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

103

Emergency services

Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

Level crossing type: AOCR
104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

45

Animals: Horses

Activated warnings at protected level crossings may result in undesirable behaviour by horses, and influence the
behaviour of other road vehicle users.
23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.
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Sightlines

Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.

Level crossing type: ABCL
02

Driver distractions

Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

06

Road junctions

Road junctions close to the level crossing may result in increased decision making and errors by vehicle drivers,
and blocking-back over the crossing.
07

Vehicle approach speed

The speed of the road traversing a level crossing is a factor in vehicle driver errors.

08

Age of drivers

Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

10

Representation of HGV users

HGV drivers form a disproportionately high number of incidents at level crossings.

11

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian and passengers are more likely to undertake risky behaviour at vehicular level crossings where
bridges are not provided.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
15

Visual clutter

Superfluous information and roadside structures on the approach to the crossing may reduce the user’s
detection of level crossing information and warning signs.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
17

Understanding of warning lights

The onset of the amber and proceeding red lights of the activated warning system lead to various vehicle driver
behaviours at level crossings.
18

Closure time

The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

22

Conspicuity of flashing lights

The effectiveness of flashing lights is limited by veiling glare, limited light output and their position.

Level crossing type: ABCL
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

29

Quantity of information

The quantity of signage information that can be read and understood decreases with road speed.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
31

Location near rail stations

Level crossings adjacent to rail stations influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers and other users.

34

Parked cars

Parked cars before and after the level crossing may result in drivers slowing and stopping while on the level
crossing.
38

Visitor parking

The position of visitors parked vehicles at a level crossing may affect the behaviour of other road drivers.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

48

Observation of amber light

The length of activation time of the amber light has little affect on the behaviour of the vehicle driver.

49

Road access

Level crossings that provide the only access to routes either side of the crossing influences the risk taking
behaviour of vehicle drivers.
50

Passenger drop-off points

Non-designated passenger drop-off points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of traffic
approaching a level crossing.
51

See-through effect

Level crossing located in a dip or on a brow of a long straight road may result in increases of red-light running.

52

HGV drivers using rail station facilities

The effectiveness of information is reduced by HGV drivers parking in front of signs and warning devices.

53

Events

Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

54

Narrow roads

Narrow roads before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the
level crossing.

Level crossing type: ABCL
56

Location near major roads

The risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back over the level crossing, or general risk taking behaviour is increased
when the crossing is located on roads with direct access to major roads or motorways.
57

Traffic calming systems

Road traffic calming systems on the approaches to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicles
blocking-back.
59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

62

Roadworks

Roadworks positioned up to 3 kilometres from the level crossing may still impact on vehicles blocking-back.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

66

Another train approaching

The ‘Another Train Coming if lights continue to show’ sign has minimal impact in providing vehicle drivers with
sufficient information.
69

Rural level crossings

The environmental context of a rural level crossing reduces the awareness of approaching vehicle drivers.

70

Road markings

The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

72

Location near farms

High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

74

Proximity of level crossing to another

Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

79

Combined environmental features

Level crossings with a combination of environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges, may
increase the decision making errors of vehicle drivers.
80

Cats-eyes

Deteriorated ‘cats-eyes’ on the approach or on the level crossing may reduce the vehicle driver’s ability to
negotiate the road layout at night.
83

Road descents

Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

Level crossing type: ABCL
86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

87

School parking

School drop-off and collection points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of other vehicle
drivers approaching the crossing.
88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.
89

Level crossing equipment

The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of
regular users.
90

Position of information

Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

91

Vehicle speed zones

The position of incremental speed restriction signs influences the speed of vehicle drivers when approaching the
crossing.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

96

Straight roads

Straight roads increase the opportunities for vehicle drivers to undertake risky behaviour, to avoid having to
wait at the level crossing.
97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

98

Train arrival

Activation of the warning lights is used by passengers as a train arrival indicator.

102

Railway sidings

Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

103

Emergency services

Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

45

Animals: Horses

Activated warnings at protected level crossings may result in undesirable behaviour by horses, and influence the
behaviour of other road vehicle users.
23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.

Level crossing type: AHB
02

Driver distractions

Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

06

Road junctions

Road junctions close to the level crossing may result in increased decision making and errors by vehicle drivers,
and blocking-back over the crossing.
07

Vehicle approach speed

The speed of the road traversing a level crossing is a factor in vehicle driver errors.

08

Age of drivers

Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

10

Representation of HGV users

HGV drivers form a disproportionately high number of incidents at level crossings.

11

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian and passengers are more likely to undertake risky behaviour at vehicular level crossings where
bridges are not provided.
12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
15

Visual clutter

Superfluous information and roadside structures on the approach to the crossing may reduce the user’s
detection of level crossing information and warning signs.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
17

Understanding of warning lights

The onset of the amber and proceeding red lights of the activated warning system lead to various vehicle driver
behaviours at level crossings.
18

Closure time

The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

Level crossing type: AHB
22

Conspicuity of flashing lights

The effectiveness of flashing lights is limited by veiling glare, limited light output and their position.

24

Half barrier

Automatic half barriers facilitate vehicle drivers to undertake risk taking behaviour.

25

Users perception of train speed & distance

Train speed and distance is underestimated by users, which may result in increased decision making errors by
users at level crossings.
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

29

Quantity of information

The quantity of signage information that can be read and understood decreases with road speed.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
31

Location near rail stations

Level crossings adjacent to rail stations influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers and other users.

32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

34

Parked cars

Parked cars before and after the level crossing may result in drivers slowing and stopping while on the level
crossing.
38

Visitor parking

The position of visitors parked vehicles at a level crossing may affect the behaviour of other road drivers.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

48

Observation of amber light

The length of activation time of the amber light has little affect on the behaviour of the vehicle driver.

49

Road access

Level crossings that provide the only access to routes either side of the crossing influences the risk taking
behaviour of vehicle drivers.

Level crossing type: AHB
50

Passenger drop-off points

Non-designated passenger drop-off points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of traffic
approaching a level crossing.
51

See-through effect

Level crossing located in a dip or on a brow of a long straight road may result in increases of red-light running.

52

HGV drivers using rail station facilities

The effectiveness of information is reduced by HGV drivers parking in front of signs and warning devices.

53

Events

Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

54

Narrow roads

Narrow roads before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the
level crossing.
56

Location near major roads

The risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back over the level crossing, or general risk taking behaviour is increased
when the crossing is located on roads with direct access to major roads or motorways.
57

Traffic calming systems

Road traffic calming systems on the approaches to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicles
blocking-back.
59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
60

Bus stops

Unofficial bus stops in the level crossing lay-by, affects the behaviour of large or slow vehicle drivers.

61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

62

Roadworks

Roadworks positioned up to 3 kilometres from the level crossing may still impact on vehicles blocking-back.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

66

Another train approaching

The ‘Another Train Coming if lights continue to show’ sign has minimal impact in providing vehicle drivers with
sufficient information.
69

Rural level crossings

The environmental context of a rural level crossing reduces the awareness of approaching vehicle drivers.

70

Road markings

The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

Level crossing type: AHB
72

Location near farms

High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

74

Proximity of level crossing to another

Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

76

Pedestrians on vehicular crossings

Large volumes of pedestrians and cyclists using road level crossings ignore the activated warning information
and barriers.
79

Combined environmental features

Level crossings with a combination of environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges, may
increase the decision making errors of vehicle drivers.
80

Cats-eyes

Deteriorated ‘cats-eyes’ on the approach or on the level crossing may reduce the vehicle driver’s ability to
negotiate the road layout at night.
83

Road descents

Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

87

School parking

School drop-off and collection points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of other vehicle
drivers approaching the crossing.
88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.
89

Level crossing equipment

The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of
regular users.
90

Position of information

Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

91

Vehicle speed zones

The position of incremental speed restriction signs influences the speed of vehicle drivers when approaching the
crossing.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

96

Straight roads

Straight roads increase the opportunities for vehicle drivers to undertake risky behaviour, to avoid having to
wait at the level crossing.
97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

98

Train arrival

Activation of the warning lights is used by passengers as a train arrival indicator.

Level crossing type: AHB
102

Railway sidings

Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

103

Emergency services

Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

45

Animals: Horses

Activated warnings at protected level crossings may result in undesirable behaviour by horses, and influence the
behaviour of other road vehicle users.
23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.

Level crossing type: MCG
03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

72

Location near farms

High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

74

Proximity of level crossing to another

Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

Level crossing type: MCG
88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.
90

Position of information

Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

102

Railway sidings

Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

103

Emergency services

Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.

Level crossing type: MCB
02

Driver distractions

Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

06

Road junctions

Road junctions close to the level crossing may result in increased decision making and errors by vehicle drivers,
and blocking-back over the crossing.
07

Vehicle approach speed

The speed of the road traversing a level crossing is a factor in vehicle driver errors.

08

Age of drivers

Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

10

Representation of HGV users

HGV drivers form a disproportionately high number of incidents at level crossings.

11

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian and passengers are more likely to undertake risky behaviour at vehicular level crossings where
bridges are not provided.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
15

Visual clutter

Superfluous information and roadside structures on the approach to the crossing may reduce the user’s
detection of level crossing information and warning signs.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
17

Understanding of warning lights

The onset of the amber and proceeding red lights of the activated warning system lead to various vehicle driver
behaviours at level crossings.
18

Closure time

The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

22

Conspicuity of flashing lights

The effectiveness of flashing lights is limited by veiling glare, limited light output and their position.

Level crossing type: MCB
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
31

Location near rail stations

Level crossings adjacent to rail stations influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers and other users.

34

Parked cars

Parked cars before and after the level crossing may result in drivers slowing and stopping while on the level
crossing.
38

Visitor parking

The position of visitors parked vehicles at a level crossing may affect the behaviour of other road drivers.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

48

Observation of amber light

The length of activation time of the amber light has little affect on the behaviour of the vehicle driver.

49

Road access

Level crossings that provide the only access to routes either side of the crossing influences the risk taking
behaviour of vehicle drivers.
50

Passenger drop-off points

Non-designated passenger drop-off points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of traffic
approaching a level crossing.
51

See-through effect

Level crossing located in a dip or on a brow of a long straight road may result in increases of red-light running.

52

HGV drivers using rail station facilities

The effectiveness of information is reduced by HGV drivers parking in front of signs and warning devices.

53

Events

Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

54

Narrow roads

Narrow roads before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the
level crossing.
56

Location near major roads

The risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back over the level crossing, or general risk taking behaviour is increased
when the crossing is located on roads with direct access to major roads or motorways.

Level crossing type: MCB
57

Traffic calming systems

Road traffic calming systems on the approaches to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicles
blocking-back.
59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

62

Roadworks

Roadworks positioned up to 3 kilometres from the level crossing may still impact on vehicles blocking-back.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

69

Rural level crossings

The environmental context of a rural level crossing reduces the awareness of approaching vehicle drivers.

70

Road markings

The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

72

Location near farms

High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

74

Proximity of level crossing to another

Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

79

Combined environmental features

Level crossings with a combination of environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges, may
increase the decision making errors of vehicle drivers.
80

Cats-eyes

Deteriorated ‘cats-eyes’ on the approach or on the level crossing may reduce the vehicle driver’s ability to
negotiate the road layout at night.
83

Road descents

Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

87

School parking

School drop-off and collection points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of other vehicle
drivers approaching the crossing.

Level crossing type: MCB
88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.
89

Level crossing equipment

The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of
regular users.
90

Position of information

Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

91

Vehicle speed zones

The position of incremental speed restriction signs influences the speed of vehicle drivers when approaching the
crossing.
96

Straight roads

Straight roads increase the opportunities for vehicle drivers to undertake risky behaviour, to avoid having to
wait at the level crossing.
97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

98

Train arrival

Activation of the warning lights is used by passengers as a train arrival indicator.

101

Signal box: detection of objects

Certain conditions impair the signallers ability to detect objects on the level crossing.

102

Railway sidings

Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

103

Emergency services

Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

92

Double train lines

The space between two sets of double train lines provides users with a refuge point.

84

Signal box: camera angle

Position of the camera at a level crossing influences the signallers ability to detect objects.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

45

Animals: Horses

Activated warnings at protected level crossings may result in undesirable behaviour by horses, and influence the
behaviour of other road vehicle users.
09

Signal box: track side workers

High-visibility clothing appears white on black & white monitors.

23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.

Level crossing type: MCB+CCTV
02

Driver distractions

Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

06

Road junctions

Road junctions close to the level crossing may result in increased decision making and errors by vehicle drivers,
and blocking-back over the crossing.
07

Vehicle approach speed

The speed of the road traversing a level crossing is a factor in vehicle driver errors.

08

Age of drivers

Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

10

Representation of HGV users

HGV drivers form a disproportionately high number of incidents at level crossings.

11

Pedestrian access

Pedestrian and passengers are more likely to undertake risky behaviour at vehicular level crossings where
bridges are not provided.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
15

Visual clutter

Superfluous information and roadside structures on the approach to the crossing may reduce the user’s
detection of level crossing information and warning signs.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
17

Understanding of warning lights

The onset of the amber and proceeding red lights of the activated warning system lead to various vehicle driver
behaviours at level crossings.
18

Closure time

The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

22

Conspicuity of flashing lights

The effectiveness of flashing lights is limited by veiling glare, limited light output and their position.

Level crossing type: MCB+CCTV
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
34

Parked cars

Parked cars before and after the level crossing may result in drivers slowing and stopping while on the level
crossing.
38

Visitor parking

The position of visitors parked vehicles at a level crossing may affect the behaviour of other road drivers.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

48

Observation of amber light

The length of activation time of the amber light has little affect on the behaviour of the vehicle driver.

49

Road access

Level crossings that provide the only access to routes either side of the crossing influences the risk taking
behaviour of vehicle drivers.
50

Passenger drop-off points

Non-designated passenger drop-off points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of traffic
approaching a level crossing.
51

See-through effect

Level crossing located in a dip or on a brow of a long straight road may result in increases of red-light running.

52

HGV drivers using rail station facilities

The effectiveness of information is reduced by HGV drivers parking in front of signs and warning devices.

53

Events

Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

54

Narrow roads

Narrow roads before and after the level crossing may result in vehicle drivers slowing and stopping while on the
level crossing.
56

Location near major roads

The risk of vehicle drivers blocking-back over the level crossing, or general risk taking behaviour is increased
when the crossing is located on roads with direct access to major roads or motorways.
57

Traffic calming systems

Road traffic calming systems on the approaches to a level crossing may increase the risk of vehicles
blocking-back.

Level crossing type: MCB+CCTV
59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

62

Roadworks

Roadworks positioned up to 3 kilometres from the level crossing may still impact on vehicles blocking-back.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

69

Rural level crossings

The environmental context of a rural level crossing reduces the awareness of approaching vehicle drivers.

70

Road markings

The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

72

Location near farms

High volumes of farm traffic impact on the speed and behaviour of other vehicles traversing the crossing.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

74

Proximity of level crossing to another

Level crossings located in close proximity to another may influence the risk taking behaviour of vehicle drivers.

79

Combined environmental features

Level crossings with a combination of environmental features, such as bends, hills, trees and hedges, may
increase the decision making errors of vehicle drivers.
80

Cats-eyes

Deteriorated ‘cats-eyes’ on the approach or on the level crossing may reduce the vehicle driver’s ability to
negotiate the road layout at night.
83

Road descents

Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

87

School parking

School drop-off and collection points close to level crossings affects the flow and behaviour of other vehicle
drivers approaching the crossing.
88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.

Level crossing type: MCB+CCTV
89

Level crossing equipment

The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of
regular users.
90

Position of information

Perception of a hazard is improved when information referencing the imminent danger are associated together.

91

Vehicle speed zones

The position of incremental speed restriction signs influences the speed of vehicle drivers when approaching the
crossing.
96

Straight roads

Straight roads increase the opportunities for vehicle drivers to undertake risky behaviour, to avoid having to
wait at the level crossing.
97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

98

Train arrival

Activation of the warning lights is used by passengers as a train arrival indicator.

101

Signal box: detection of objects

Certain conditions impair the signallers ability to detect objects on the level crossing.

102

Railway sidings

Alternative uses of railways sidings may alter the type of traffic using a level crossing.

103

Emergency services

Crossings located on routes used by emergency service vehicles may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

92

Double train lines

The space between two sets of double train lines provides users with a refuge point.

84

Signal box: camera angle

Position of the camera at a level crossing influences the signallers ability to detect objects.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

45

Animals: Horses

Activated warnings at protected level crossings may result in undesirable behaviour by horses, and influence the
behaviour of other road vehicle users.
09

Signal box: track side workers

High-visibility clothing appears white on black & white monitors.

23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.

Level crossing type: UWC
01

Phone box instructions

Unclear phone instructions provided within phone boxes at UWC may result in users failing to communicate with
the signaller.
03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
19

Open gates

Open gates increases the risk to approaching users.

21

Darkness

Unprotected crossings used during the hours of darkness may lead to increased decision making errors by
crossing users.
25

Users perception of train speed & distance

Train speed and distance is underestimated by users, which may result in increased decision making errors by
users at level crossings.
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

27

Harvesting time

Harvesting time influences the risk taking behaviour of UWC users.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

36

Telephone use

Level crossing users failure to use the telephone is a factor in incidents at UWC crossings.

37

Traffic moment

High levels of traffic moment at user worked crossings increase the chances of an incident.

Level crossing type: UWC
39

Crossing utilisation

Level crossings with high crossing utilisation increases the risks to users.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

46

Gate crossing procedure

The requirement to open and close the gate, following a procedure of crossing the tracks five times, is a factor in
why gates are left open at UWC’s.
55

Contractors

Landowners failure to inform new contractors of the procedures and restrictions for using their vehicles across
the level crossing may increase the risk of an incident.
58

Diversification in farming

Diversification in farming increases public access to user-worked crossings.

61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

65

Crossing instructions

Ambiguous crossing instructions may result in users failing to undertake the correct crossing procedure.

67

Animals: Dogs

Unrestrained dogs may impair their owners concentration while on the level crossing.

68

Contacting the signaller

Unclear ‘user-type’ information may result in users failing to contact the signaller prior to crossing.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

77

Decision point

An obvious decision point is critical for users at unprotected level crossings.

78

Signal sections

Long signal sections increase the risk taking behaviour of users at UWC’s.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.

Level crossing type: UWC
93

Distance between gates

The overall distance between UWC gates and the distance between the gate and first train line effects the risk
taking behaviour of vehicle users.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

100

Communication with signaller

The dialogue between the level crossing user and the signaller may impact on the behaviour of the user.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.
99

Sightlines

Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.

Level crossing type: UWC+T
01

Phone box instructions

Unclear phone instructions provided within phone boxes at UWC may result in users failing to communicate with
the signaller.
03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
19

Open gates

Open gates increases the risk to approaching users.

21

Darkness

Unprotected crossings used during the hours of darkness may lead to increased decision making errors by
crossing users.
25

Users perception of train speed & distance

Train speed and distance is underestimated by users, which may result in increased decision making errors by
users at level crossings.
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

27

Harvesting time

Harvesting time influences the risk taking behaviour of UWC users.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

36

Telephone use

Level crossing users failure to use the telephone is a factor in incidents at UWC crossings.

37

Traffic moment

High levels of traffic moment at user worked crossings increase the chances of an incident.

Level crossing type: UWC+T
39

Crossing utilisation

Level crossings with high crossing utilisation increases the risks to users.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

46

Gate crossing procedure

The requirement to open and close the gate, following a procedure of crossing the tracks five times, is a factor in
why gates are left open at UWC’s.
55

Contractors

Landowners failure to inform new contractors of the procedures and restrictions for using their vehicles across
the level crossing may increase the risk of an incident.
58

Diversification in farming

Diversification in farming increases public access to user-worked crossings.

61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

65

Crossing instructions

Ambiguous crossing instructions may result in users failing to undertake the correct crossing procedure.

67

Animals: Dogs

Unrestrained dogs may impair their owners concentration while on the level crossing.

68

Contacting the signaller

Unclear ‘user-type’ information may result in users failing to contact the signaller prior to crossing.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

77

Decision point

An obvious decision point is critical for users at unprotected level crossings.

78

Signal sections

Long signal sections increase the risk taking behaviour of users at UWC’s.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.

Level crossing type: UWC+T
93

Distance between gates

The overall distance between UWC gates and the distance between the gate and first train line effects the risk
taking behaviour of vehicle users.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

100

Communication with signaller

The dialogue between the level crossing user and the signaller may impact on the behaviour of the user.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.
99

Sightlines

Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.

Level crossing type: UWC+MWL
02

Driver distractions

Distractions on the approach to a level crossing may impair the performance of both vehicle and train drivers.

03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

08

Age of drivers

Violations at level crossings may be influenced by the age of the local population.

12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
18

Closure time

The amount of time the user expects to wait at the level crossing may influence their risk taking behaviour.

19

Open gates

Open gates increases the risk to approaching users.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

27

Harvesting time

Harvesting time influences the risk taking behaviour of UWC users.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

Level crossing type: UWC+MWL
36

Telephone use

Level crossing users failure to use the telephone is a factor in incidents at UWC crossings.

37

Traffic moment

High levels of traffic moment at user worked crossings increase the chances of an incident.

39

Crossing utilisation

Level crossings with high crossing utilisation increases the risks to users.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
42

Days of the week

Risk taking behaviour at level crossings increases on working days.

43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

46

Gate crossing procedure

The requirement to open and close the gate, following a procedure of crossing the tracks five times, is a factor in
why gates are left open at UWC’s.
47

Violations at MWL

Over estimation of warning time and underestimation of crossing leads to risk taking behaviour.

55

Contractors

Landowners failure to inform new contractors of the procedures and restrictions for using their vehicles across
the level crossing may increase the risk of an incident.
58

Diversification in farming

Diversification in farming increases public access to user-worked crossings.

59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

64

Vehicle shortcuts

Level crossings on roads used as shortcuts result in increased risk taking behaviour by vehicle drivers.

65

Crossing instructions

Ambiguous crossing instructions may result in users failing to undertake the correct crossing procedure.

67

Animals: Dogs

Unrestrained dogs may impair their owners concentration while on the level crossing.

70

Road markings

The effectiveness of vehicle drivers stopping in the correct location is impaired by worn road markings.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

Level crossing type: UWC+MWL
73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

88

Proximity of different road speeds

High road speeds in close proximity to a level crossing on a lower speed road influences the speed at which
vehicle drivers approach the crossing.
89

Level crossing equipment

The reliability and/or perception of reliability of the level crossing equipment affects the risk taking behaviour of
regular users.
93

Distance between gates

The overall distance between UWC gates and the distance between the gate and first train line effects the risk
taking behaviour of vehicle users.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.
99

Sightlines

Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.

Level crossing type: OC
01

Phone box instructions

Unclear phone instructions provided within phone boxes at UWC may result in users failing to communicate with
the signaller.
03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
19

Open gates

Open gates increases the risk to approaching users.

20

Audible alarm

Second audible warning tone is not detected and/or understood by level crossing users.

21

Darkness

Unprotected crossings used during the hours of darkness may lead to increased decision making errors by
crossing users.
25

Users perception of train speed & distance

Train speed and distance is underestimated by users, which may result in increased decision making errors by
users at level crossings.
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

27

Harvesting time

Harvesting time influences the risk taking behaviour of UWC users.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

Level crossing type: OC
39

Crossing utilisation

Level crossings with high crossing utilisation increases the risks to users.

40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

46

Gate crossing procedure

The requirement to open and close the gate, following a procedure of crossing the tracks five times, is a factor in
why gates are left open at UWC’s.
53

Events

Events increase the amount of irregular users at level crossings.

55

Contractors

Landowners failure to inform new contractors of the procedures and restrictions for using their vehicles across
the level crossing may increase the risk of an incident.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

67

Animals: Dogs

Unrestrained dogs may impair their owners concentration while on the level crossing.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

73

Commercial traffic

Level crossings with high volumes of commercial traffic may result in increased risk taking behaviour.

77

Decision point

An obvious decision point is critical for users at unprotected level crossings.

83

Road descents

Level crossings located at the end of a descent may result in increased red-light running by vehicle drivers.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

Level crossing type: OC
75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

23

Sunlight strobing

Sunlight passing through lines of trees positioned on the side of the road imparts a strobing effect on the road
which may impair the visibility of vehicle drivers.
99

Sightlines

Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.

Level crossing type: FC
03

Weather: Ice

Icy weather conditions on the approach, exit and on the crossing affects the behaviour of crossing users.

04

Users familiarity with a crossing

Regular users and those living close to level crossings are more likely to undertake risk taking behaviour when
using the crossing.
05

Frequency of trains

Crossings with a low frequency of trains are likely to increase the risk taking behaviour of regular users.

12

Regularity of trains

Variations in train schedules, such as engineering works, unexpected delays to train services, and line speed
restrictions etc., all contribute to fluctuations in trains passing a point at a supposedly ‘known’ time.
13

Groups

People in groups may undertake more risky behaviour, than when on their own.

14

Time of day

Risk taking at level crossings increases during rush-hours, at midday and at the beginning and end of the school
day.
16

Presence of rail staff

The presence of rail staff in high-visibility clothing can have an undesirable influence on level crossing user
behaviour.
19

Open gates

Open gates increases the risk to approaching users.

21

Darkness

Unprotected crossings used during the hours of darkness may lead to increased decision making errors by
crossing users.
25

Users perception of train speed & distance

Train speed and distance is underestimated by users, which may result in increased decision making errors by
users at level crossings.
26

Foliage

The effectiveness of information on the approach to and at the level crossing is reduced by overgrown foliage.

28

Position of warning lights

The effectiveness of warning lights is influenced by their position.

30

Trespassing on rail structures

Rail structures located at the entrance and exit areas to crossings that appear suitable for climbing may result in
undesirable risk taking behaviour by members of the public.
32

Train speeds

Low train speeds may increase the risk taking behaviour of users.

33

Sighting distance

Good sighting distance should indicate the level crossing as high risk.

35

Position of safety

Insufficient space between trackside gate and rail results in potential obstruction of track by bicycles and
pushchairs.
39

Crossing utilisation

Level crossings with high crossing utilisation increases the risks to users.

Level crossing type: FC
40

Type of trains

Train lines with high frequency of both freight and passenger services may influence the risk taking behaviour of
users.
43

Suicide

Level crossings are a potential target for use by persons attempting to commit suicide

59

Foreign vehicle drivers

Areas with high levels of foreign vehicle drivers may have increases in decision making errors at level crossings.
This may be more evident during seasonal periods.
61

Crossing surface

Uneven and slippery level crossing surface may present a potential hazard to those using the crossing.

63

Housing developments

Housing developments increase road traffic and level crossing use.

67

Animals: Dogs

Unrestrained dogs may impair their owners concentration while on the level crossing.

71

Number of train lines

Single train lines may increase the risk taking behaviour of both vehicle drivers and pedestrians.

77

Decision point

An obvious decision point is critical for users at unprotected level crossings.

86

Train enthusiasts

To view trains closely, people undertake risky behaviour at level crossings.

94

Trespassers

Food and drink rubbish at a level crossing is often an indicator of young people using the crossing as a meeting
place.
95

Noise

Noisy surroundings may impair the performance of the users to detect trains at level crossings.

97

Stereotypical crossing users

Users who violate crossing procedures are not always male and in their twenties.

104

Weather: Fog

The effectiveness of visual information is impaired by fog.

75

Public houses

Crossings located on route to public houses may result in increased violations of crossing procedures.

99

Sightlines

Restricted or blocked sightlines may encourage users to move past a point of safety.
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